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Abstract
agnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is rapidly emerging as a powerfiil tool for

M

evaluating white matter changes in Multiple Sclerosis (MS).

MRI has

conventionally used the Ti and T2 relaxation times and proton density o f tissue water to
produce contrast. Magnetisation Transfer Imaging (MTI) is a Magnetic Resonance (MR)
technique that offers a new method for modifying tissue contrast and improving tissue
characterisation. Biological tissues contain separate populations o f hydrogen protons: a
highly mobile (free) hydrogen pool, and an immobile (restricted motion, mostly
macromolecules) hydrogen pool.

Exchange o f magnetisation between the free and

restricted hydrogen protons is the basis o f magnetisation transfer (MT); MT is an indirect
process mediated by macromolecules.

In this thesis, a new quantitative MT technique had been devised that allows in-vivo
coverage o f the whole brain and that precisely estimates the macromolecular proton
fraction (f) and bound water T2 relaxation time (T2 ®). Both f and T2 ® were significantly
different between MS lesions and normal control white matter. Compared with MTR
(the Magnetisation Transfer Ratio, a simple, commonly used, parameter which can be
calculated from a pair o f differently MT weighted images), f and T2 ® have the potential
advantage o f relative independence from MT acquisition protocol while offering more
pathologically specific information. In particular, f may provide a more direct indication
o f myelin content in white matter. MTR, however, is a composite measure that is derived
from a number o f more fundamental MR parameters. It is o f interest to characterise

these separately as they may offer greater pathological specificity.

Quantification o f

these underlying parameters should also offer relative independence from scanner and
acquisition parameters, making comparisons between studies more straightforward.

MTR, as a measure, is dependent on the specific pulse sequence and scanner
characteristics, making it difficult to compare results between centres. If MTI is to be
used as a tool in multi-centre therapeutic trials, estimation o f f and T2 ®, (which have the
potential to be less dependent on acquisition parameters), may be o f value. Furthermore,
f may provide a more direct indication o f white matter myelin content, as myelin protons
are likely to make a major contribution to the overall macromolecular pool. Further
studies are now needed to investigate the pathological basis o f these fundamental
parameters and to determine, in a large clinical cohort, their relationship to clinical
subgroups and disability.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

M

agnetisation Transfer (MT) imaging is a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
technique that generates contrast dependent upon the phenomenon o f

magnetisation exchange between relatively immobile, semi-solid macromolecular
protons and mobile water protons. This technique has the ability to indirectly image
semi-solids, such as protein and cell membranes, whose signal decays too rapidly to be
imaged directly.

Most commonly a two-pool model o f tissue is used, a free pool,

consisting o f mobile protons in a liquid state and a bound/semi-solid pool consisting of
protons bound to other molecules or cells, which exist in a semi-solid state.

Preliminary in-vitro and in-vivo results suggest that MT quantification may allow
characterisation o f the pathologically heterogeneous lesions o f Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
by providing a measure o f demyelination. MS is characterised by the destruction o f
myelin in the central nervous system; the areas o f demyelination are referred to as lesions
or plaques. Early lesions have been correlated with the breakdown o f the blood brain
barrier near small vessels. The lesions are then believed to become inflamed followed by
demyelination, gliosis and finally axonal loss. They become infiltrated by immune cells
such as macrophages, neutrophils and lymphocytes. The macrophages appear to destroy
myelin sheaths by digesting the outer layers till all the myelin has disappeared. MS
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lesions can be visualised in-vivo either by computerised tomography (CT) or by MRI;
however these images are generally non-specific to the state o f the lesion. Although MS
lesions are the main locations for the disease, there is evidence that normal appearing
white matter may also have small abnormalities which are difficult to see with MRI
(hence the term normal-appearing). The abnormalities may add to the overall lesion load
or contribute to disabilities acquired by the patient.

1.1

Motivation

Current MT imaging techniques employing MTR values (defined as the ratio o f the
difference in signal intensities produced from images with and without a saturation pulse
applied to the bound pool) are only semi-quantitative in nature and reflect a complex
combination o f tissue and experimental parameters in addition to MT. MTRs can be
compared among subjects and are reproducible under these circumstances, however one
o f the major drawbacks is that these ratios are heavily scanner and sequence dependent.
This means that values obtained from one group o f subjects cannot be compared to those
imaged in a different centre, at least not without careful study design. Moreover, they are
incapable o f differentiating between pathological changes such as oedema, gliosis, and
axonal loss that accompany demyelination in MS. Therefore, efforts are being made to
create an MR imaging sequence that will offer more pathological specificity and be
capable o f quantifying the amount o f myelin loss (in the case o f demyelination) and
myelin gain (in the case o f remyelination).
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In this thesis, a new approach has been described for modelling imaging experiments that
employ pulsed off-resonance irradiation to achieve MT contrast.

Integral to this

approach are approximations that allow the derivation o f a solution for the signal from
MT-weighted imaging pulse sequences. The speed with which the signal equation can be
computed makes it feasible to estimate the parameters that characterise the MT
phenomenon by fitting the signal equation to a region-of-interest in a set o f MT weighted
measurements.

Drawing together these developments, specifically in modelling the

phenomenon and efficient parameter estimation, the final chapters o f the thesis describe a
complete protocol for in-vivo quantitative imaging o f the parameters that characterise
MT. These intrinsic parameters have a physical interpretation that can be used to study
structural changes in both normal and pathological tissue.

The application o f this approach is demonstrated by in-vitro studies o f fixed human brain
slices o f white matter and MS lesions and in-vivo whole brain studies in normal subjects
and patients with MS.

This study has demonstrated significant, tissue specific

differences in the underlying MT parameters, particularly 'f (the bound pool fraction) in
MS lesions, which is seen to be altered even in some regions having normal MTR values
(as can be seen from the scatter plots in Figure 1.1). By distinguishing changes in the
properties o f the semi-solid pool o f protons from those o f the surrounding water, the
ambiguity that hampers the interpretation o f current clinical MT imaging techniques can
be eliminated.
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Scatter Plots o f (a) MTR and (b) f fo r Nonnal White Matter, Normal
Appearing White Matter (NA WAl) and MS Lesions, showing clearly the
increased specificity and sensitivity o f f compared to conventional MTR.

1.2

Overview of Thesis

This thesis describes the methodology involved in measuring both, in-vitro and in-vivo
parameters describing the exchange rate, relaxation properties, and proton concentrations
that characterise the MT phenomenon.

First, the groundwork will be set by describing the general theory involving the NMR
phenomenon and the subsequent creation o f an MR image (Chapter 2). The next chapter
gives a brief overview o f the concepts o f relaxation theory in solutions and
heterogeneous systems like biological tissue. Chapter 4 provides a simple anatomical
description o f the structure o f the brain with an emphasis on white matter and myelin;
while Chapter 5 provides a review o f the literature in the field o f quantitative MT.
Chapter 6 deals with the actual mathematical modelling o f MT. This is followed by a
description o f the general materials and methods used in all the experiments (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 8 describes the methods used for the analysis o f in-vitro and in-vivo data.
Another approach to the bound pool o f protons, using spectroscopy and multi-echo data,
is provided in Chapter 9. Finally in Chapter 10, conclusions are drawn about how all the
studies relate to each other, and further experiments are suggested (including some that
are already underway).
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CHAPTER 2
Principles of Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance
his chapter explains the fundamental concepts behind the Nuclear Magnetic

T

Resonance (NMR) phenomenon and introduces the concept o f proton Ti and T2

relaxation. The mechanisms involved in obtaining an NMR signal and subsequently an
image will be considered here. The physical principles described are fundamental to all
aspects o f NMR, whether they are used for the spectroscopic analysis o f small samples or
imaging o f the human body. In both cases, the principles underlying signal production
are the same. In order to describe the fundamental principles o f NMR, it is necessary to
use either the classical model or the quantum mechanical model o f the atom. Both
methods o f explanation are valid, but a clearer understanding o f the NMR phenomenon
is obtained using the classical model.

Consequently, after a brief description o f the

quantum mechanical approach, the classical approach will be used throughout this thesis.

2.1

The Quantum Mechanical Description of NMR

NMR is a process that involves the absorption and emission o f energy by nuclei.
According to quantum mechanics, every nucleus has an intrinsic spin associated with it.
The spin is a fundamental property o f nature like electric charge or mass, and is
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represented by the symbol (I) and can be either positive or negative. Every nucleus
behaves like a 'gyroscope' or 'spinning top' and has an angular momentum associated
with its spin. The spin is directly proportional to the spin angular momentum (J) and this
can be mathematically expressed by Equation 2.1 where h is Planck’s constant (h)
divided by 2n.

J = Ih

[2,1]

Nuclei with even number o f both protons and neutrons have 1 = 0 and thus possess no net
angular momentum. These nuclei, such as ^He,

and

cannot experience NMR

under any conditions. Nuclei with odd numbers o f both protons and neutrons have spin
quantum numbers that are positive integers. Samples include *"^N (1=1), ^H(I=1) and
’°B(I=3). All other nuclei have spins that are half-integral including 'H(I=!6), ^^0(1=^/:),
’^F(I=î/2) and ^’P(I=*/2).

Since a nucleus has both charge as well as spin, it constitutes an electrical current loop
which induces a magnetic field. Each nucleus can be visualised as a tiny bar magnet with
north and south poles (i.e., a dipole). The vector representation o f this ’point source’
magnetic field is typically denoted by ^ and is called the magnetic dipole moment or
nuclear dipole moment. The ratio o f the magnetic moment to the angular momentum is
constant for a particular nucleus and this constant is known as the gyromagnetic ratio (y)
and is equal to 2.67 x 10* radians'*s'^T^ (42.58 MHzT*) for hydrogen.
mathematically expressed in Equation 2.2 as:
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When such a nucleus is placed within an external magnetic field o f strength (Bo), it
interacts with the magnetic field by aligning itself either parallel or anti-parallel to the
direction o f the external magnetic field. In this situation, the expression for the energy o f
a nuclear magnetic moment (p,) interacting with a magnetic field is given by Equation
2.3.

E = - p .B o

[2.3]

The value o f I determines the number o f measurable discrete Zeeman energy levels for
that nucleus. E can be interpreted as the allowed values o f energy for a nucleus with spin
quantum number I and gyromagnetic ratio y in a magnetic field Bq. We now introduce a
quantum number’m' that can assume only discrete values and is given by:

m = - 1, - I + l ,

I-l, I

where m is a quantum number that can have values - I, -1+ 1,

[2.4]

I-l, I. In the quantum

mechanical model,a nucleus can have 21+1 orientations with respect tothe external field
and this corresponds to the 21+1 allowed Zeeman energy levels. In the case o f the
hydrogen nucleus (I=% and m=% and m=-%), there are two allowed Zeeman energy
levels.

These two states are also known as the spin-up and spin-down states or the

parallel or anti-parallel states and the separation between the two states depends linearly
on the strength o f the magnetic field. Equation 2.3 can be written as:

E = -m y h Bo

[2.5]

These energy states are separated by an energy difference (AE) given by Equation 2.6.
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AE = y h Bo

[2.6]

This splitting o f energy states in the presence o f an external magnetic field is known as
‘Zeeman splitting’. In the case where m = +%, the hydrogen nuclear magnetic moment
lies parallel to the direction o f the magnetic field and the system is in the low energy
state.

System energy is maximised when m=-!4 and p lies anti-parallel to the main

magnetic field. The higher the external field, the larger is the Zeeman separation.

E2=+m.Bo

A E = hco,

m=f >4

Figure 2.1:

Energy level diagram fo r a proton (I=V2).

Transitions between energy

states E] and E 2 induced by absorption o f energy (AE) exactly equal to the
difference between the two states

A proton can change the occupancy o f a given state and undergo a transition when it
gains or loses an amount o f energy that is equal to the energy separation AE (Figure 2.1).
According to Planck’s Law, the fi-equency o f a photon

coo

corresponding to a quantised

energy transition o f size AE and is given by Equation 2.7.
AE = hcoo
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Thus, in order to excite transitions between these two states, a quanta o f energy equal to
the energy difference between the two states (AE) must be supplied. Hence, we can
write:

AE = hcoo = p Bo - (- p Bo) = 2

Bo

[2.8]

Rewriting in terms o f coq, we obtain:

Since 1=

(for protons). Equation 2.9 gets reduced to Equation 2.10:

mo = Y Bo

[2.10]

This is the fundamental Larmor equation and mo is known as the Larmor frequency.

The Zeeman energy levels are separated by a transition frequency o f m = y Bo. In other
words, a transition can take place when a quantum o f energy is absorbed (or emitted) at
the Larmor frequency. The above equation shows that the resonance frequency at which
quantum mechanical transitions take place between the two energy levels is linearly
proportional to the strength o f the external magnetic field. If it is assumed that the spin
system is in thermal equilibrium with its surrounding lattice, then the energy will be
distributed amongst the Zeemmi energy levels according to the Boltzmann distribution.
If N+ and N. are the number o f spins in the ‘spin-up’ and ‘spin-down’ states respectively,
then their ratio is given by Equation 2.11.
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where k is the Boltzmann's constant and is equal to 1.38 x 10'^^ J/K and T is the absolute
temperature.

As discussed earlier, when an oscillating magnetic field is applied to the nuclear spin
system, this field is equally likely to induce transitions from the lower energy level to the
higher energy level or vice versa. On the application o f the field, all the spins in the
lower energy state get aligned parallel to the direction o f the magnetic field and the spins
in the higher energy state get aligned anti-parallel to the direction o f the field. Since
there are a greater number o f spins in the lower energy state, there will be a net
macroscopic magnetic moment along the direction o f the field.

At human body

temperatures, the average thermal energy (kT) is millions o f times larger than the
quantum energy difference for parallel alignment (lower energy) versus anti-parallel
alignment (higher energy). For a proton with only two quantum spin states, there are
only two possible alignments.

The extreme smallness o f the quantum spin energy

compared with the thermal energy means that the fraction N+/N. is very small.

For

protons at body temperature in a magnetic field o f strength IT, the excess o f spins in the
low energy state is -7x10"^.

After the oscillating magnetic field has been switched off, the excess spins in the higher
energy state return to the lower energy state by emitting energy AE. This emission o f
energy returns the spin system to the equilibrium state and forms the basis o f the signal
detected in the NMR experiment
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2.2

The Classical Description of NMR

The classical vector model is often used to describe a macroscopic spin system as it
allows a clearer visualisation o f the perturbation o f the spin magnetic moments.
Classically, when a proton is placed in an external magnetic field o f strength Bo, the
magnetic moment o f the proton interacts with the external magnetic field and
experiences a torque (L). This is given by Equation 2.12.

L=pxBo

[2.12]

This torque has the effect o f aligning the magnetic moment with the external field and
causes it to process about it. This precession alters theangular momentum (J) o f the spin
whose equation o f motioncan be obtained by equating the torque withthe rate o f change
o f angular momentum as given by Equation 2.13.

L=^

dt

[2.13]

Combining Equations 2.12 and 2.13, we obtain Equation 2.14.

^ = pxBq
at

[2.14]

The frequency o f precession o f the proton is given by Equation 2.15.

coo = yB o

[2.15]

Equation 2.15 is known as the fundamental Larmor Equation and describes the rate o f
precession o f the proton about the external magnetic field B q.
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B,

Figure 2.2:

Diagram illustrating the interaction o f a proton's spin with the magnetic
field producing a torque, causing it to precess about the external
magnetic field Bq.

In the case MR imaging, the external field is usually generated by a superconducting
magnet (other magnet types and configurations are available) and this uniform magnetic
field, created in the bore o f the magnet, is referred to as

B

q.

Hence, if a sample o f

protons is placed inside the bore o f such a magnet, each proton magnetic moment will
precess with an angular frequency coo
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2.2.1

M acroscopic Magnetisation

Figure 2.3 shows the alignment o f a collection of magnetic moments within an external
magnetic field

B

q.

The bulk magnetisation o f a collection o f i individual magnetic

moments within a given sample is expressed in Equation 2.16. As discussed in the
quantum mechanical approach, at equilibrium there are a greater number o f magnetic
moments in the lower energy state than in the higher energy state resulting in a net
magnetisation vector (M) in the direction o f B q.

[2.16]

X

Figure 2.3:

Alignment o f magnetic moments under the influence o f an external
magnetic field Bo
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2.2.2

The Rotating Frame Concept

The description o f the nuclear motions provided so far is often referred to as the
stationary or laboratory ft-ame o f reference.

If, however, we were able to rotate the

laboratory at the Larmor fi-equency ©o, then the nuclei would no longer appear to precess
but would become stationary and coincident with the magnetic field axis
Figure 2.4. The behaviour is now completely described by

Mo

B

q,

as shown in

acting along

B

q.

This

system is referred to as a 'rotating fi-ame system' and its effect is to greatly simplify the
description o f the effects produced by the application o f a radiofi-equency (RF) pulse.

▲

Figure 2.4:

Mo (Stationary Macroscopic

Motion o f spin V2 nuclei in a magnetic field rotating at the Larmor
frequency cdq (the rotating frame reference system).
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2.2.3

The Effect o f the Application o f a Radiofrequency Pulse

If we now apply a pulse o f radio frequency (RF) irradiation o f amplitude Bi, also at the
resonant frequency coo, along the %-axis in the laboratory frame, then, since the rotating
frame also rotates at coo, this would be equivalent to applying a static magnetic field (Bi)
along the jc'-axis o f the rotating frame. Since the bulk magnetisation Mo is stationary in
the laboratory frame, the effect o f applying a constant field along x' would be to cause Mq
to rotate about the jc'-axis with a frequency given by:

03= Y Bi rad s'

[2.17]

Mo sin 0 (component of Mqalong y')

Field due to the
application of RF
irradiation at (Do in
laboratory frame

Figure 2.5:

Visualisation o f the bulk magnetisation vector in the rotating frame under
the influence o f an RF field with a frequency coqapplied along the x'-axis.
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Hence, if the pulse is applied for a duration o f t seconds, then Mo will be rotated through
an angle 0 radians given by Equation 2.18. This effect is shown in Figure 2.5.

8 = y Bi r rad

[2.18]

Thus, in order to excite the system and induce a signal, the Bi field must be applied
perpendicular to the direction o f the main magnetic field and must rotate at a frequency
CO.

If the frequency o f the rotating frame is equal to that o f the Larmor frequency o f the

spin system i.e., co =

coq ,

then, in such a situation, B] = 0, and there is no precession o f the

bulk magnetisation in the rotating frame. The application o f the Bi field for a relatively
short period o f time is known as an RF pulse; in practice, the Bi field is applied to the
system via a wire coil (known as a RF coil) which surrounds the sample o f interest.

2.3

Nuclear Relaxation

After a 90° pulse has been applied, the bulk magnetisation M, which is processing at a
frequency coo in the laboratory frame o f reference, generates its own rotating magnetic
field. This rotating magnetic field induces a voltage in the same coil o f wire that was
used to apply the Bi field. In some circumstances, separate coils are used to transmit the
B, field and to detect the induced voltage. The reducing voltage induced in the coil as
the bulk magnetisation returns to the equilibrium position is known as a ‘free induction
decay (FID)’ signal and is shown in Figure 2.6.
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2
Time

Figure 2.6:

Free Induction Decay

Once the RF pulse has been removed, the perturbed spin system will begin to relax back
towards its equilibrium condition (in which Mo is aligned along the z-axis) by means o f
two separate, independent processes. The first relaxation process is known as spin-lattice
or Ti relaxation and this results in the decay o f the longitudinal magnetisation back
towards its equilibrium value. The second relaxation process involves a loss o f phase
coherence o f the spin magnetic moments and is known as T] relaxation. In practice,
inhomogeneities in the external magnetic field also result in dephasing o f the spin
magnetic moments resulting in a loss o f transverse magnetisation.

The observed Tj

relaxation (T2 *) is a combination o f ‘real’ T2 effects and T2 inhomogeneity effects (T2 i).
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l2 *

2.4

T2

l2 i

Spin-Lattice Relaxation Time (T%)

In the first relaxation process, the component o f the magnetisation remaining along the zaxis relaxes back, along the z-axis, to its original value Mo, by means o f an exponential
recovery characterised by a relaxation time Ti. This process is known as spin-lattice
relaxation (since relaxation occurs by the loss o f energy from the excited nuclear spins to
the surrounding molecular lattice) and Ti is known as the spin-lattice relaxation time. If
the initial magnetisation along the z-axis was

M

q

and the component o f magnetisation at

a time t s after the pulse has been applied is Mz, then M%returns to M q as shown in Figure
2.7. This can be expressed mathematically as:

M g —M

q

[2 .20]

1 -e x p

where

Mz = component o f magnetisation along Bq at time t.

Mo

= equilibrium value o f magnetisation (hence M z ( o o )

Ti = the spin-lattice relaxation time
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Mo

Time (t)

Figure 2.7:

Recovery o f magnetic spins in the presence o f an external magnetic field.
From an initially perturbed position, spins relax with a growth rate o fT j
(spin-lattice relaxation)

2.4.1

Measurement of Ti Relaxation - The Inversion Recovery
Sequence

The most popular method to measure the T% relaxation time is known as the inversion
recovery sequence. A 180° pulse is used to invert the equilibrium magnetisation from
+M o

to

-M o .

A delay then follows o f duration TI (known as the inversion time) before a

90° pulse is applied.

During this delay, the bulk magnetisation returns (in a simple

sample) exponentially to the equilibrium position with a time constant T%. Before the
application o f the 90° pulse, the magnetisation remains aligned along the z'direction (i.e.,
there is no transverse signal component after a 180° pulse) and hence there is no signal
41
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induced in the coil. The application o f the 90° pulse at time TI after the 180° pulse
rotates the recovered magnetisation into the jc);'plane allowing the FID signal to be
detected and measured. The use o f several different TI values and the corresponding
measurement o f the signal strength immediately after the 90° pulse (i.e., the initial size o f
the FID) allows the Ti value o f the sample to be determined.

2.5

Spin-Spin Relaxation Time (T2)

As discussed in Section 2.3, the second process involves the exchange o f energy between
the nuclear spins and some o f the spins now precess faster than ©o and some precess
slower. The result o f this is that the spins begin to fan out in the x'y' plane (they are said
to lose phase coherence). Once the spins have been completely spread out, then for every
nucleus giving a signal along the positive y -axis, there will be a corresponding nucleus
giving a signal along the negative y -axis. Consequently, the net result will be for the
positive and negative signals to cancel each other out, leading to no detectable signal
along the y - (or the %-) axis. Since the process arises ft-om a redistribution o f energy
amongst the spin system, it is referred to as 'spin-spin’ relaxation. As with the case of
spin-lattice relaxation, this gives rise to an exponential decay in the observed signal and
can be expressed mathematically as:

Mxy = Mo exp

where

Mxy = component o f magnetisation in the x'y' plane at time t.
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Mo = equilibrium value o f magnetisation

T] = the spin-spin relaxation time

Time (t)

Figure 2.8:

Exponential decay o f magnetic spins in the presence o f an external
magnetic field. From an initially perturbed position, spins relax in the
transverse plane with a decay rate ofT 2 (spin-spin relaxation)

It is clear that when the relaxation is complete along the z-axis, there can be no residual
component in the x'y' plane, i.e., T2 «

Ti. Since the signal is detected in the x'y' plane,

regardless o f the value o f Ti, after a time 5 T2 , no detectable signal (and hence, no useful
information) can be obtained from the spin system.
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2.5.1

Measurement o f T 2 Relaxation - The Spin Echo Sequence

The T2 value o f a sample can be determined by using a Hahn spin echo sequence (Hahn,
(1950)), which involves the use o f a 90°-%-180° sequence (Figure 2.9). The 90° pulse
tips the equilibrium magnetisation onto the jc5^'plane. During a time interval o f x, as
shown in (b), the spins dephase due to T2 relaxation processes and magnetic field
inhomogeneities. If the 90° pulse is applied along the x ' direction, the application o f a
180° pulse (after a time period o f x has elapsed) reflects the dephasing spins about the
X 'z ' plane causing them to rephase along the -y direction after a time x, producing an
echo as shown in Figure (d). Hence, x is known as the echo time.

X

y

X

y

Figure 2.9:

X

Dephasing (and subsequent rephasing) o f spins in the transverse plane

(T2 process)
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2.5.2

Modification of the Spin Echo Sequence

Carr and Purcell (1954) modified Hahn’s original spin echo by adding additional 180°
pulses. Their sequence took the form 90°-TE/2-180°-TE-180°-TE-180°-...etc. Here, TE
is the echo time, i.e., the time between the initial 90° pulse and the formation o f an echo.
This sequence produces a series o f echoes alternately along the - ÿ and +y direction, at
time TE apart, allowing the value o f T2 to be determined in a single experiment. One o f
the problems with the Carr-Purcell sequence is that any deviations from 180° in the pulse
angle through which the spins are flipped (caused by inaccurate setting up o f the 180°
pulse) will be amplified each time the imperfect 180° pulse is used. The overall effect of
this is that the measured T2 value o f the sample will be smaller than it actually is.

The T2 pulse sequence was further modified by Meiboom and Gill (1958) to reduce the
effects caused by imperfections in the 180° pulse and this sequence is known as the CarrPurcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequence. This sequence is identical to the Carr-Purcell
sequence except that in this case the 180° pulses are applied along the + y direction. This
has the effect o f flipping the dephasing spins about their own axis producing a positive
echo in the + y direction every time.
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2.6

The Bloch Equations

In 1946, Felix Bloch presented a formalism to provide a complete classical description o f
the behaviour o f the magnetisation under the influence o f an applied field, and o f its
relaxation. The Bloch equations are a set o f coupled differential equations that can be
used to describe the behaviour o f a magnetisation vector under any conditions. When
properly integrated, the Bloch equations will yield the x \ y \ and z components o f
magnetisation as a function o f time.

Recalling Equation 2.16 from Section 2.2.1 describing the bulk magnetisation associated
with a sample, we have:

M=

[2-22]
i

This can also be expressed in terms o f the angular momentum I h (from Equation 2.2).

M = yJ

[2.23]

Since the sample is macroscopic, the effect o f an applied magnetic field can be predicted
from classical mechanics. The interaction o f the field and angular momentum produces a
torque on the system, changing the angular momentum J. This can be mathematically
expressed as Equation 2.24.

^ = M xB
dt

However, J and M are related by Equation 2.23. Hence, we can write:
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^
= y ( M x B)
dt

[2.25]

The precession o f M around B can be expressed in terms o f the cross-products terms o f
Equation 2.25 as:

dM
dt

^=

[2.26]

dM,
dt

The equations o f motion for the macroscopic magnetic moment o f the sample must
include the approach to thermal equilibrium as well as Larmor precession.

Bloch

assumed that the components o f M decay to M q exponentially, but he allowed the
components o f M parallel and perpendicular to M qto decay with different time constants
T] and T]. Incorporating these relaxation terms into Equations 2.26, 2.27 and 2.28, the
Bloch Equations can be rewritten as follows:

^

^

dt

= y ( m ,B ,- M 3B , ) - ^

[2.29]

=Y ( M A - M .B j - ^
I9

[2.30]

dM,
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2.7

The Principles of Magnetic Resonance Imaging

2.7.1

Field Gradients

So far, we have described the relationship between the frequency o f energy absorbed by
protons and the magnetic field strength experienced by them. The technique o f NMR
imaging described by Lauterbur (1973) uses this field dependence to localise these proton
frequencies to different regions o f space. The magnetic field is made spatially dependent
through the application o f magnetic field gradients.

These gradients are small

perturbations to the main magnetic field Bq that are linearly dependent on their position
within the magnet. If a linear field gradient (Gz) is applied along the z direction in
addition to the main magnetic field, it is possible to create a field whose strength varies
linearly with position. The magnetic field strength at any position along the z direction is
given by:

Bz = Bo + Gz .z

The presence o f the magnetic field gradient requires an expanded version o f the Larmor
Equation given in Equation 2.15. We can now write:

®z = YB q+ YGz .z

[2.32]

This equation states that, in the presence o f a gradient field, each proton will resonate at a
unique frequency that depends on its exact position within the gradient field.
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2.7.2

Spatial Encoding and Basic 2DFT M R Imaging

This method o f Two-Dimensional Fourier Transform (2DFT) imaging was proposed
originally by Kumar, Welti and Ernst (1975) and a variation called spin-warp 2DFT
imaging was described by Edelstein (1980). The term ’spatial encoding' refers to the
manner in which the transverse magnetisation is determined for each point within the
body o f interest.

Spatial encoding in MRI can be perceived conceptually as three

separate encoding processes along the spatial directions o f x, y, and z.

These are

considered in the next sections in the order o f slice selection (z), frequency encoding (%),
and phase encoding (y).

2.7.2.1

Slice Selection

The concept behind slice selection is to assume that magnetisation throughout the entire
object is initially purely longitudinal, i.e., not measurable. The aim o f slice selection is to
then create transverse magnetisation only for the slice to be imaged. Hence, although the
receiver coil is sensitive to a large volume such as the entire head, signal is measured
only from the desired slice because no other regions o f the volume contain transverse
magnetisation.

The method o f slice selection was initially proposed by Lauterbur (1973) and Mansfield
et al., (1976). The basis o f slice selection in MRI is to create by means o f a magnetic
gradient a spread o f resonant frequencies within the entire object, and to apply an RF
pulse whose bandwidth matches the frequency spread for that subset o f the volume
(slice) o f interest.

As discussed in Section 2.7.1, when an object is subjected to a

magnetic field gradient, the resonant frequency varies linearly along the direction o f the
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gradient. If we consider only those spins whose resonant frequencies are within a narrow
bandwidth Af o f the entire range o f resonant frequencies created by the gradient, then
such spins will lie only within a thin slice (or plane) oriented orthogonal to the direction
o f the applied gradient. An RF pulse with this bandwidth Af will tend to nutate only
those spins within the slice. This combination o f the application o f a gradient and RF
pulse with the appropriate characteristics is called slice selection, and the RF pulse is
known as a slice selective pulse.

1.12.2

Frequency Encoding

After a specific plane has been selected using the process o f selective excitation, the next
task is to determine the transverse magnetisation for every point in the plane. In order to
do so, the spins have to be encoded in the two remaining directions. One step in doing
this employs frequency encoding, taken here to be along the x direction. In this case, a
gradient is applied along the direction o f interest causing the resonant frequency to vary
linearly along that direction. If a gradient G%is applied along the x direction, then one
can write an expression relating the resonant frequency with position.

m =

( B „ + G , x)

[2.33]

2k

During the application o f the frequency encoding gradient, the frequency o f precession at
each point along x is given by Equation 2.33. Let Af be the bandwidth o f the received
signal. Then we can write:

A f=

=

[(B„ + G . x „ „ ) - ( B „ + G , x ^ ) ] = i ( G , F O V j
271

271
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where FOV% = field o f view in the x-direction =Xmax- Xmin-

]

t

Bz =
B —1

^

1 U Vx

X max

^ min

F ig u r e 2 .1 0 :

^

D ia g ra m illu stra tin g the co n ce p t o f fre q u e n c y encoding. M o d ifie d fro m
R ie d e re r SJ, 'The P h ysics o f MRI', A m erican In stitu te o f P h ysics, 1992.

If we restrict our consideration to only the transverse magnetisation along a row o f spins
in the jc-direction, then the quantity to be measured at every point is

M x y (x ).

Since the

receiver coil sees the entire sample, the detected signal S(t) (after demodulation) is an
integral over %and can be mathematically expressed as:

S(t) = |C M^y (x) exp[-iyG^xt] dx
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S(t) is recognised as the Fourier transformation o f
expression for

M x y ( x ),

M x y ( x ).

This leads us to the

which can be obtained by the Fourier transformation o f Equation

2.35.

Mxy W = ^ JS(t) exp[+iyG,xt] dt

[2.36]

This is the fundamental expression showing the relationship between the measured signal
and the estimated transverse magnetisation. In actual practice, the magnetisation within
the selected plane has a}/ dependence as well. However, in the absence o f any y gradient,
an integral is simply performed along)/and the signal is given by Equation 2.37:

S(t) = J |M ^ (x )ex p [-iY G ^ x t] dxdy

2.7.2.2

[2.37]

Phase Encoding

After the spins have been encoded along the z and y directions, the remaining direction to
be encoded is along y. This is done by applying a phase encode gradient Gy along the y
axis which produces a phase shift in the received signal of:

T

< |) = J y G y y d t

[ 2 .3 8 ]

0

where T is the duration o f application o f the phase encode gradient.

If the amplitude o f this gradient is stepped from a negative value to a positive value in N
equal steps, then Equation 2.38 can be written as:
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(j) = JyGyy dt = y Gy y T

for n = l , N

[2.39]

With the incorporation o f the phase encode gradient, the detected signal now becomes:

S(t, n) = jjC M^y (x, y) exp[-iy G,,xt] exp[-iy GyyTJdxdy

[2.40]

In order to form the image from this information, we perform a 2DFT o f S(/,«) and this
gives the value o f transverse magnetisation Mx,y at any position {x,y) otherwise referred to
as the spin density image, i.e., it allows us to reconstruct a complete slice o f the image.

M

^ j|S (t, n) e x p [-iy G x t] exp[-iyG yyTn] dt dn

[2.41]

The above expression shows the relationship between the complex signal as a function o f
time and phase encode step number (S(/,«)).

Although the signal S(/,«) is complex, we need a real value o f Mx,y. In practice, however,
the calculated value is usually complex, due to extra phase shifts induced by
inhomogeneities in the external magnetic field Bo. Rather than displaying two images o f
each slice (showing the real and imaginary components o f M), the magnitude o f M is
usually displayed. This is known as a magnitude reconstruction (as opposed to a phase
reconstruction). In practice, the value o f S at all possible values o f t and n are not
known, its value is known only at the discrete points that have been sampled. This
problem can be dealt by applying a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) in which the
double integral in Equation 2.41 is replaced by a double summation and M%,y is replaced
by
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1

M

N

P (^ ,/)= ^ S Z
^ m = 1n = 1

S(m,n)exp -2%ik — exp
M

2 7 i i 1—
N

[2.42]

P(^,/) is known as the digitised magnetisation and k and / are the summation indices in
the time and pseudo time axes respectively. When the NMR signals are digitised, using
an analogue-to-digital converter, N points o f the echo are sampled along the time
(readout) axis and M points o f the echo are sampled along the pseudo-time (phase
encode) axis. Thus, Equation 2.42 is the expression for translating the matrix o f data
points, S, measured at M different readout times and N different phase encode gradient
strengths, into another M x N matrix, P, which is the image. Each point in the image
data is known as a pixel and corresponds to a volume in the original object. M x N is
known as the matrix size and typical values are 256x256, 256x128 etc. The overall
dimensions o f the image in the readout direction x, and phase encoding direction y, are
given by the following expressions:

FOV, = ---- ^

and FOV^

Y Gx tsample

[2.43]
y Gy T

where

FOV;c = readout (or frequency encode) field o f view

FOV^ = phase encode field o f view,

tsample = time interval between sampling each data point in the readout direction.
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2.7.3

k-space

The concept o f k-space provides a useful tool in the understanding o f imaging sequences,
k-space is essentially the Fourier transform o f ordinary space and in any one dimension
k-space relates to real space as frequency relates to time. An image and its k-space
equivalent are related by the Fourier Transform operation. Let us consider the acquired
phase shift due to the application o f the slice select, frequency encoding and phase
encoding gradients. This can be written as:

<|>= Y j [ x G ,( t ') + yG,(t') + zG .(t')]dt'

[2.44]

0

Using vector notation, and dot products to simply Equation 2.44, we obtain:

<j) = y r .jc f t^ d t'

[2.45]

0

With the gradients being applied, the detected signal S(t) (in Equation 2.40) after the
application o f a 90° pulse can be written as:
t
S(t) = C |M ( r) exp[i y r. | g (t')dt'] dr

[2.46]

0

Equation 2.46 can be simplified still further by introducing a quantity called the 'spatial
frequency' k(t), which encapsulates the effects o f the applied gradients upto a time t.

S(t) = C Jm (r)exp (ik.r) dr
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The right hand side o f Equation 2.47 has the form o f a Fourier transform and must,
therefore, reduce to some function o f k, say S(k), and the left hand side is the signal S(t),
as a function o f time. Thus, Equation 2.47 implies that measuring a signal S(r), at a time
t, is equivalent to sampling a particular point in k-space. The jc and y coordinates in kspace, i.e., k%and k^ can be expressed as:

k^ =yxG ,,t and ky =yyGyT

[2.48]

In general, the direct measurements o f the MR signal made in the presence o f imaging
gradients gives us values in k-space or the k^t, ky spatial frequency plane.

In actual

practice, a sufficient number o f values o f k;c and k^are sampled, and a computer program
is used to evaluate its inverse Fourier Transform to extract the image. By designing
appropriate gradients, k-space samples can be acquired and then inverse Fourier
transformed to obtain an image o f the magnetisation Mx,y.

The extent o f k-space

coverage determines the resolution. Relationships between k-space, field-of-view (FOV)
and resolution (Ax) can be expressed as follows:

Resolution = (Ax) = -----2max(k,j)

FOV = FOVx=

Ak,

[2.49]

[2.50]

To acquire images with a desired FOV and resolution, k-space must be sufficiently
sampled based on the above constraints. However, these requirements do not restrict the
particular order or trajectory in which the samples are acquired. There are many imaging
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strategies for sampling k-space. In fact, a given imaging technique can be described in
terms o f the scanning pattern in k-space.
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Figure 2.11: Two Dimensional Fourier Transform imaging in k-space

The sampling strategy for 2DFT imaging, shown in Figure 2.11, is the most common
sampling trajectory and involves sampling one scan line o f k-space per acquisition. Each
component part or step o f the sequence in k-space can be represented as shown in Figure
2.11. The black dots correspond to points in k-space that have been sampled.

A 90° pulse is applied initially which is followed by the generation o f the FID (a). A
phase encoding gradient is then applied in the y direction (shown in Figure 2.11 as a
negative gradient (b)).

This is followed by the application o f a positive dephasing

gradient along the x direction (c). A 180° pulse is applied at a time TE/2 following the
90° pulse (d). Finally, a frequency encoding gradient is applied along the x direction, and
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the signal from the echo is received during this time period (e). Steps (a) to (e) are
repeated for each sequence number n, characterised by the repetition time TR. The value
o f the phase encoding gradient is incremented in each step in such a manner that the
entire k-space is sampled.

#

#

. . .

•

X

•

•

•

. ..

Figure 2,12: Popular k-space trajectories 2DFT imaging (a), EPI (b) and spiral
imaging (c).

Figure 2.12 illustrates three k-space sampling strategies; the most common one being
2DFT imaging. Two other sampling methods that are becoming increasingly popular are
echo-planar imaging (EPI) and spiral imaging.

Both trajectories can acquire the

necessary k-space samples with fewer excitations. EPI acquires multiple k-space lines
during each excitation, while spirals traverse k-space in a spiral pattern.

2.8

Techniques of MR Imaging

The combination o f the various RF pulses and gradients can generate a variety o f
possibilities that allows us to explore different properties o f the sample since different
methods can be made sensitive to different processes. Discussed below are three o f the
earliest sequences o f MR imaging; all o f them are multi-shot techniques.
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2.8.1

Conventional Spin Echo (CSE)

The conventional spin echo sequence excites the slice with a 90° RF pulse to flip the
longitudinal magnetisation completely into the transverse plane. An advantage o f using a
spin-echo sequence is that it introduces T: dependence to the signal. Since some tissues
and pathologies have similar Ti values but different T2 values it is advantageous to have
an imaging sequence which produces images with a T2 dependence.

TR

JE .
180'

RF

SLICE-

Acquisition

READ

Echo
PHASE

F ig u re 2 .1 3 :

P u lse seq u en ce d ia g ra m o f a spin echo sequ en ce

The slice thickness and slice position are obtained by applying a slice selective gradient,
and an appropriate frequency shift. The initial position in k-space is determined by the
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frequency dephasing and the phase encoding gradients, applied at the same time as the
slice refocusing gradient.

The magnetisation evolves in the transverse plane until a 180° RF pulse is applied along
with the second slice selective gradient. At this point, the phase o f the spins get inverted;
if TE/2 is the time between the two RF pulses, measured centre-to-centre, and t = 0 is the
centre o f the 90° pulse, then the echo maximum occurs at t = TE. The acquisition
window is centred around the echo maximum. It is necessary to wait a certain period o f
time, called the repetition time, TR, during which the magnetisation recovers towards its
initial equilibrium state before repeating the sequence with an increased value o f the
phase encoding gradient. Due to the nature o f this sequence, i.e., the involvement o f a
phase inversion, the acquired data is not affected by susceptibility changes or field
inhomogeneity induced artifacts. However, the use o f the two slice selective RF pulses
restricts the minimum echo time allowed.

Sample T: values can be determined using a series o f TE/2 delays between the 90° and
180° pulses, collecting the signal strength at the peak o f the echoes and fitting data to
Equation 2.51 :

S = gM°

1

exp -TE
T. y

- exp

[2.51]

S represents the amplitude o f the signal in the frequency domain spectrum. The quantity
g is a proportionality constant that depends on the sensitivity o f the signal detection
circuitry on the imager.
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2.8.2

Gradient Echo (GE)

This technique provides a method o f accumulating images in much shorter timeframes
compared to conventional spin echo sequences. The basic idea o f this sequence is to
replace the 180° rephasing pulse used to form an echo in the spin echo sequence with
gradient reversals, in particular reversal o f the frequency encoding or read gradient as
shown in Figure 2.14.

The initial negative lobe o f the frequency encoding gradient

dephases the transverse magnetisation. The polarity o f the gradient is then reversed (i.e.,
made positive) and this rephases the transverse magnetisation to form an echo at time TE
when the area o f the positive lobe o f the frequency encoding gradient is equal to the area
under the negative lobe. All other gradient manipulations are the same in this sequence
as in spin echo imaging.

In gradient echo imaging, the formation o f the echo by gradient reversal does not
eliminate the dephasing effects o f magnetic field inhomogeneities. Therefore, the signal
decay between the initial RF pulse and the gradient echo depends on ‘true’ T2 relaxation
plus the relaxation caused by magnetic field inhomogeneities and is governed by a
different relaxation time T2 *, which is shorter than T2 .
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Acquisition
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Echo
PHASE.

F ig u re 2 .1 4 :

P u lse sequ en ce d ia g ra m o f a g ra d ie n t echo sequence

The signal intensity for a gradient echo sequence can be written as:

sin0 exp -T E
S = gM '

v

1 - exp

T; y

[2.52]

-T R
1 - COS0 exp

T, /

The terms S and g have been explained in Section 2.8.1. Since the sequence offers the
possibility o f choosing a smaller flip angle, only a portion o f the longitudinal
magnetisation is flipped onto the transverse plane. The TR can thus be shortened, and
the remaining longitudinal magnetisation can be used for successive loops.
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2.8.3

Inversion Recovery (IR)

An inversion recovery sequence that uses a spin echo sequence to detect the
magnetisation will be discussed in this section. The RF pulses employed here are 180°90°-180°. A slice selective 180° RF pulse is applied in conjunction with a slice selection
gradient. A period o f time equal to TI is allowed to elapse, and the remainder o f this
sequence is equivalent to a spin echo sequence. All the RF pulses in the spin echo
sequence are slice selective and are applied in conjunction with the slice selection
gradients. The phase encoding gradient is applied between the 90° and 180° pulses, and
is varied in 128 or 256 steps between the maximum and minimum amplitudes o f the
gradient. The timing diagram for an inversion recovery imaging sequence is shown in
Figure 2.15.

TR
TE

180

180

180
RF

SLICE

READ
Echo
PHASE

F ig u re 2 .1 5 :

P u lse seq u en ce d ia g ra m o f an in version re c o v e ry sequ en ce
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The phase encoding gradient is not applied after the first 180° pulse since there is no
transverse magnetisation to phase encode at this point. The fi’equency encoding gradient
is applied after the second 180° pulse during which time the echo is collected. The entire
sequence is repeated every TR seconds.

The signal intensity for a simple inversion recovery sequence (180°-90°) can be written
as:

S = gM"

1

- 2 exp ^ TI^ + exp ^-TR^
T,
T,

[2.53]

The signal intensity for an inversion recovery sequence (180°-90°-180°) can be written
as:

S = gM'

2.9

1

- 2 exp -TI + exp
T,

T,

exp ^ TE^
y

[2.54]

Multi-Slicing and 3D Methods

There are two different approaches to multi-slice imaging in conventional MRI: the
repetition o f the sequence as many times as necessary to acquire the complete data set or
a three dimensional (3D) acquisition that allows the reconstruction o f separate images
with post processing methods.

1.

The multi-slice method can seem quite time consuming at first glance, but it can
be made very time efficient by taking advantage o f any unused TR time. When
the RF pulses are slice selective, after the excitation o f a slice, corresponding to a
certain PE step and the acquisition o f corresponding data, it is possible to shift the
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frequency o f the RF pulse and repeat immediately the excitation/acquisition to
another slice. If Ts is the total time from the beginning o f the slice selective
gradient to the end o f the readout gradient, then in one TR, it is possible to excite
TR/ Ts slices.

2.

3D MRI is based on the concept o f acquiring the signal from a slab, subdivided
into thinner slices during the processing o f data.

The sequences previously

described can be adapted to perform 3D experiments if a variable PE gradient is
introduced to overlap with the slab refocusing gradient.

This way, different

frequencies along the direction o f the slice can be distinguished.

The main

problem with this type o f technique is that it is very time consuming since the
sequence needs to be repeated for the number o f desired slices and for each phase
encoding step. The advantage with this method is that the slice thickness can be
reduced and the image quality improved.

The versatility o f MR imaging is due to the large number o f parameters that influence the
NMR signal. Although most pulse sequences chosen have a unique application and
benefit for a desired result, this versatility sometimes makes it difficult to determine the
optimal pulse sequence for a given task. Part o f the answer lies in determining pulse
sequence parameters that provide the maximum contrast between tissues, but external
constraints such as scan time or spatial resolution often force us to use timing parameters
that are not always the 'optimal' ones.

A complete understanding o f how spatial

resolution, signal-to-noise ratio, and contrast are affected by changes in data acquisition
protocol is essential.
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Relaxation Theory
he contrast that is present in MR images o f soft tissues usually arises fi’om the

T

heterogeneous distribution o f proton densities and relaxation times in such

tissues.

The sensitivity o f MRI to pathological changes and variations in tissue

composition most often relies on detecting small changes in tissue water relaxation rates.
Thus, it is o f immense practical importance to understand the mechanisms responsible
for proton relaxation in tissues, and to be able to explain the changes that occur in tissue
relaxation in disease. Many detailed aspects o f relaxation in complex biological media
are not well understood in a quantitative sense; there are no adequate models that account
precisely for the observed relaxation in practical cases. Furthermore, because tissues are
heterogeneous and vary widely in their detailed composition and different pathological
processes involve different types o f changes in tissue composition, it is not often possible
to explain observations o f changes in relaxation in terms o f specific underlying causes.
However, we do possess a reasonable understanding o f the various processes and factors
that contribute to relaxation in biological tissues. These factors are described in detail in
this Chapter.
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3.1

Dipolar coupling

The most important relaxation mechanism for water protons is the dipolar coupling
between water protons and the macromolecular protons, i.e. protons bound to the
macromolecules such as lipids and/or proteins.

Every proton behaves as an electric

dipole, and as a result o f this dipole-dipole interaction, magnetisation is exchanged
between the protons by a 'cross-relaxation' mechanism that provides a pathway for the
water protons to exchange magnetisation either within the same molecule (intra
molecular interaction) or between protons o f nearby molecules (inter-molecular
interaction). This process is also known as ‘through-space exchange’, since it occurs
through space. The tumbling o f each water molecule causes the spin magnetic moment
associated with a proton to experience both the static magnetic field as well as a local
fluctuating magnetic field, the local field arising as a result o f the presence o f
neighbouring spins.

Let us consider the source o f the fluctuating magnetic field to begin with. Figure 3.1
shows the magnetic field lines associated with a hydrogen nucleus having a magnetic
moment. The net field is decreased at positions labelled 1 and «increased at positions
labelled 2 .
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Figure 3,1:

Dipolar interactions o f hydrogen nuclei. A single hydrogen nucleus ^H)
in an external field Bo has associated nuclear field lines around it.

Figure 3.2A shows a water molecule in an external magnetic field B q. The magnetic
field associated with the spin magnetic moment o f the proton Ha, is experienced by the
spin magnetic moment o f the proton Hb (for clarity, the lines o f field associated with
proton Hb are not shown). If we now consider the rotation o f the water molecule about
the proton Ha (Figure 3.2B), then the local magnetic field experienced by the hydrogen
atom Hb will be less in Figure 3.2A than in Figure 3.2B. As the molecule rotates, the
local magnetic field experienced by the proton Hb fluctuates as a result o f the magnetic
lines o f field associated with the proton Ha.
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As will be discussed shortly, the components o f this fluctuating magnetic field at the
Larmor frequency or at twice the Larmor frequency encourage Ti and T2 relaxation
processes (although the T2 relaxation process also has a static field contribution
associated with it which will be considered in the following paragraph).

Let us consider the water molecule in Figure 3.2A again. This time, let us assume that it
does not rotate and its position is fixed. In this case, the proton Hb will now experience a
static local magnetic field due to the presence o f the proton Ha. The nuclear magnetic
moment that is associated with the proton Hb will cause it to precess at a frequency that
is different from that o f proton Ha- As was discussed in Section 2.5 o f Chapter 2, T2
relaxation occurs as a result o f a loss in phase coherence, i.e., when spins within a sample
start to precess at different frequencies with respect to each other.
magnetic field experienced by the proton

H

b,

The static local

due to its neighbouring proton

H

a,

will

contribute to the T2 relaxation process.

3.2

Quantitative Description of Relaxation

One o f the earliest theories describing relaxation on a mathematical basis was developed
by Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound (1948).

This theory describes the behaviour o f

relaxation rates in simple homogeneous liquids well, as functions o f temperature and
NMR frequency.

The classical expression for the potential energy (Ec) o f magnetic interactions between
two dipoles o f magnetic moments and is given by:

[3 . 1]
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where r is the displacement vector between and r is the distance between the two dipoles.
Since p = y I h (from Equation 2.2 in Chapter 2), the quantum mechanical expression
can be written in terms o f the interaction Hamiltonian (H dd ) as:

'DD -

[3.2]

3

This Hamiltonian can be split into six terms (A,B,C,D,E,F) which relate to the spin
transitions between the energy levels o f a two spin dipole system (Figure 3.3).
Transitions associated with Ti relaxation require a net energy exchange between the
nuclear spin system and its environment (i.e., molecules). From Figure 3.3, transitions C,
D and E, F involving an energy transfer o f AE and 2AE, are associated with Ti relaxation
processes. However, the transitions A and B occur only between equal Zeeman energy
states, i.e., involving a redistribution o f energy within equal energy states (Ti relaxation).
The Ti related transitions in Figure 3.3 are also associated with T] relaxation since a spin
transition that involves a loss o f energy also results in the spin 'losing track' o f its phase
relationship with the other spins within a sample. Consequently, Ti relaxation (which
involves a net change in energy o f the system) results from transitions C, D, E and F
while T2 relaxation results from all transitions.
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Figure 3.3:

qd

Energy level diagram fo r a two spin dipole-dipole system showing
allowed energy transitions.

At this point, it is necessary to introduce a parameter known as the 'correlation time' (xc).
The correlation time is a measure o f the tumbling rate o f the water molecule, and in the
context o f dipolar interactions, it can also be thought o f as the time between dipoledipole interactions and is dependent on proton mobility. Two more parameters that are
closely related to one another, are the correlation function K(x), and its Fourier transform
partner, the spectral density function J(co). K(x) is usually used to express Xc in a more
quantitative fashion and J(co) tells us the intensities or probabilities o f the molecular
motions at a particular frequency. If K(x) decays to zero in a short time, then this tells us
that the sample is characterised by a short correlation time and the molecular motions are
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very rapid. Since the two parameters form a Fourier transform pair, we can write:

J (co) =

[3.3]

K(x) exp(icox)dx

Based on dipole-dipole interactions, Bloembergen et al., (1948), derived the full
formulae for the Ti and T2 relaxation processes in terms o f the correlation time Tc, and
are given by Equations 3.4 and 3.5:

T,

T,

10

20

r

r"

l + G)^xl

2_2

3+
l + co^x?

[3.4]

1 + 40)^X

2_2

[3.5]

l + 4co‘‘x

where r is the dipole-dipole separation for two interacting (or coupled) hydrogen nuclei.

3.3

Other Relaxation Mechanisms

Although dipole-dipole interaction is the dominant relaxation mechanism in proton NMR
studies, other interaction processes can also contribute to Ti and T2 relaxation. These
include:

1. Chemical exchange.
2. Scalar coupling.
3. Chemical shift anisotropy.
4. Quadrupole electric field interactions.
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3.3.1

Chemical Exchange

Another type o f relaxation mechanism is the chemical exchange between the two proton
pools. The term 'chemical exchange' refers to a process in which the protons move, i.e.
hydrogen nuclei are physically transferred, from one molecule to another.

3.3.2

Scalar Coupling

This describes the interaction o f two nuclear spins that are on the same molecule; this
interaction occurring by means o f distortion in their electron clouds. This interaction is
considered to be negligible in comparison to the dipole-dipole coupling for hydrogen
nuclei.

3.3.3

Chemical Shift Anisotropy

In biological tissues, all the protons do not share the same molecular environment. The
local magnetic field experienced by the nucleus is diminished by the presence o f bonding
electrons, i.e., the bonding electrons magnetically shield the proton, causing it to resonate
at a slightly different frequency to the protons that are not shielded. Such differences in
the resonant frequency are known as chemical shifts.

Since the chemical shielding

experienced by a nucleus depends on the orientation o f a molecule with respect to the
external magnetic field, the interaction mechanism is known as chemical shift anisotropy.
In the case o f protons, the chemical shifts are rather small and chemical shift anisotropy
is not a dominant relaxation mechanism.
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3.3.4

Quadrupole Interactions

Quadrupole coupling does not affect hydrogen protons. However, it is a mechanism by
which nuclei with spin quantum numbers greater than or equal to 1 (e.g., Na^^ where I =
3/2) interact with electric fields o f another nuclei.

3.4

Relaxation Theory in Heterogeneous Systems

There has been considerable debate about the precise nature o f water in different
environments in tissue and the degree to which the pools exchange magnetisation. It is
clear that in tissue some water molecules can be found in strongly absorbing or binding
sites on relatively immobile macromolecular constituents or in a so-called bulk aqueous
phase or in interfacial regions between the macromolecules and the bulk aqueous phase.
The motions and relaxation interactions experienced by the water protons and ions while
they are in these various environments are different. However, water molecules may
migrate among these environments by diffusion, and such exchange processes have
profound effects on the observable NMR relaxation phenomena.
molecules diffuse distances o f approximately

20

In 50 ms, water

pm, so they sample many different

environments on the cellular level during relaxation.

Let us consider water molecules close to the surface o f a protein or lipid molecule. This
is represented as a plane edge (for the sake o f simplicity) as shown in Figure 3.4. Let us
concentrate on three types o f molecules - A, B & C. Molecule A is in the region of
tightly bound water, molecule B is in an intermediate region and molecule C is in the
region o f free water furthest away from the surface.
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M o d el o f w a te r a d ja c en t to a p ro te in m olecu le (re p re se n te d a s a f l a t
plan e).

Three w a te r m olecu les A, B a n d C a re d e sig n a te d a t differen t

d ista n ces fr o m the bin d in g surface.

As discussed in Section 3.2, the correlation time associated with proton-proton dipole
interactions which determines the relaxation efficiency of T, and T] processes, is related
to proton mobility. In the case of proton A, there is very little movement and hence the
correlation time (xc) is long, for B Xc is a little shorter and Xc is shortest in the case of
proton C. In tissues, the presence of macromolecules, such as proteins and lipids, results
in partial structuring o f water molecules at macromolecular/water interfaces due to
hydrogen bonding between water molecules and the sites on the surface o f the
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macromolecule. The ability o f macromolecules to structure water in this way depends on
whether specific groups attached to these molecules are hydrophilic or hydrophobic in
nature. For example, protein molecules have both hydrophilic regions (e.g. ionic groups
such as COO ) and hydrophobic groups (e.g. CH3 groups where water molecules are
repelled). In regions where hydrogen bonding does occur (molecules such as type A), the
partial structuring o f the water at the surface o f macromolecules reduces the mobility o f
these water molecules. Correlation times associated with such water molecules range
between 10*^ and 10'^ s.

The ability o f macromolecules to partially structure water

molecules decreases with distance from the macromolecular surface. Water molecules
sufficiently far away from macromolecules behave as free or bulk water (molecules such
as type C).

The mobility o f the bulk water is greater than that o f the motionally

constrained water having correlation times o f the order o f 10’’^ s. Intermediate mobility
water molecules (molecules such as type B) can be found in the region between the bulk
and surface water molecules.

Thus, in general, the relaxation times o f hydrogen nuclei are significantly shortened in
biological systems compared with pure water indicating that the average environments
that the water molecules experience over time are significantly altered compared with
pure water. These changes may be partially explained by considering what happens to
macromolecules, such as proteins or polysaccharides, when dissolved in solution.
Usually the relaxation rates o f the water increase linearly in direct proportion to the
amount o f solute present. Larger proteins tend to shorten relaxation times to a greater
degree.

Large polysaccharides, such as glycogen, also shorten relaxation times, so

variations in the cellular concentrations o f such molecules are likely to affect relaxation
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rates.

Such effects have a straightforward interpretation, at least in principle.

For

example, water molecules in biological media are often near cellular constituents that
contain hydroxyl and amine groups, which can strongly bind water molecules.

3.5

Factors Affecting Relaxation Times in Pathological
Tissues

Several researchers, in the hope o f detecting differences and thereby discriminating
between healthy and diseased tissues, have exploited the NMR properties o f biological
tissues. The differing relaxation properties o f such tissues can be used to produce NMR
contrast, which may, in some cases, be diagnostically significant. Damadian (1971) was
the first one to report an increase in the relaxation rates o f malignant tissues when
compared to normal healthy tissues. In 1987, Bottomley et al. measured the relaxation
times o f pathological human and animal tissues (bone, brain, breast, kidney, liver,
muscle, pancreas and spleen) and found an increase in the relaxation times of
pathological tissues relative to normal tissues. Study findings have shown changes in the
relaxation times in several brain disorders (Loubinox et al., (1997), Eis et a l, (1995),
Brainin et a l, (1989), Chatel et a l, (1986), Englund et a l, (1986), Ngo et a l, (1985)
Brandt-Zawadzki et a l, (1984)).

Factors such as changes in water content, changes in the ratio o f bound to fi’ee water, the
presence o f paramagnetic ions and changes in protein content in the cells have all been
linked to the observed changes in the relaxation times o f pathological tissues.

An

increase in the water content o f diseased tissues was thought to be the main cause of
changes in the relaxation times o f tissues by many early researchers (Hollis et al., (1973),
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Inch et al., (1974)). It is generally thought that although the water content in diseased
tissues may play a role in the increase in relaxation time, other factors such as the state o f
water within the tissues is also important. Any reduction in the hydration layer or a
breakdown in the molecular structure (which can occur in pathological tissues) may
increase the amount o f free water; thereby increasing the observed relaxation time since
the observed relaxation rate o f a heterogeneous tissue is a weighted average o f all the
relaxation components associated the different water compartments within the tissue.
Thus, any changes in the free to bound water ratio, resulting in a change in the tissue
relaxation time, could occur without any associated change in tissue water content. In
1977, Block et al., showed that the reduction in the protein content o f cells in some
diseased tissues (e.g., tumours) can also affect the number o f hydration layer
water/macromolecular interactions. Since these interactions provide a pathway by which
the excited spins can return to their equilibrium state, a reduction in the number o f
interactions can also result in elevated NMR relaxation times.

Several workers have proposed detailed models to distinguish water molecules in
different, well-defined environments within tissue, but there is little compelling evidence
that such models are realistic or o f general application to most situations. However, the
processes mentioned above can explain much o f the observed changes in relaxation times
in solutions o f proteins or other macromolecules and the changes in relaxation times in
pathological tissues. In the latter, it is likely that a combination o f the above mentioned
factors are responsible for changes in tissue relaxation times. Some insight on this can
be gained by an important process called Magnetisation Transfer, and is considered in
detail in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4
The Nervous System
n this Chapter, a brief description o f the human nervous system will be provided.

I

Since the experiments in this thesis have been performed on human brain in an

attempt to gain further understanding o f the physiological changes taking place during
demylination, the structure o f the brain will be described in detail with an emphasis on
myelin. Anatomically, the nervous system is divided into the central nervous system and
the peripheral nervous system (Figure 4.1).

The central nervous system is made up o f the brain, its cranial nerves and the spinal cord.
The peripheral nervous system is composed o f the spinal nerves that branch from the
spinal cord and the autonomous nervous system (divided into the sympathetic and
parasympathetic nervous system).
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Figure 4,1:

Chart depicting various parts o f the nervous system

4.1

Structural Elements of the Nervous System

4.1.1

The Neuron

The functional and structural subunit o f the nervous system is the neuron, or individual
nerve cell. Neurons are specialised cells that are capable o f conducting an electrical
impulse from one location to another. There are approximately lO'* neurons in the brain.
The complicated circuits that make up the nervous system are actually networks o f
interconnected neurons.

The general structure common to a neuron is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2:

Myelin Sheath

D ia g ra m o f a neuron, the stru ctu ra l su bu n it o f the n ervou s system

Most neurons have a bipolar structure in which signals are received at one end and are
transmitted from the other. At its receptive end, the neuron consists o f numerous highly
branched projections, called dendrites that extend out from the round or elongated
neuronal cell body. The dendrites are the sites at which the majority o f inputs from other
nerve cells are received. The signals received by the dendrites are conveyed to the cell
body, where they are integrated to produce a single output. The integrated signal is then
carried away from the cell body by the axon, a single projection that extends to the
neuron's target cell or tissue where it terminates in a swelling called the axon terminal.
These terminals normally form junctions with the dendrites. Sometimes they also form
junctions with cell bodies or axons o f other neurons, though this is rare. These junctions
are known as synapses. Axons vary widely in length; although some are less than a 1 pm
long, others extend all the way from a cell body in the brain to muscles in the toes.
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4.1.2

Glial Cells

In addition to neurons, the nervous system also contains a large number o f supporting
cells called glial cells. They are collectively referred to as glial cells or glia or, less
commonly, as neuroglia. Glial cells provide structural and metabolic support to neurons;
they also mount defensive responses when neuronal tissue is injured or infected. Unlike
neurons, however, glia do not transmit electrical impulses.

Glial cells are generally smaller than neurons but the neurons are far outnumbered by the
glial cells and they comprise about half o f the total volume o f the brain and spinal cord.
The main types o f glial cells are astrocytes and oligodendrocytes.
typically star shaped cells with long radiating processes.

Astrocytes are

Much o f the function o f

astrocytes is unknown but they are believed to form a supporting network for neurons
within the CNS.

Following the death o f a neuron due to disease, the astrocytes

proliferate and fill in the spaces previously occupied by neurons. This process is known
as replacement gliosis.

The axons are surrounded by a fatty coating known as a 'myelin sheath' that insulates the
axon and increases the efficiency o f impulse conduction. Due to their fatty coating,
myelinated axons take on a whitish appearance and as a result o f this, groups o f
myelinated axons constitute the 'white matter' (WM) o f the brain and spinal cord, while
groups o f dendrites and nerve cell bodies are referred to as the 'grey matter'. A separate
description o f WM with an emphasis on myelin is given in Section 4.2.1.4. Before that,
a description o f both the central nervous system and the peripheral nervous system, and
the structures that comprise them, is provided next.
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4.2

The Central Nervous System

By definition, the central nervous system (CNS) consists o f the brain, spinal cord, and
other related supporting tissues. Each o f these structures is described below.

4.2.1

The Brain

The brain is one o f the most complicated organs in the body. In the average adult human,
the brain weighs 1.3 to 1.4 kg. Although little is known about the mechanisms by which
the brain regulates and coordinates all o f the body's voluntary and involuntary activities,
it is clear that primary control over various functional activities is localised to different
areas o f the brain. It is divided into three major sections: the forebrain, midbrain and
hindbrain.

Cerebral Cortex

Corpus
Callosum

Midbrain

Cerebellum

Thalamus

Medulla

Cord

Figure 4.3:

Diagram showing some o f the important structures in human brain, brief
explanations are provided in the text
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4.2.1.1

Forebrain

The forebrain consists o f the cerebrum and the diencephalon. The cerebrum is a highly
convoluted mass of tissue that accounts for nearly half o f the brain's volume and weight.
Its surface is made up of convolutions called gyri. The cerebrum is divided into two
halves, or hemispheres, which are connected by a bundle o f fibres known as the corpus
callosum.

Each hemisphere o f the cerebrum is divided into four main areas called

frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobes (as shown in Figure 4.3). The frontal lobe
is responsible for coordination o f movements and some motor skills, the parietal lobe is
responsible for some language and reading functions, the occipital lobe controls certain
visuals functions while the temporal lobe controls auditory memories, and certain speech
and behavioural functions. The surface of the cerebrum contains billions o f neurons and
glia that together form the cerebral cortex.

Parietal Lobe
Fron

obe

Tem poral Lobe
Cerebellum
Brainstem
F ig u r e 4 .4 :

D ia g ra m d e p ic tin g the f o u r lo b e s o f the brain (F rontal,

Tem poral,

P a rie ta l a n d O ccip ita l) a n d the C erebellu m

The diencephalon is located in the middle o f the brain, between the two cerebral
hemispheres and is divided into the thalamus and the hypothalamus. The thalamus is a
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Station for relaying messages to the cortex and has important functions in processing
information as well.

The hypothalamus is a small structure that contains nerve

connections that send messages to the pituitary gland.

4.2.1.2

Midbrain

The midbrain is the narrow part o f the brain that connects the forebrain to the hindbrain.
The midbrain serves as the nerve pathway o f the cerebral hemispheres and contains
auditory and visual reflex centres.The aqueduct o f Sylvius, carrying cerebrospinal fluid
from the third ventricle to the fourth,passes through the midbrain.

4.2.1.3

Hindbrain

The hindbrain consists o f the medulla oblongata, pons and the cerebellum. The medulla
oblongata controls our breathing and blood pressure, while the pons is involved with
coordinating the eye and facial movements, facial sensation, hearing and balance. The
pons is located between the midbrain and the medulla and contains various ascending
and descending fibre tracts to and from the spinal cord. It is a bridge-like structure that
serves as a relay station from the medulla to the higher cortical structures o f the brain. It
contains the respiratory centre. The cerebellum is located under the occipital lobe and is
concerned with equilibrium and the coordination o f motor activity. It is also responsible
for the control o f muscle movement and tone and regulating the extent o f voluntary
movement. The lower extension o f the brain where it connects to the spinal cord is
known as the brain stem and it is especially important in control o f subconscious and
reflex activities such as breathing, heart rate and blood pressure. Neurological functions
located in the brainstem include those necessary for arousal (being awake and alert).
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An MR image depicting the anatomy o f the brain is shown in Figure 4.5.
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4.2.1.4

White Matter

As described in Section 4.1.2, the WM o f the brain contains axons, neuroglial cells
(astrocytes and oligodendrocytes), vascular structures and interstitial space. Axons that
are coated with myelin (myelinated axons) form the WM of the brain.

4.2.1.5

Myelin

Myelin is a fatty, insulating material for axons that is produced and maintained in the
central nervous system by oligodendrocytes and in the peripheral nervous system by
Schwann cells.

Once myelin has been established, it functions to (1) decrease the

'leakage' of electrical current from the axon and (2 ) accelerate the rate o f conduction
down the axon.
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Structu re o f m yelin. The m yelin sh eath s a re w ra p p e d a ro u n d the axon,
thus a ctin g a s an in su lator

4 .2 .1 .1 .1

B io ch em istry o f M yelin

The most conspicuous feature o f myelin composition compared to other membranes is
the high ratio o f lipid to protein. It is one of the most lipid-rich membranes, containing
70-80% lipid by dry weight.
concentration o f 20-30% is low.

In comparison with other membranes, the protein
For example, liver cell membranes contain 60%

protein. Myelin is a relatively dehydrated structure, containing only 40% water.

WM in the CNS contains 50% myelin on a dry weight basis (Cuzner e t al., (1996)). Due
to a high myelin content, WM has a relatively low water content and a high lipid content.
WM has a water content o f 72% while grey matter has a water content o f 82%. The non
myelin portion o f WM contains about 80% water.
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Figure 4.7 shows electron micrographs o f (a) myelinated and (b) non-myelinated nerve.
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The lipids o f myelin are composed o f 25-28% cholesterol, 27-30% galactolipid, and 4045% phospholipid. The most distinguishing feature o f myelin lipids is the high content
o f galactolipids, especially cerebroside. Cerebroside may be considered the most typical
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lipid o f myelin. During development, the amount o f cerebroside in the brain is directly
proportional to the amount o f myelin present. The protein composition o f myelin is
much simpler than that o f other membranes.

Proteolipid protein and basic protein

comprise 70-80% o f the total protein. Proteolipid proteins are a heterogeneous group o f
lipoproteins that are very hydrophobic while the basic protein is very hydrophilic. The
remaining proteins include several glycoproteins and Wolfgram proteins.

4.2.1.1.2

Destruction o f Myelin

Damage to WM can be seen as a range o f changes from mild degradation o f myelin, to
more pronounced demyelination. There can also be a destruction o f axons, sometimes
with a concomitant increase in the number o f glial cells, resulting in gliosis. In many
cases, there is a large reduction o f glial cell numbers, and finally cavitation and
infarction.

Myelin can be destroyed by hereditary metabolic disorders such as the leukodystrophies,
and in acquired diseases such as Multiple Sclerosis (MS). MS usually results in the loss
o f locomotor and cognitive functions. The telltale sign o f MS is the patchy destruction o f
the myelin sheath. Oligodendrocytes, the cells in the CNS responsible for making and
maintaining myelin, are also destroyed in MS. As damaged myelin heals, scars called
plaques begin to form.
electrical impulses.

Plaques interfere with the ability o f the nerves to conduct

Another problem is that new oligodendrocytes have difficulty

making mature myelin, and therefore, remyelination o f damaged cells is incomplete
(Wolswijk (2000)). Regulatory signals control the balance between demyelination and
remyelination in MS.

This precarious balance could be shifted in favour o f
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remyelination either by increasing the regeneration o f myelin or by slowing myelin
destruction, so regulating the immune cells which destroy myelin must be a part o f any
therapeutic approach to restore myelin.

4.2.2

The Spinal Cord

The spinal cord is a cylindrical column o f nervous tissue that is surrounded and is
encased in a cavity called the vertebral column. It is situated in the upper two-thirds o f
the vertebral column and is composed o f an outer layer o f WM. In the WM are bundles
o f nerves, also known as fibre tracts that carry messages up (sensory information) and
down (motor commands) the spinal cord, to and from the brain. The spinal column
consists o f a central core o f cell bodies and dendrites, surrounded by numerous defined
pathways, or tracts, through which millions o f axons travel up and down the spinal
column. These fibres enter and leave the spinal cord by way o f the 31 pairs o f nerves
positioned along the length o f the cord.

The spinal cord regulates some important

unconscious body functions, including bowel and bladder control, and normal sexual
organ function. Because o f its delicate nature and its importance to the body, the spinal
cord is a well-protected organ. Three layers o f protective structures encompass the spinal
cord like tubing.

These protective membranes are referred to as meninges and are

individually called the dura, the arachnoid and the pia mater. The dura mater is the
outermost layer, named for its tough fibrous appearance. The arachnoid is the middle
layer, named for its spider-like appearance and the pia mater is the innermost layer,
named for its role in nurturing as well as supporting the underlying tissue. The space
between the dura mater and the arachnoid and the pia mater is called the subarachnoid
space (Gray (1918)). Figure 4.8 depicts an image o f the spinal cord, encased in the
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vertebral column.
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Figure 4.8:

Sagittal MR image o f the spinal cord

4.2.3

Cerebrospinal Fluid

The cerebrospinal fluid, or CSF, is a colourless aqueous fluid that is produced within the
ventricular system of the brain. It circulates through the brain and spinal cord in a series
of interconnected canals and helps to cushion them against injury. The CSF also bathes
the meninges, keeping them moist.
removes toxic waste products.

It provides limited nutrients to neural tissue and

The brain normally maintains a balance between the

amount of CSF that is absorbed and the amount that is produced.
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4.3

The Peripheral Nervous System

Anatomically, this includes all o f the nervous tissue found outside o f the brain and spinal
cord. Functionally, it consists o f two subsystems: the somatic nervous system and the
autonomic nervous system. The somatic nervous system is responsible for the execution
o f voluntary activities. It consists o f 12 pairs o f cranial nerves that emerge from the
brainstem and 31 pairs o f spinal nerves that emerge from the spinal cord. The autonomic
nervous system is responsible for coordinating the organs involved in involuntary
activities such as respiration, cardiovascular function and digestion.

The autonomic

nervous system is further divided into the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous
systems.

In general, the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems exert

opposing actions: activation o f the sympathetic nervous system causes the rate and
intensity o f physiological processes to increase, while activation o f the parasympathetic
nervous system decreases the rate and intensity o f these processes, preparing the body to
engage in restorative functions such as sleep, digestion and excretion.
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4.4

Glossary

Astrocytes: These are cells found in the brain's capillaries and form the blood-brain
barrier that restricts certain substances from entering the brain.

Axons: These are long cytoplasmic tubes and carry electrical impulses from one part of
the body to another. They are insulated from each other by their myelin sheathes.

Demyelination: This process involves the destruction, loss or removal o f the protective
myelin sheath coating the axons, resulting in their inability to transmit impulses. This is
usually caused in diseases such as multiple sclerosis

Dendrites: These are tiny branches on the cell body and at the ends o f all neurones. The
dendrites o f one cell do not actually touch the dendrites o f any other cell. There are very
tiny gaps between them called synapses.

Glial cells: They are cells o f the nervous system. They compose a support system that is
essential to the successful operation o f the nervous system. Unlike neurons, glial cells do
not conduct nerve impulses.

Grey Matter: This is the material in the brain and spinal cord that contains cell bodies
and dendrites o f nerve cells. It is mainly cytoplasm. It appears grey to the naked eye.

Neurons: A neuron is a nerve cell; it has a cell body, a very long axon sheathed in
myelin, and many tiny branches called dendrites.
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Myelin: A sheath o f fatty tissue that covers most axons on the nervous system. The
myelin layer is formed by Schwann cells in the peripheral nervous system and
oligodendrocytes in the central nervous system.

Oligodendrocytes: They are glial cells o f central nervous system structures that form the
site o f myelin manufacture for neurons o f the central nervous system.

Schwann cells: They are peripheral nervous system structures that wrap some neuronal
axons to form an insulating coat known as the myelin sheath.

Synapses: These are the specialised junctions between one neuron and another neuron
for the transfer o f information such as brain signals, sensory inputs, etc., along the
nervous system.

White Matter: This is the material in the brain and spinal cord that contains the axons
and myelin sheathes o f nerve cells. It appears white to the naked eye.
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he interactions o f water protons at the surfaces o f macromolecules play an

T

important role in determining contrast in hydrated macromolecular systems, i.e.,

heterogeneous systems where water protons form complex matrices with macromolecular
protons. A layer o f water, the so-called 'solvation layer' is usually associated with the
surface o f the macromolecular matrix (Eng et al., (1991), Kim et a l, (1993), Ceckler et
al., (1994, 2001)). Exchange o f magnetisation mixes the water populations such that, on
the time scale o f the exchange, the observable bulk-water properties are a weighted
average o f the properties o f the different compartments. Characterising these interactions
is important in gaining a fundamental understanding o f the behaviour and structure o f
heterogeneous systems.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the relaxation pathway between water protons and macromolecular
protons in structures such as proteins and lipids. In this Figure, the hydrogen nuclei exist
in a highly mobile liquid state associated with water or semi-solid macromolecular sites
of relatively restricted motion. Rapid exchange and diffusion occurs between bulk water
protons

(H

a)

and water protons in the solvation layer.

between the bound water protons

(H

b)

Magnetisation is exchanged

and the protons at the periphery o f the

macromolecule (He) via dipolar coupling and is then distributed to other macromolecular
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protons. This process is known as Magnetisation Transfer (MT).
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Figure 5.1:

Schematic diagram showing the proton interactions in biological tissues.
(Modifiedfrom Ceckler et al, (2001))

From an operational point o f view, it has proved convenient to classify the multiple
environments into two basic groups: a solid-like environment and a liquid-like
environment.

In fact, most o f the current theories describing MT in heterogeneous

systems (i.e., tissues) are based on models consisting o f two pools o f protons, which are:

a.

The ^liquid’ pool - The protons in this pool are mostly associated with small
mobile molecules such as water.

They experience rapid rotational and

translational motions, and therefore, their magnetic dipole-dipole interactions are
substantially averaged out.

Thus, the NMR spectrum o f these protons is
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represented by a relatively narrow distribution o f Larmor frequencies (several
Hz), resulting in long T2 values. These protons are responsible for the bulk o f the
observable signal that is usually seen in MR images. This pool is also known as
the ‘mobile’ or ‘free’ pool.

b. The *semi-solid* po o l - This pool consists o f less mobile (or more restricted)
protons such as those that bound to the surfaces o f proteins or other large
macromolecules. These protons do not experience sufficiently fast rotational or
translational motions to average out the mutual magnetic dipole-dipole
interactions and the NMR spectrum from this pool is represented by a broad
distribution o f Larmor frequencies (several kilohertz).
quickly, and thus have a very short T2 (~

20

Such spins dephase

ps), rendering them invisible on an

MR image. However, this pool exchanges magnetisation with the free pool and
this exchange o f magnetisation is known as ‘cross relaxation’ and is an important
mechanism o f relaxation in biological tissues. This pool is also known as the
‘immobile’ or ‘bound’ pool.
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Liquid pool

Semi-solid pool

0
Frequency
Figure 5.2:

Diagram showing the bound pool and liquid pool

Although both pools have the same resonant frequency, this difference in linewidth
means that it is possible to find a frequency that is outside the resonance range o f the free
pool, but is still inside that o f the bound pool. If an RF pulse is applied at this frequency,
we can partially saturate the magnetisation o f the bound pool without directly saturating
the free pool.

Since the protons that are bound to macromolecules interact with the

directly observed free water protons, magnetisation from the liquid pool can be altered by
appropriate experimental manipulation o f the magnetisation from the semi-solid pool,
resulting in signal intensity changes in conventional MR imaging.

Therefore, to many investigators, who are interested in a detailed understanding o f tissue
relaxation, MT experiments provide an additional dimension to tissue relaxation analysis.
In order to be useful for probing tissue relaxation, MT must first be quantitatively
understood in its own right.
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5.1

Early Theoretical Models of MT

Irrespective o f the mechanism o f the exchange (i.e., ‘through-space’ dipolar coupling or
chemical exchange), most two-pool models o f cross-relaxation consist o f a pair o f
coupled Bloch Equations, with extra terms that account for the flow o f magnetisation
between the two pools.

The first two-pool model for MT was given by McConnell in 1958. This consisted o f
two pools: a liquid pool and a semi-solid pool.

This model was used toextract

information on the rate o f exchange between the two pools for a varietyo f systems (agar,
lipid bilayers, rat muscle, calf lens homogenate, heat denatured egg albumin and crosslinked bovine serum albumin (BSA)). Another binary spin-bath model was proposed by
Edzes and Samuelski (1977, 1978); in this model the spins in the free pool were
selectively inverted to extract the exchange rate and relative pool size from the
longitudinal recovery rate o f the inverted pool. The limitation o f this method was that
only a subset o f the MT relaxation parameters could be completely extracted.

5.1.1

The Saturation Transfer Experiment

In 1962, Forsen and Hoffinan presented a mathematical description o f MT. They used
the ‘saturation transfer’ technique as a method o f quantifying the rate o f exchange
between two pools of chemically exchanging species under steady-state conditions.
‘Saturation’ refers to a process by which RF energy is used to excite protons so that there
is no net longitudinal magnetisation. When the two pools are coupled together, ‘selective
saturation’ o f the bound pool results in ‘saturation transfer’ to the free pool and hence a
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decrease in the magnitude o f the free water signal. In Figure 5.3, the basic saturation
transfer technique as originally described by Forsen and Hoffrnan is outlined.

Here,

pools A and B are two spin populations with distinct chemical shifts and are in slow
exchange with each other. One o f the spin populations (pool A) is continuously labelled
by selective saturation with RF energy. As these saturated spins equilibrate with the non
irradiated pool (pool B), via chemical exchange, the net magnetisation that is observed
from the non-irradiated pool decreases. This results in the decrease in signal intensity o f
the pool B.

This decrease in signal intensity o f the non-irradiated pool is used to

determine the rate o f exchange occurring between these nuclides.

RF Pulse

Pool B

Pool A

Figure 5,3:

The Saturation Transfer Experiment
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5.1.2

Modification o f the Saturation Transfer Experiment to
Measure Tissue MT Properties

The successful application o f the saturation transfer experiment to biological tissues was
achieved by W olff and Balaban in 1989. They found that in tissues where there is no
magnetisation exchange with macromolecules (i.e., there are no macromolecules or the
two protons pools have no dipolar coupling between them), the signal intensity o f the
free water protons remains unchanged (there is no MT effect).

However, in tissues

where there is magnetisation exchange, there is a decrease in the intensity o f the free
water signal, and the degree to which the tissue signal intensity decreases varies among
tissues and serves as the basis for MT contrast. They also pointed out that the MT effect
is stronger if the saturation pulse is applied at a smaller frequency offset from the central
resonant frequency o f the free pool. However, a frequency offset o f at least 5 kHz was
used in their experiments in order to minimise the effect o f the RF ‘bleed-over’, i.e.,
direct free pool saturation. Their aim was to reduce the offset frequency (and thereby
increase the MT effect) without directly saturating the free pool. They then proceeded to
show that by adding a saturation transfer preirradiation scheme to a standard MRI
sequence, one could get images in which the magnitude o f the magnetisation exchange
process can be observed.

These resulting images possessed a unique form o f MR

contrast known as magnetisation transfer contrast (MTC).

When they compared two

images, the first one being a routine proton density (PD) weighted image and second one
being an image collected under identical conditions, but with an RF pulse (1 x lO’^T)
applied 10 kHz off-resonance during the interpulse delays, a drastic change in image
contrast was obtained, the reduction in signal intensity being different in different tissue
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structures. Regions where there was a maximum reduction in signal intensity are areas
where the MT effect was greatest. On the other hand, regions that remained bright are
regions where the MT effect was low or non-existent.

Subsequently several investigators have modified a standard MRI sequence to generate
MT contrast (Eng et al., (1991), Wolff et al., (1991), Jones and Southon (1991), Mehta et
al., (1995), Barker et al., (1996), Engelbrecht et al., (1998), S inson et al., (2001)).

5.2

Magnetisation Transfer Ratio (MTR)

As mentioned earlier, when the bound pool is subjected to RF irradiation, there is a
reduction in the value o f the steady state longitudinal magnetisation o f the free pool Mo"^
to a value Mz"^. This can be seen in a PD weighted image as an apparent reduction in
PD. This fractional reduction in Mq"^is called the magnetisation transfer ratio (MTR). It
is given by

M TR =

MJ-MJ

[5.1]

In practice, it is common to take any two sets o f images, one without the MT pulse
applied and one with the MT pulse applied. From these two images, the MTR can be
calculated on a pixel by pixel basis using Equation 5.1. It should be noted that MTR
values calculated in this way depend on pulse sequence parameters such as the repetition
time. This will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6 .

Forsen and Hoffinan showed that the pseudo first order rate constant o f MT from the
non-irradiated pool to the irradiated pool (kfor) can be deduced from Equation 5.2, where
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Tia is the Ti o f the non-irradiated pool in the absence o f exchange.

H i

L _^

[5.2]

l + k,„T *

Experimentally, it is rather difficult to measure T ia, since it is difficult to isolate the
contribution o f chemical exchange to longitudinal relaxation times.

Thus, another

approach to measure kfor is measure the Ti o f the non-irradiated pool while its exchange
partner is saturated. Due to the application o f the RF pulse, the Ti o f non-irradiated pool
is reduced to T isat- T isat is easy to measure experimentally and is a function o f kfor and
T ia-

Several researchers (Kurki et aL, (1995), Mathews et al., (1995), Holder et al., (1997))
have observed a shortening o f Ti in the presence o f MT saturation.

This must be

considered when performing quantitative measurements o f MT. For this reason, such
experiments are often conducted in a manner that minimises the Ti weighting o f the
results. Eliminating Tia in Equations 5.2 and 5.3 results in an expression for kfor in terms
o f MTR and T i s a t -

kfor -

1

-^ -

MTR

[5.4]

"^ISAT

Thus, using Equation 5.4, the apparent rate constant (kfor) o f the MT process between the
two pools can be determined from a knowledge o f MTR and

T is a t-

It must be

emphasised that this approach relies on complete saturation o f the bound pool being
achieved, which is not possible in practice.
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5.3

Description of RF Saturation Pulses

In order to understand the effect o f the saturation pulses on MT contrast, it is important
to understand the various properties o f the pulses and hence a brief description o f the
pulses is given below.

5.3.1

The Continuous Wave (CW) Approach

The earliest MT experiments were carried out with a long duration, low power, offresonance excitation pulse o f constant amplitude. W olff and Balaban (1989) used this
type o f pulse in order to demonstrate the contrast produced by MT in MR imaging. This
method takes advantage o f the fact that the T2 o f the macromolecular protons is much
shorter than that o f the free water protons, thus resulting in a broader linewidth o f the
semi-solid pool compared to that o f the free pool. In order to minimise the amount o f
direct saturation o f the liquid pool, it is desirable that the off-resonance saturation pulse
have a narrow bandwidth, and this is generally accomplished by using a relatively long
(0.1s - 1.0s) RF pulse - thus the term ‘continuous wave’. The centre o f the relatively
narrow MT excitation band is placed several kilohertz away from the centre o f the
narrow resonance band o f the observed free spins and the excitation, at least partially,
saturates the broad resonance o f the semi-solid pool, while leaving the liquid pool
relatively unaffected.

Drawbacks of the CW approach

• The biggest practical drawback to this approach is that hardware modification is
required for commercial MR imagers. The RF transmitters o f most MR imagers do
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not operate in the CW mode, i.e., the commercial MR imagers cannot generate such
long irradiations (i.e., > 1 0 0 ms) and an auxiliary RF transmitter channel must be used
for this purpose.

• Operating in the CW mode can deposit significant RF power in patients. This results
in unacceptable tissue heating, often exceeding the SAR limit (specific absorption rate
- a measure o f the amount o f power deposited by a RF field in a certain mass o f tissue
and expressed in terms o f watts per kilogram (W/Kg)) and this is particularly of
concern in the case o f whole body imaging with CW irradiation, especially at high
field strengths.

• The irradiation has to be turned off during the imaging part o f the sequence, i.e., when
the slice select, phase encode, readout gradients are turned on. This is not possible
with the CW approach.

In order to implement the MT technique in currently available clinical scanners,
researchers have developed several other pulsed saturation techniques as an alternative to
the CW approach.

5.3.2

The Pulsed Approach

The pulsed saturation techniques achieve time efficiency by using multiple short duration
(-1-20 ms) RF pulses. The pulses are o f high intensity and are applied at strategic points
throughout the imaging sequence.

While each pulse might be able to only partially

saturate the semi-solid pool, a cumulative saturation is achieved when the pulse
repetition time is short compared to the spin-lattice and cross-relaxation times. The
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pulsed methods can be further subdivided into shaped pulses that are applied offresonance and binomial pulses that are applied on resonance.

5.3.2.1

The Off-Resonance Shaped Pulse Approach

This involves the application o f a train o f Gaussian or sinc-shaped pulses o f moderate
duration (5-50 ms). These pulses are applied through the main RF transmit channel in a
method similar to that used for chemical shift fat suppression.

These off-resonance

shaped pulses are known as ‘soft’ pulses. The advantage o f using these pulses is that
they can be easily implemented on clinical scanners. Also, no additional hardware is
required for implementing these pulses.

The Gaussian pulse is a widely used off-resonance pulse for MT and is given by
Equation 5.5 (Graham et ah, (1997,1999)):

B i(t) = - - y ^ e x p
Y v2tco

+i27tAft

0<t^T

[5.5]

where a is the standard deviation o f the Gaussian envelope, co is the maximum nutation
fi-equency during the application o f the pulse, T is the duration o f the pulse and Af is the
offset frequency o f the MT pulse.

The off-resonance pulsed saturation technique has been successfully incorporated in a
variety o f spin echo (Pike et al., (1993), Elster et al., (1994), Gass et al., (1994)) and
gradient echo imaging sequences (Wolff et al., (1991), Pierce et al., (1991), Pike et al.,
(1992), Edelman et al., (1992), Yousem et al., (1994), Finelli et al., (1998) and Hua et
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al., (1995)) and have been used in numerous clinical applications (Dousset et al., (1992),
Balaban et al., (1992), W olff et al., (1994)).

Figure 5.4 shows the selective saturation o f the semi-solid pool using (A) CW RF
irradiation and (B) pulsed off-resonance irradiation.

Liquid pool

Semi-solid pool

0
Frequency offset
CW RF

Liquid pool
b
Semi-solid pool

Frequency offset
Pulsed RF
off-resonance

Figure 5.4:

Methods o f selective semi-solid spin saturation (a) off-resonance CW RF
irradiation (b) off-resonance pulsed RF irradiation (modifiedfrom Pike et
a l, (1997)).

S.3.2.2

The On-Resonance Binomial Pulse Approach

This method o f selectively saturating the bound pool was developed by Hu et al., (1992)
and the short T: o f the macromolecules is exploited to selectively saturate these spins.
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Composite MT pulses o f the form 1-1, 1-2-1, or 1-3-3-1 type are applied, where the
number indicates the (relative) nutation angle o f the sub-pulses and the presence or
absence o f a ‘bar’ indicates the sense o f the nutation. When the simplest such pulse (the
1-1

pulse) is applied, the free water protons are initially flipped into the transverse plane

and then later returned to the z-axis, resulting in no magnetisation in the transverse plane
and all the magnetisation being retained along the z-axis.

On the other hand, the

macromolecular protons o f the bound pool are similarly flipped into the transverse plane;
but due to their short T], they tend to lose some o f their magnetisation due to T] decay
while they are still in the transverse plane, so only a small portion o f their magnetisation
is retained along the z-axis. These pulses are more time efficient when compared to
shaped off-resonance pulses (binomial pulse durations are typically < 3 ms while shaped
pulses have a duration o f 5-50 ms). However, since they have a wider bandwidth, they
result in a greater amount o f ‘direct saturation’. Pulsed on-resonance MT imaging has
been demonstrated in a variety o f imaging sequences and applications by Yeung et a l,
(1992, 1993), Schneider et al., (1993), Pachot-Clouard et al., (1995) and Pike et al.,
(1992, 1993 & 1996).

5.4

Clinical Applications of MT

This section deals with the clinical applications o f MT with an emphasis on its role in
multiple sclerosis (MS). The applications o f MT imaging can be divided into two main
categories: contrast augmentation and tissue characterisation.
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5.4.1

Contrast Augmentation

Contrast augmentation studies use MT imaging as a tissue suppression technique. The
extent o f tissue suppression can vary widely, and this depends on the method used to
saturate the macromolecular pool and the imaging technique used.

5.4.1.1

MR Angiography

The area in which MT imaging first gained popular clinical acceptance was MR
Angiography (MRA). Here, MT pulses saturate the spins in the semisolid component o f
tissue and blood (due to their very short T2 ) leaving the liquid component relatively
unaffected.

Fresh blood flowing into the coil volume does not experience as much

macromolecular saturation as the adjacent static tissues. Pike et al., (1992) have shown
that the use o f an off-resonance MT pulse with 3D time-of-flight MRA increases the
conspicuity o f small arteries. Their technique reduced the signal intensities o f white
matter (WM) to 51%, grey matter to 61%, and muscle to 55%, while retaining 96% and
83% respectively o f the CSF and blood signal.

When MTC is combined with

conventional techniques for static spin suppression in MRA, the additional attenuation
provides yields dramatically improved angiograms, particularly in terms o f small vessel
visibility.

5.4.1.2

Gadolinium Enhancement

Another area in which MT imaging has proved to be clinically valuable is in increasing
the conspicuousness o f gadolinium enhancement. MT imaging suppresses normal tissue
and consequently, areas o f enhancement are better appreciated.
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Waesberghe et al., (1997) showed that MT imaging carried out with a single dose o f
gadolinium delineates areas o f abnormal enhancement as effectively as a standard Ti
weighted sequence carried out with a triple dose o f gadolinium. Recently, Haba et al.,
(2001) have shown that a half-dose Ti-weighted spin echo sequence with MT can replace
a standard-dose Ti-weighted spin echo sequence without MT with no loss o f contrast
enhancement in the investigation o f meningiomas. Thus, lower doses o f the contrast
agent can be used in conjunction with MT imaging in order to obtain the level o f contrast
enhancement currently attained with standard protocols. Given the cost o f gadolinium,
this could have substantial financial implications.

Mathews et al., (1999) have shown that the synergistic use o f MT and Gd improves the
visualisation o f intracranial vessels on MRA.

The improvement using MT and Gd

together was significantly more than that obtained from using either one o f them alone.

5.4.1.3

Breast Lesions

A third area in which MT imaging is useful is in delineating breast lesions. The breast is
composed o f heterogeneous tissues. Also, the relaxation times o f normal breast tissues
often overlap with those o f breast lesions, resulting in ambiguous contrast; thus imaging
the breast can be rather challenging. Pierce et al., (1991) have showed a combination o f
fat suppression and MT to be useful in evaluating multi-focal and inflammatory
carcinomas.

Schreiber et al., (1996) have found an improved visualisation o f breast

lesions with gadolinium-enhanced MT imaging.

Santyr et al., (1996) used an MT

prepared gradient echo sequence and found a reduction in the signal intensity o f normal
fibroglandular breast tissue by about 40%-50% without exceeding SAR limits. Recently
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Leong et al.^ (2000) have used 3D MT imaging to successfully discriminate a significant
number o f benign breast lesions from malignant lesions.

5.4.2

Tissue Characterisation

MT imaging offers information that is not obtainable with standard clinical MR imaging.
In addition to being a new method o f providing contrast, the MT technique enables semiquantitative, reproducible characterisation o f tissue and pathological entities, which
could substantially improve the specificity o f MR imaging. It is currently being used in a
number o f disease states, and has shown particular promise in MS. Current research into
the use o f MT for tissue characterisation is described below; further tissue and disease
specific contrast are likely to be achieved using MT contrast as the phenomenon becomes
better understood and is characterised in a variety o f tissues

5.4.2.1

Multiple Sclerosis

Conventional MRI is very sensitive in detecting new lesion formation and changes in
lesion sizes over time in MS.

However, it lacks specificity to the heterogeneous

pathological substrates o f MS lesions. Abnormalities seen on T2 weighted images reflect
an increased water content, which can accompany oedema, demyelination, remyelination,
gliosis and axonal loss.

Moreover, MS is a far more diffuse disease than previously

thought and normal appearing white matter (NAWM) on T2 weighted images is not
always structurally normal. Among the various techniques that have been proposed to
quantitatively investigate structural changes in MS lesions, MT imaging appears to be
particularly sensitive to tissue destruction. MT imaging has been used in the past decade
to evaluate the structural changes associated with MS lesions as well as to study changes
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in NAWM.

Gass et a/., (1994) measured the MTR in different WM regions in normal subjects and
found that the MTR was highest in the genu o f the corpus callosum and lowest in
occipital WM. Possible explanations for the observed variation could be differences in
fibre density, the extent o f myelination, or varying amounts o f bound water in the myelin.
They also found that MS patients had significantly lower lesion MTR than patients with
small-vessel disease, and that patients with secondary progressive MS had significantly
lower MTR than those with the benign disease, consistent with a more destructive
pathological process. A strong inverse correlation was also found between the average
lesion MTR and the expanded disability status scale (EDSS).

The wide range o f MTR values found in MS lesions probably illustrates the coexistence
o f plaques at different stages o f demyelination and o f different ages. A study by Tomiak
et al., (1994) showed a statistically significant difference in the MTR values o f lesions o f
less than one year’s duration compared to older lesions. This suggests that MT is a
potential method for differentiating acute lesions from chronic lesions in patients with
MS. In the future, it might be possible to differentiate between MS plaques o f all ages
(all o f which appear as areas o f high signal intensity on long TR images), thus fulfilling a
diagnostic requirement o f MS (lesions disseminated over time).

There are several lines o f evidence that suggest that a marked reduction in MTR in MS
lesions indicates severe tissue damage.

1. Pure oedematous lesions in guinea pigs were associated with only slightly lower
MTR values compared to a significant lowering o f MTR in demyelinating lesions
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(Dousset et al, (1992)).

2. In a feline model o f Wallerian degeneration, Lexa et al., (1994) showed that MTR
reductions correspond to myelin fragmentation and degradation.

3. A preliminary study in primates by Dousset et al., (1995) using an experimental
model o f lysolecithin-induced demyelination showed that the lowest MTR
correlated with histological findings o f myelin loss and axonal destruction.

4. Hiehle et al., (1994) and Loevner et al., (1995) found the lowest MTR in lesions
to correspond to regions o f hypointensity on Ti-weighted images, suggesting that
these regions could be associated with myelin and/or axonal loss.

5. In a study by Thorpe et al., (1995) o f optic neuritis, a significant correlation
between MTR reduction and increased latency o f the visual evoked potentials
(VEP) was found, reflecting a possibility o f myelin loss.

6. In diffuse axonal injury following experimental brain trauma in pigs, the mean
MTR o f regions with pathologically proven axonal damage were significantly
lower than those from regions without axonal damage (Kimura et al., (1996)).

7. MTR reduction has been found to correlate well with reduction in the Nacetylaspartate/creatine (NAA/Cr) ratio (Kimura et al., (1996)), an MR
spectroscopy (MRS) marker o f axonal dysfunction.

8. Silver et al., (1996) and Armand et al., (1997) have reported a profound reduction
in MTR in ’pure' demyelinating lesions o f patients with central pontine myelinosis
or progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (conditions where demyelination
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predominates with a relative absence o f axonal degeneration or inflammation).

5.4.2.1.1

M T changes in Normal Appearing White Matter (NA WM)

Post-mortem studies have shown that abnormalities can be detected in the NAWM from
MS patients. These abnormalities include diffuse astrocytic hyperplasia, patchy oedema
and perivascular cellular infiltration. Arstila et al., (1973) have described abnormally
thin myelin in biopsies from NAWM o f MS patients. Marked astrocytic proliferation,
perivascular inflammation, and occasionally, demyelination and axonal loss have been
detected by Adams (1976, 1977) and Trapp et al., (1998) in the macroscopically
examined NAWM o f patients with MS.

Two post-mortem studies by Hiehle et al.,

(1994) and Filippi et al., (1995) have also detected signs o f axonal damage in MS
NAWM. Such pathological abnormalities modify the relative proportions o f bound and
free protons in diseased tissue and therefore it is not surprising that MT imaging is able
to show microscopic damage in NAWM, which is not detected by conventional imaging.
A study by Filippi et al., (1998) has revealed significant reductions in MTR in NAWM
areas that were subsequently involved with newly-enhancing lesions compared to those
that were not. In another study, Filippi et al., (1995) found that MTR in both MS lesions
and NAWM tended to be lower in patients with MS than in healthy controls. This was
consistent with reports by Filippi et al., (1995), Loevner et al., (1995) and Santos et al.,
(2002) documenting areas o f reduced MTR in NAWM.

5.4.2.1.2

MT Histograms

Using an image analysis technique developed by van Buchem et al., (1996), histograms
o f MTR values can also be derived. Histograms o f pixel intensity are created from
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calculated MT images, after a preliminary manual or semi-automatic image segmentation
aimed at excluding all the non-cerebral tissues (i.e., skull, orbital tissue etc.). To reduce
the effects o f image noise and also signal from CSF, all the pixels with very low MTR
(i.e., from 0-5%) are usually excluded from the analysis. The dataset o f MTR values is
then displayed as a histogram and several parameters can be calculated; the height and
position o f the histogram peak, the average MTR, and the MTR corresponding to the
25th, 50th and 75th percentiles o f the histogram, that indicate the MTR at which the
integral o f the histogram is 25%, 50% and 75% o f the total, respectively.

MTR

histograms can be obtained for the whole brain and for specific regions (i.e., frontal lobe,
cerebellum, brainstem etc.).

A study by van Buchem et al., (1997) found the MTR

histogram peak height to be lower in MS patients than in controls (Figure 5.5).

A

significant correlation o f MTR histogram measures to disease duration, EDSS and
ambulatory index have been reported by Rovaris et al., (1998) and van Buchem et al.,
(1998). A recent report by Rovaris et al., (2000) showed a significant reduction in the
MTR histogram peak height in patients with secondary progressive multiple sclerosis
(SPMS) compared to those with relapsing-remitting (RRMS) or primary progressive
(PPMS). Spinal cord histogram peak height was also significantly lower in patients with
SPMS than those with RRMS.

A similar study by Filippi et al., (2000) showed a

significant reduction in peak height in patients with SPMS compared to those with
RRMS.

McGowan et al., (2000) found that MTR histogram analysis was highly

predictive o f histopathological results, including myelination state and neurofilament
damage. A smaller correlation was observed with oedema, suggesting that this technique
was most sensitive to tissue alteration. Tortorella et al., (2000) have shown a reduction
in peak height in patients with PPMS compared to control subjects, and a similar
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reduction in patients with SPMS than those with RRMS. Recently, Comi et al., (2001)
have found significantly lower peak heights in MS patients with cognitive impairment
than in cognitively intact patients.
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Figure 5.5;

Whole brain MTR histogram o f a normal individual (dotted line) and an
MS patient (solid line). The latter has a lower peak height. MTR values
are presented on the x-axis and the normalised pixel count on the y-axis.
Reproduced with permission from Prof. M A van Buchem, Chief o f
Radiology, Leiden University Medical Center, The Netherlands (Personal
Communication).

5.4.2.2

Haemorrhage

Mittl et al., (1993) have found the MTR in patients with acute haemorrhage to be
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significantly lower than that in controls, indicating the reduction o f haemoglobin in such
patients.

5 4.2.3

Alzheimer's Disease

Hanyu et al., (1999) have reported a lowering o f MTR in the corpus callosum o f patients
with Alzheimer's disease compared to controls.

These findings probably reflect the

structural changes in the corpus callosum including axonal loss and/or demyelination.

5.4.2.4

Brain Tumours

MT imaging has been useful in differentiating low-grade from high-grade gliomas and
benign from malignant tumours o f the liver, head, neck and breast (Yousem et al.,
(1994), Boorstein et al., (1994)). Kurki et al., (1995) and Pui et al., (2000) found MT
imaging to be useful in the classification o f intra-axial tumours and low-grade
astrocytomas.

5.4.2.5

Epilepsy

Studies by Tofts et al., (1995), and more recently by Rugg-Gunn et al., (2001) have used
MT imaging to investigate areas o f reduced MTR in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy.
Significant reductions were identified in areas that appeared normal on conventional
MRI.

The

areas

of

reduced

MTR

have

concurred

with

epileptiform

electroencephalographic (EEG) abnormalities.

5.4.2.6

Chrouic Obstructive Hydrocephalus

A study by Hahnel et a l, (1999) has shown a reduction in MTR in patients with chronic
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obstructive hydrocephalus as compared to controls, suggesting that the disease is
associated with diffuse WM damage.

5.4.2.T

Schizophrenia

Recently, Foong et al., (2000) used MT imaging to investigate WM pathology in
schizophrenia and found a significant reduction in MTR in the right and left temporal
regions in schizophrenic patients compared to controls.

5.4.3

M T with M R Spectroscopy

MR spectroscopy is being used as a sensitive marker for monitoring disease progression
in MS and brain NAA concentration is being used as an index o f axonal damage or loss
and demyelination (Gonen et al., (2000), Suhy et a l, (2000)). NAA acts an acetyl group
donor to initiate neuronal protein synthesis or lipid synthesis during myelination. It is
made in the mitochondria o f neurons and has been shown to be a neuronal marker that
decreases in numerous disease processes involving neuronal loss. Proton MRS studies
have demonstrated decreases (sometimes reversible) in NAA in the brains o f MS patients
(Arnold et al., (1992, 1998, 2001), Matthews et al., (2001), Davie et al., (1994)).
Changes in the NAA to Cr ratio have correlated strongly with clinical disability in a
study by DeStefano et al., (1997). In recent years, MT imaging has been used along with
MRS to provide complimentary information. In MS patients, a positive correlation has
been identified between MTR and NAA measured by MRS in WM plaques (Kimura et
al., (1996)) and a study by Sinson et a l, (2001) has shown a lowering o f MTR and
NAA/Cr ratio in patients with traumatic brain injury (TBl), thus suggesting that MTR
used in conjunction with MRS can quantify damage after TBl.
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Recently, the MRS visibility o f some commonly observed metabolites (choline, lactate,
Cr and NAA) has been evaluated by incorporating off-resonance irradiation into
conventional MRS experiments thus giving rise to the term ‘MT prepared spectroscopy’.
In all cases, the MT pulse is applied prior to the application o f the main pulse sequence,
in a manner similar to that used in MT imaging. Even when relaxation times o f the
metabolites are carefully taken into consideration, in-vivo metabolite concentrations
measured by MRS may still not reflect the actual concentration if the metabolite is
engaged in binding to slowly tumbling macromolecules, thus becoming MRS invisible
because o f shortened relaxation times. Under this circumstance, it is possible that not all
molecules o f a given metabolite present in tissue contribute fully to the observed MRS
signal. As discussed in Section 3.1, a molecule freely tumbling in solution will have a
relatively long Tz relaxation time because intermolecular dipole-dipole interactions
contributing to relaxation are largely averaged out, whereas molecules that are motional ly
restricted (e.g., by binding to macromolecules), will experience net dipole interactions,
i.e., MT, and thus have a relatively short T2 relaxation time, leading to a broader,
potentially unobservable MRS signal. Similar studies by Chang et al., (1987) on post
mortem rat brain and Kotitschke et a l, (1994) on brain cells have revealed a deficit in
lactate concentration when measured by MRS relative to the values obtained by
biochemical techniques. Reductions in signal intensity have also been reported in Cr/PCr
in rat brain (Dreher et al., (1994), Meyerhoff et al., (1996), Roell et al., (1998), DeGraaf
et al., (1999)) and in rat and mouse skeletal muscle (Kruiskamp et al., (1997)). Gruetter
et al., (1995) and Swanson (1997, 1998) found that the signal intensity o f lactate in
bovine serum albumin (BSA) is greatly reduced upon selective saturation o f the
resonance o f mobile water protons, indicating a magnetic coupling between water and
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lactate protons. Similar phenomena were observed by Guivel-Scharen et al., (1998) for
urea in human kidney ex-vivo.

Recently, Meyerhoff et al., (1999) have observed statistically significant signal
attenuations for Cr-containing metabolites in posterior-parietal brain, basal ganglia, and
cerebellum in human brain.

They have suggested that Cr-containing metabolites in

human brain exist in more than one pool and that dipolar coupling between motionally
restricted and more mobile Cr pools causes signal reduction o f the observed Cr signal
upon application o f off-resonance or pulsed on-resonance saturation pulses.

In the

current stage o f off-resonance MT studies o f metabolites in-vivo, one can only speculate
on the precise mechanisms underlying the phenomenon. However, Luo et al., (1999)
have pointed out that the partial MRS visibility o f metabolites observed by these groups
may have arisen from MT mediated by off-resonance irradiation since they employed a
presaturation pulse for water suppression.

The application o f long-duration RF

irradiation (e.g., presaturation, such as commonly employed for water suppression) can
lead to partial saturation o f a motionally restricted pool o f some metabolites, resulting in
a substantial decrease in resonance intensity by way o f MT effects. Such effects are
accentuated by increasing off-resonance irradiation duration and/or field strength. Thus
when performing quantitative metabolite measurements using proton MRS spectra
acquired with presaturation for water suppression, a significant underestimation o f the
metabolites may arise due to MT-related signal loss.

Nevertheless, experiments with MT prepared spectroscopy have suggested that a fraction
o f the signal from these metabolites is MRS invisible; they have also provided a means
for establishing the presence o f motionally restricted metabolites.
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Figure 5.6:

MRS spectra displaying the lacate methyl resonance signal in rat
glioma acquired at different off-resonance irradiation frequencies.
Reproduced with permission from Dr. Y. Luo, Center o f Magnetic
Resonance Research and Clinical Research Center,

University o f

Minnesota (Personal Communication).

5.5

Summary

Thus, it is clear that MT imaging offers information that is not obtainable with standard
clinical MR imaging. In addition to being a new method o f providing contrast, the MT
technique enables semi-quantitative, reproducible characterisation of tissue and
pathological entities, which could substantially improve the specificity o f MR imaging.
Further tissue and disease specific contrast are likely to be achieved using MTC as the
phenomenon becomes better understood and is characterised in a variety o f tissues.
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CHAPTER 6
Quantitative Treatment of
Magnetisation Transfer
n Chapter 5, the clinical relevance o f MT ratios was discussed. Although current MT

I

imaging techniques (used to calculate MT ratios) can be easily implemented on

clinical scanners, the values obtained are rather ‘semi-quantitative’ in nature. They are
sensitive not only to demyelination, but are also affected by other biological changes,
such as oedema and inflammation. Moreover, they are difficult to reproduce across sites
and tend to depend on sequence details and imaging parameters (TR, TE, flip angle etc).
Therefore, a more rigorous quantitative approach is needed to extract fundamental MT
parameters that might be more specific in characterising the biological changes that take
place during pathology, particularly, during demyelination and shed some light on tissue
structure and organisation. This Chapter deals with the mathematical modelling o f the
MT effect.

6.1

Mathematical Modelling of Magnetisation Transfer

Quantitatively, the MT effect is a complicated function o f the relaxation times and
absorption line shapes o f the liquid and semisolid pools, their respective volume
fi’actions, and the efficiency o f MT exchange.
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quantitative understanding o f MT provides important physical insight into how MT
image contrast is generated for specific pulse sequences.

As discussed in Chapter 5, the saturation transfer experiment carried out by Forsen and
Hoffinan (1962) was rather limited. It was assumed that the bound pool was completely
saturated and the free pool was unaffected. These assumptions do not apply to clinical
measurements o f MTR. Although they had derived formulae relating the reduction in the
longitudinal magnetisation o f the free pool (Mz"^) to the cross-relaxation rate constant,
their equations did take account o f the dependence o f the MT effect on the offset
frequency and irradiation power o f the MT pulse. The experiments carried out by W olff
and Balaban (1989) clearly indicated that the magnitude o f the MT effect was affected by
these two factors.

A proper theoretical understanding o f the problem is o f fundamental importance to any
application o f this technique. Grad and Bryant (1990) derived an expression for the MT
effect by employing a truncated set o f the coupled Bloch equations; their results are valid
only if the transverse magnetisation o f the mobile water spins is negligible.
Subsequently Wu (1991) represented the coupled two pool system with a set o f equations
that took into account the transverse magnetisation o f the mobile spin pool and the direct
saturation o f the free pool by the irradiating field. As such, his result is much more
general than Grad and Bryant’s result and reduces to their expression when the transverse
magnetisation o f the mobile water spins is assumed to be negligible.
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6.1.1

Henkelman's Two-Pool Model

In 1993, Henkelman and co-workers formulated a binary spin-bath model involving
mobile and immobile spins. The MT experiments were carried out on agar gels, and
were modelled accurately by a simple exchange between the two pools. The two-pool
model proposed by Henkelman e t al., (1993) is shown in Figure 6.1. Pool A is the liquid
pool and pool B is the semi-solid pool of protons. The unshaded portions represent
longitudinal magnetisation and the shaded portions represent transverse magnetisation.

R FB
R FA

R

B: Semi-solid pool Mo®

A: Liquid pool Mo^

F ig u r e 6 .1 :

H en k elm a n ’s tw o -p o o l m o d el o f C W MT. The sh a d e d reg io n in each p o o l
rep resen ts sp in s th at a re n ot a lig n e d lon gitu din ally.

R a and R b are the relaxation rates of the free and semi-solid pool. The M T exchange

between the two pools depends on the amount o f longitudinal magnetisation in each
pool, i.e.,

and Mo® and the fundamental rate constant, R, which characterises the

exchange between the two pools. In Equations 6.1 and 6.2, R is proportional to the zmagnetisation in each pool (i.e., Mz^ or Mz®), also to the equilibrium magnetisation in
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the other pool (i.e., Mo® or Mq^). Thus, the rate o f loss o f longitudinal magnetisation in
pools A and B will be RMq^Mz"^ and RMq^Mz® respectively while the rate o f gain in
longitudinal magnetisation in pools A and B will be RMq'^Mz® and RMq^Mz"^
respectively. Rrfa and Rrfb are the rates o f loss o f longitudinal magnetisation by the
liquid and semi-solid pool due to direct saturation by the off-resonance MT pulse. Both
R rfa

and R rfb depend on the amplitude and offset frequency o f the MT pulse. Mz"^ and

Mz® are the longitudinal magnetisations o f the liquid pool and semi-solid pool
respectively in the presence o f an MT pulse applied at a frequency offset o f Af and
having an amplitude o f ©i.

6.1.2

Derivation o f the Equation Representing the Magnetisation
Associated with the Mobile Pool

The Bloch Equations for a single pool system having a net magnetisation M and
experiencing a magnetic field B can be written as:

^ = - y (m x b )
dt

[6.1]

The jc, y, and z components o f Equation 6.1 are given by:

d^
dt

^

^

dt

=-y (M ,B .-M ,B j

[6.3]

= - y (m , B , - M , b J

[6.4]
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Let us assume that an RF field o f amplitude coi is applied along the %-axis at a frequency
offset o f Af. In this case, we can write:

= ^ , By =0 and B, = 2 ^
y
y

Substituting the values o f 8%, By and Bz in Equations 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4, we obtain:

^

= -My(27tAf)

o),M,

[6.5]

[6.7]

Thus, the Bloch Equations for pool A and pool B incorporating the relaxation terms can
be written as:

[6.8]

[6.10]

When the liquid pool (pool A) is coupled to the semi-solid pool (pool B), the Bloch
Equations for the coupled system can be written as follows:
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=- ^

^

-

=

dt

[6.11]

X

[6.12]

1 z

^ ^ = R a (MJ - M ^ ) - RM®M^ + RM^M® + (o,M^

^

^

= R

b

(M J

- M®)

-

R M ^ M ®

+

R M ® M ^

+

©jM®

[6.13]

[6.14]

Solving Equations 6.11, 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 in the steady state, (i.e., when the six time
differentials are zero), the expression for

Mj =

can be written as:

RaMo +RM?M|^------

[6.15]

Similarly, the expression for Mz® can be written as:

M5 =

R bM? + R M ? M z ------ojfT®
f

a

[6.16]

]

With an aim to normalise their experiments, Henkelman et al., (1993) equated the fully
relaxed equilibrium magnetisation o f the free pool (Mo^) to 1.
eliminating Mz®, we obtain:
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RRbM“ + r m ®m J
(ofT“

Ra +

(R b + R M j )

1 + 2 îtA fT ‘

Mî =

[6.17]

On simplifying, we obtain:

0)fT®
2 R a ■^'R-a R-B + R AR

1 + 27rAfT^

=

[6.18]

f
(r ^ +

R M j)-

R B+ R +

l + [27rAfT^]\

V

-

As mentioned earlier,

R rfa

and

R rfb

(OiTf
l + ^nAfT^Y

-R R M j

represent the rates o f loss o f longitudinal

magnetisation from the free pool and the semi-solid pool respectively due to direct
saturation by the off-resonance MT pulse. Both

R rfa

and R rfb depend on the amplitude

and the offset frequency o f the MT pulse.

The expression for R rfa and R rfb are given below:

R rfa

=

gA (2 7 tA f)

[6.19]

R rfb

= coi^ n gB {2nAf)

[6.20]

n

and

where gA (2nAf) and gB (2nAf) are the characteristic absorption lineshapes o f pool A and
pool B respectively.

If a Lorentzian lineshape is assumed for both pools, then we can write:
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gA(27CAf) = ^

7Ü

i + [27T A fr^]\

n

l + [2 7 tA fT 2 ® ]\

[6.21]

and

g g (2 7 tA f) -

[6 .22]

Substituting Equations 6.21 and 6.22 in Equations 6.19 and 6.20, we obtain:

R RFA

[6.23]

A \2

l + (2%AfT^)

and

R RFB

Substituting these values o f

R rfa

and

[6.24]

B \2
l + (27lAfr^)

R rfb

in Equation

6 .1 8 ,

we obtain the following

expression for Mz"^:

MÎ =
(r

RB

0

A + R RFA

+

E- RFB 1^ A ~ * ~ ^ B ^ A
0 )(l^ B + ^

RFB

E . A ^ _________

+ R )~

RRM

[6.25]

®

With the exception o f the exchange rate (terms containing R), Equation 6.25 is identical
to that derived by Caines et al., (1991) and Wu (1991). The transverse spin exchange has
not been modelled explicitly, since the very short T2 relaxation time o f pool B will
destroy any transverse coherence between the two pools.

Equation 6.25 can be further simplified and written as follows:
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'
R
M J

R

=
RM

R

■

r m

b

®

a

[6.26]
r

J

(R

b

+ R B

^ RFB

J

a

1+

+ R gpg ) +
<

R

^RFA
^ A

^
RFB

1^ B

^ )

;

Expanding the term Rrfa (from Equation 6.23) and substituting in Equation 6.26, we
obtain:

■r
R

m

®'

b

RA

MÎ =

R RFB

.

f

■r

m

J'

j

R
[6.27]

\

(O iT A

1

■

l + ( 2 7 [ A fr A )2 R a _

V

Assuming (27iAfT2'^) ^ »

RB

1+

( R B + R RFB ) +
L Ra

+

(R

rfb

+ R

b

R)

/

1, we arrive at the following simplified expression for the

longitudinal magnetisation associated with the free pool (Mz"^):

R

RM

[6.28]
RM

1+

( R B + R jyjg ) +

R

6.1.3

0) ,

2%Af

R a T^"

Lineshape of the Semi-Solid Pool

An important feature o f the semi-solid pool is the type o f lineshape used to represent its
rate o f RF absorption. The Bloch Equations give rise to a Lorentzian lineshape that can
be expressed as:

g(2 Jc A f)

=

n

[6.29]
l + (2 7 cA fT 2 )^

When a Lorentzian lineshape was assumed for the absorption in the semi-solid pool, this
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led to a disagreement between CW MT theory and experimental data.

It was then

pointed out by Swanson (1992) that the implicit assumption in the Bloch Equations that
the semi-solid pool had a Lorentzian lineshape was not valid for immobile spins. Liquids
are a typical example o f motional narrowing and thus it quite appropriate to assume pool
A to have a Lorentzian lineshape.

Subsequently, a Gaussian lineshape, which yields a reasonable approximation for the RF
absorption in many solids, was used to represent the absorption o f the semi-solid pool.
This produced a better agreement between theory and experimental data. The Gaussian
lineshape can be expressed as:

g(2«Af) =

exp
V271

[6.30]
2

However, in the case o f biological tissues, neither the Lorentzian nor the Gaussian
lineshapes have given acceptable fits for quantitative MT data (Morrison et al., (1995)).
A lineshape that significantly improves the agreement between theory and experiment
work in tissues is the super-Lorentzian. The super-Lorentzian is the lineshape that is
expected to arise from partially ordered materials, for example, polymers, liquid crystals,
biological membranes or molecules absorbed on surfaces (Charvolin et al., (1971)). The
super-Lorentzian lineshape was first observed in potassium laurate (Charvolin et al.,
(1971)) and subsequently in lamellar liquid crystals (Wennerstrom (1973)) and lipids
(Bloom et al., (1977)).

It has also been seen as part o f the complex proton NMR

spectrum o f whole cells (Bloom et al., (1986)).

The super-Lorentzian lineshape is given by:
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g(2 jüAf) =

f d0 sin 0 - / ^ r

i

V7T ^ 3 cos

exp

0 - l)

-

2

27tAfT2 ^
3 cos ^ 0 - 1

[6.31]

where 0 is the angle between the external magnetic field and the axis o f molecular
rotation.

Figure 6.2 shows the three lineshapes obtained using Equations 6.29, 6.30, and 6.31.
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Figure 6.2:

Gaussian

super-Lorentzian

Diagram showing the Lorentzian,

Gaussian and super-Lorentzian

lineshapes (all lineshapes have been normalised so that their integrals are
unity)

Both the Gaussian and super-Lorentzian lineshapes were calculated using a T2 ® value o f
12

|Lis.

For comparison, the Lorentzian lineshape was evaluated using the T2 value o f
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pure water (i.e., T 2 = 3s).

Based on the success o f the agar model, Morrison et al., (1995) carried out MT
experiments on grey matter, optic nerve, liver, muscle and blood and in all cases (except
blood and CSF), the super-Lorentzian lineshape provided the best fit. In the case o f
blood, a Lorentzian lineshape provided the best fit, which was not surprising because
blood has a higher fluid composition as compared to the other tissues. The semi-solid
pool in blood is composed o f large globular proteins such as albumin or haemoglobin.
According to Bloom et al., (1986) the large globular proteins in water undergo rapid,
isotropic reorientation, resulting in a Lorentzian lineshape.

6.2

Quantitative Analysis of Pulsed MT

Although the two-pool model has been successful in describing the MT process under
CW conditions, imaging time considerations and hardware limitations require that MT
contrast on clinical MT scanners must be generated using RF pulses o f much shorter
duration. The challenges o f developing a clinical imaging technique that yields exchange
and relaxation properties based on the binary spin-bath model are threefold. First, one
needs to forego the use o f CW irradiation, which is not widely available, and the large
power deposition that are typical o f non-clinical NMR experiments. Second, sufficient
data to constrain all aspects o f the model need to be collected within a relatively short
period, typically less than half an hour. Third, a computationally efficient model o f the
experiment (like the well-established spin bath model provided by Morrison et al.,
(1995) for biological tissues in-vitro is needed so that estimation o f the model parameters
becomes feasible in-vivo. Existing methods either do not meet all o f these criteria or
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yield only a subset o f the relaxation parameters.

A number o f authors have proposed MT imaging techniques that yield intrinsic
properties based on the binary spin-bath model.

Quesson et al., (1997, 1998) have

described a technique similar to the NMR experiments by Henkelman et a l, (1993) in
which continuous wave off-resonance irradiation is used to prepare the magnetisation
before performing conventional imaging.

Lee and Dagher (1997) have proposed a

similar technique with fewer measurements that yields only the fractional size o f the
restricted pool. An alternative technique, yielding all o f the parameters o f the binary spin
bath model, described by Chai et al., (1996) measures the approach to steady state for
trains o f binomial pulses o f varying duty cycle and duration. Another method described
by Gochberg et al., (1999) saturates the restricted pool by successive inversions o f the
free pool so as to estimate the fractional size o f the restricted pool and relaxation
properties o f the free pool.

Recently, Sled et al., (2001) and Yamykh (2002) have

described techniques involving off-resonance saturation pulses to extract in-vivo
relaxation parameters. These will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 10.

6.2.1

Reformulation of the Henkelman Two-Pool CW Theory

Since the two-pool model o f MT exchange has been developed extensively in the case o f
CW MT analysis, some modification is required in the case o f pulsed MT. The two
pools and the relevant rate parameters are shown in Figure 6.3. Here, the liquid pool is
shown larger than the semisolid pool since the equilibrium magnetisation in the liquid
pool, Mo^, is approximately 100 times larger than that o f the semisolid pool. Mo®. The
shaded areas in each pool represent the fraction o f the saturated magnetisation. As can
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be seen in Figure 6.3, the liquid pool is quite unsaturated and the semi-solid pool is
appreciably saturated. The terms have already been defined in Section 6.1.2.

________________1

Figure 6.3:

A : liquid pool

B : semi-solid pool

Mo*

Mo®

Modified two-pool model o f pulsed MT

The rate of RF excitation must be treated differently for the two pools; the excitation of
the liquid pool is governed by the Bloch Equations, and the saturation o f the semisolid
pool is governed by the time-dependent rate RRFB(27iAf, t). The modified coupled Bloch
Equations can be written as:

R ^ ( M * - M * ) - RM

dM!
dt

+ RM * M« + co,(t) M*

B
B»yc A
= R b (M® - M f ) - RM„*M“
+ RMJMJ
- R rfbM ”

dM

M

dt
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dM^
^
dt

^ +

InAQA^

-o );(t)M g

[6 .3 5 ]

These equations are virtually the same as Equations 6.11 - 6.15 with one difference. In
the case o f pulsed MT, the amplitude o f the MT pulse coi varies with time and hence has
been denoted by ©i(t).

These equations do not explicitly include the possibility o f MT exchange between the
pools associated with transverse magnetisation. As in the CW MT model, the magnitude
o f such exchange is expected to be very small because the T2 relaxation time o f pool B is
very short.

A previous model proposed by Wu (1991) included this exchange o f

transverse magnetisation and showed that this effect was negligible. It is assumed that
the transverse magnetisation in the liquid pool is destroyed before being irradiated by the
next saturation pulse, which is typically the case in clinical gradient imaging protocols
using pulsed MT. This also avoids complicating the interpretation o f the MT effect.

6.2.2

Analytical Solutions Derived by Solving the Coupled Bloch
Differential Equations

In the absence o f RF excitation (i.e., ®i = 0), the above equations can be simplified and
solved analytically to give the equation reported by Edzes and Samuelski (1978).

We start by recalling the coupled Bloch Equations 6.13 and 6.14 from Section 6.1.1:

dt

- RM®M^ + RM^M® + ©,M^
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^ ^ = R b ( M ® - M®) - RMJm® + RMJ m^ + o)iM®

[6.37]

In the absence o f any MT pulse (i.e., ©i = 0), Equations 6.36 and 6.37 become:

at

- M j ) - RMJ m J + RMJ m ®

[6.38]

- RMj M® + RMjM^

[6.39]

dt

Equation 6.38 can be written as:

^^=aM^+bM^+c

where

[6.40]

a = -Ra - RMo®

[6.40 a]

b = RMo^

[6.40 b]

c = Ra

[6.40 c]

Similarly, Equation 6.39 can be written as:

dt

where

AMJ + BM® +C

[6.41]

A = -Rb - R

[6.41 a]

B = RMo®

[6.42 a]

C = R bM o®

[6.43 a]

Thus, it is clear that the z-magnetisations o f the free pool and semi-solid pool at any
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instant o f time, (i.e., Mz"^(t) and Mz®(t)) will be a function o f two exponential decays,
with time constants, Xi and X2 .

The solutions for Mz"^ and Mz® can be written in the following form:

Mz (t)=Mo +Ci exp(-l;t) + C2 exp(-^2 t)

[6.42]

M® (t) = M® +D, exp(-A,,t) + Dj expC-Xjt)

[6.43]

Differentiating Equations 6.42 and 6.43, we obtain:

dt

dt

= - X,Ci exp (-Xj t) - X1 C 2 exp (-Xg t)

[6.44]

- = -XiDj exp(-Xi t)-X iD 2 exp(-X 2 1)

[6.45]

Substituting the values o f Mz"^ and Mz® (from Equations 6.42 and 6.43) in Equation 6.40,
we obtain:

dM:
dt

= a [Mq + Cl exp (-Xjt) + C 2 exp (-X 2 t)] + b [m J + Di exp (-X;t) + D 2 exp (-X 2 t)] + c

[6.46]
From Equations 6.44 and 6.46, we can write:

e [M o + C , exp(-Xit) + C 2 exp(-X 2 t)J + b
=

+ D i exp(-Xit) + D 2 exp(-X 2 t)J + c

- XjCi exp (-X, t) - X2 C 2 exp (-X2 t)

[6.47]

Equating coefficients o f Xi and X2 and rearranging, we obtain Equations 6.48 and 6.49:
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Cl (a + l i ) + b D i = 0

[6.48]

C2 (a + X2 ) + b D 2 = 0

[6.49]

and

Similarly, substituting the values o f

and Mz® (from Equations 6.42 and 6.43) in

Equation 6.41, we obtain:

dM:
dt

= A [ M q + D, exp (-A,,t) + D j exp (-À^t)] + B [ M q + C, exp

+ Cj exp (-A-jt)] + C

[ 6 .5 0 ]

From Equations

6 .4 4

and 6 . 5 0 , we can write:

a [ M q +Di exp (-A.it) + Dj exp(-A,2 t)J + b[Mq +Ci exp (-A-^t) + Cj exp(-A-2 t)J + C
=

- A,iCi exp (-A.1 1 ) - A.1C 2 exp (-À2 1)

[ 6 .5 1 ]

Equating coefficients o f exp (A,it) and exp (A2 t) and rearranging, we obtain Equations
6 .5 2

and 6 . 5 3 :

D i ( A + A i) + B C i = 0

[ 6 .5 2 ]

D 2 ( A + A2) + B C 2 = 0

[ 6 .5 3 ]

and

Solving for Ai:
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Eliminating Xi from Equations 6.48, 6.49, 6.52, and 6.53, we obtain:

(A-a)CiDi + BCf - bDf =0

[6.54]

Let Di = a Cl

Substituting this value o f Di in Equation 6.54, dividing by Ci^ throughout and
rearranging terms, we obtain:

-ba^ + ( A - a ) a + B = 0

[6.55]

Clearly, this is a quadratic equation in a whose roots can be written as follows:

^ ^ (A -a)±V(A -af+4bB
2b

Rewriting Equation 6.48 in terms o f l i we obtain:

l i = - (a + b a)

[6.57]

Substituting Equation 6.56 in Equation 6.57 and rearranging, we obtain:

X, =

A ) ± V(A - a y + 4 bg_

Solving for Xi’

Eliminating >.2 from Equations 6.49 and 6.53, we obtain:

( A-a )C 2 D 2 + BC2 - bD^

Equation 6.49 can be rewritten in terms o f A.2 as follows:
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XJ = - a - b ^
C

Let

[6.60]
2

D 2 —P C2

[6.61]

Combining Equations 6.60 and 6.61, we can write:

X 2 = - [a - b p ]

[6.62]

Substituting the value o f D 2 (from Equation 6.61) in Equation 6.59, dividing by € 2 ^
throughout and rearranging terms, we obtain:

-bp^ + (A - a) p + B = 0

[6.63]

Clearly, this is a quadratic equation in p whose roots can be written as follows:

(A -a)±V (A -af+4bB
2b

From Equations 6.56 and 6.64, it is clear that:

a =P

[6.65]

Combining Equations 6.62, 6.64 and 6.65, we obtain:

X, = ^ ~ a - A ) ± V ( A - a y + 4 b B

[6 ,6 6 ]

Finally combining Equations 6.58 and 6 .6 6 , the two rates can be expressed as follows:

X ,, =

(-A-^)W(A-a)-4 4bB
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Substituting the values o f A, B, a, and b, (from Equations 6.40a, 6.40b, 6.41a, and 6.41b)
in Equation 6.67, we can write:

+RM j + R a + R b ] ±

? - R M J + R a - R b )" + 4 R" m J m ^ | [6.68]

Using 2% agar gel parameters from Henkelman et al., (1993)

(R a

= 0.51 s '\ RMo® = 0.9

s '\ R = 176.45 s'^and Rb = 1 s'^), and substituting these values in Equation

.

6 68

, we

obtain values for X\ and I 2 :

Xi = 178.36 s'* and >,2 = 0.512

As discussed earlier, the longitudinal magnetisations o f the two pools at any instant o f
time will be a function o f two exponential decays, with time constants, X\ and X2 .
Clearly, X2 is a more realistic estimate o f the observed relaxation rate ( R a o b s =

l/T io s s ).

Thus, we have arrived at an important relationship between the observed relaxation rate
and the intrinsic MT parameters.

R aobs = ^ {r M ? + R M = + R ^ + R g ] - ^ ( R M ? - R M j + R ^ - R e ) ' + 4 R ^ M ? M ^ } [6.69]

6.3

Application of Continuous Wave MT Theory to
Pulsed Multicentre MT Data

We tried to reconcile the well-established Henkelman two-pool theory for CW MTR
with multicentre measurements (Berry et al., (1999)) o f pulsed MTR in normal WM
(Ramani et al., (2000)). The first step to achieve this was to take into account the pulsed
nature o f the RF fields available on clinical scanners. For this, we defined the CW
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Power Equivalent

(B ic w p e )

to be the root mean square (rms) value o f the saturating field

whose amplitude is given by

(0 CWPE

= yB

ICWPE

- y V^sAT

[6.70]

- y -J

where Bi(t) is the time-domain shape o f the MT pulse,

P sat

is the mean square saturating

field, Tw is the MT pulse duration and TR' is the time between successive MT pulses.
We used the term "CW Power Equivalent" since the rates

R rfa

and

R rfb

(the rates o f

loss o f longitudinal magnetisation in each o f the pools due to the application o f the MT
pulse) are proportional to coi^, i.e., the power o f the MT pulse (as given by Equations
6.23 and 6.24).

For a 3 DPT sequence, or a single-slice 2DFT sequence, TR' is equal to the conventional
sequence TR, and in the case o f multislice 2DFT sequences, TR' is equal to the repetition
time (TR) divided by the number o f slices, if, as is usually the case, one MT pulse is
applied per slice.

Recalling Henkelman's equation from Equation 6.28:

R

Mj =
RM
R

(R B + R RFB )

RM
R
1+

R RFB

+

RB

+

R
[6.71]

CO

27i:Af

We defined CWPE MTR as the MTR measured in tissue when
continuously. Substituting c o c w p e for ©i in Equation 6.71, we get:
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■r m
Rb
.

MÎ =
■r m
[ Ra

R RFB

Ra

RB

+

f

[6.72]

2
® CWPE
2îcAf

(R B + R RFB ) + 1 +
j

R

j

1
[R

a T2^J J

(R RFB

RB

R)

■r m J"
Rb

R rfb
. Ra

CWPE MTR = 1■r m ? '
[ ra

r
(R B + R RFB ) +

j

R.

[6.73]

2
1

V

Rb

.

1

®*CWPE

+

. 2;rA f _

( R rfb

Rb

R)

J

Assuming a Gaussian lineshape to represent the rate o f RF absorption by the semi-solid
pool, Rrfb can be written as:

R

RFB

exp

= © CWPE

(-27cAfT2°y

[6.74]

WM MT parameters (R = 16 s '\ RMq®/Ra = 15, 1 /RaT2 a = 40, Rb = 1 s'% Tzs = 18 jas)
were taken from Morrison et al., (1995). These parameters and the computed values o f
©CWPE were substituted in Equation 6.22 o f the binary spin bath model to generate CWPE
MTR curves at four different offset frequencies. This model takes into account the loss
o f magnetisation o f the free pool due to both MT and direct saturation.

The model output was compared to published values o f MTR measured experimentally
at six centres in normal WM (Ramani et a l, (2000)).

Figure 6.5 shows the plot o f

CWPE MTR and pulsed MTR as a function o f P s a t - The predicted CWPE MTR values
were found to be higher than the measured data. Moreover, five out o f six measurements
with long TR' (open symbols) were at the lower edge o f the cluster o f data points.
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offset freq = 1200 Hz TR*>100 ms
O
offset freq - 1500 HzTR^lOO ms

MTR Vs P s a t (Gaussian Lineshape)

Our interpretation is that when TR' (the time between successive MT pulses) is short
(i.e., < 1 0 0 ms), the bound pool does not have sufficient time to recover its magnetisation
between successive MT pulses. Hence, the two-pool system behaves as if it is subjected
to CW irradiation. This is the reason why the CWPE model works well at short TR's.

The multicentre European data was subsequently fitted to a model where a superLorentzian lineshape was used to represent the absorption lineshape o f the semi-solid
pool and a better fit was obtained (reduction in residual sum-of-squares by 2 2 %) between
experiment and theory (Figure 6 .6 ).

R RRFB

“ ® CWPE ^

ê ( 2 7Ï A f) — CO cw PE ^

fd 0 sin
0

V

exp
-----(3 cos ‘e - i )

27cAfT2
3 cos ^8- 1
[6.75]
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This led us to the following conclusions:

1. The reformulated Henkelman model and WM parameters together provide a good
prediction o f MTR values that is easy to calculate and comparable to measured
values.

2. Sequences with short TR' produce higher MTRs.
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6.4

Derivation of Signal Equation for Pulsed MT
Measurements

6.4.1

Retaining M q^

Although Equation 6.72 provides an expression describing the behaviour o f
magnetisation associated with the liquid pool under the influence o f an MT pulse, it is
inaccurate in terns o f dimensionality. As discussed in Section 6.1.1, Henkelman et al.,
(1993) equated

to 1 with an aim to normalise their MT experiments. In order to

maintain dimensionality on both sides o f equation, it is necessary to keep Mo^ explicitly
in Equation 6.72. Doing so, we obtain:

Rb
MO = M

■r m ?'
Ra

+

R RFB

■r m ?'
(R B + R jypB) + 1 + ® CWPE
27rAf
L Ra j
\

RB
2

R^

1
[R aT^^J J

0

(R RFB

RB

R^

0 )

[6.76]

The signal intensity obtained from the liquid pool S is proportional to Mz"^, the
longitudinal magnetisation o f the liquid pool. Let ‘g’ be the gain o f the RF amplifier. In
that case, we can write:

S = gMz"

Combining Equations 6.76 and 6.77 we obtain:
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■r m J '
Rb
S = g M z

RA
r

= gMj

■r m J '

[ ra j

(R b + R rfb) + 1 +
V

Rg

R rfb

J

R ^o

2

1
(R rfb
_ 27i:Af _ [ R aT^^J
® CW PE

J

Rg

R ^o

)

[6.78]

6.4.2

Introduction o f a New Parameter:

The Bound Pool

Fraction T

The symbols in Equation 6.78 have previously been defined in Chapter 5. We now
introduce a new parameter T, which we define to be the bound pool fraction, i.e.,
M

f =

[6.79]

We believe that 'f is a more meaningful parameter to fit for, since it provides a much
clearer insight into the biological significance o f alterations in MT parameters in
pathology, for example, in demyelination.

Rewriting Equation 6.78 in terms o f f , i.e., substituting M J =

J ÿ we arrive at the

expression for signal intensity o f the liquid pool following an MT pulse:

R,

RM^f
^ RFB

RA(i-f)

S=gM j
RM?f
RaO -O

(R B + R RFB )

1+

©CWPE
27cAf

^ B

RM 0

R aT^^

(R r fb + R b + R M q )

[6.80]
Equation 6.80 now has six model parameters: Rb, RMo^, f^A(l-l)»
1

/RaT 2 ^ and gMg^.
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6.5

Methodology to obtain the Bound Pool Fraction

The parameter that we are most interested in is the bound pool fraction T. In order to
extract it explicitly on its own, knowledge o f Ra, the relaxation rate o f the free pool is
required. This value o f Ra, along with the value o f the fitted parameter frRA(l-f), can be
used to calculate f.

Recalling Equation 6.69 from Section 6.2.2, the observed relaxation rate,

R

a o b s>

is

related to Ra by the following expression:

R Aobs

1

RMJ

+ R

a

+ R M j + R b -V (r M ?

+ R

a

- R M ? - R g ? +4 RM JR M ?
[6.81]

Equation 6.81 can be rearranged and written such that Ra is expressed in terms o f the
fitted parameters, RMo"^ and frRA(l-f) and the observed relaxation rate R a o b s as follows:

R

R
A

1+

Knowing

R

b,

RM

q^

Aobs

=

(l-f)R
(R B- R

( R b - R a„u )
Aobs ) + R M

[6.82]

0

and f/RA(l-f) from the fitting routine, and the value o f

R

aobs

(by

measuring it experimentally), Ra can be calculated. This value is then combined with the
fitted value o f frRA(l-f) to yield f (the bound pool fraction).

The experimental details involved in measuring the observed relaxation rate
provided in the next Chapter.
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onventional MT ratios reflect a complex combination o f various exchange

C

relaxation properties occurring in tissue. Moreover, the values measured in such

experiments, are difficult to reproduce and complicated to standardise between various
protocols and sites (Berry et a l, (1999)).

This is because the measured MT effect

depends strongly on pulse sequence details and experimental conditions such as the MT
pulse shape, its bandwidth, duration, amplitude, and time between successive MT pulses
(Eng et al., (1991)). McGowan et al., (1994) have described increases in MTR with the
duty cycle o f the off-resonance irradiation, approaching a maximum value corresponding
to continuous wave irradiation. In addition, machine imperfections such as transmitter
coil non-uniformity and inaccuracy in setting the MT flip angle tend to alter the amount
o f MT pulse power applied. The variation o f data across sites is related not only to the
various regimen o f saturation pulses applied, but also to the offset frequency o f the
saturation pulses. Indeed this parameter is not to be underestimated. First, the offset
frequency may not necessarily be precisely determined on some o f the older clinical MR
imagers. Poor or variable shimming could alter the frequency offset o f the pulse from its
nominal value. To further complicate matters, these different offsets are often applied on
either side o f the narrow free pool spectrum.
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In order to improve the clinical specificity o f MTR measurements, quantitative MT
measurements were made on fixed human brain in-vitro tissue and in-vivo human brain
in an attempt to extract quantitative MT parameters. We expect these fundamental MT
parameters to give us more biological information than that gleaned from conventional
MTR values.

7.1

D eta ils o f th e P u lse S e q u en ce

The pulse sequence used was the MT Spoiled Gradient Echo (MTSPGR) sequence. This
was written at the Institute o f Neurology by Dr Gareth J Barker and consists o f an MT
pulse being applied in front o f a routine 2DSPGR (Two Dimensional Spoiled Gradient
Echo) sequence. The transverse residual magnetisation was removed by RF spoiling.

MT Pulse
MT Pu se

SLICE

READ

Acquisition^

PHASE

Figure 7.1:

Diagram o f the 2D MT Spoiled gradient echo pulse sequence
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7.2

Optimisation of Scanning Parameters

7.2.1

Minimisation o f Scan Time

Before providing the details o f the pulse sequence, a brief description o f the imaging
parameters involved in the optimisation o f the sequence is given. The scan time per slice
(T

T

sc a n)

sc a n

is given by:

= Repetition time for the Saturation Pulses (the time between one saturation

pulse and the next, i.e., TR') * Number of Phase Encoding steps * Number of
Excitations per Acquisition.

Our aim was to keep the scan time as short as is feasible. The choices o f repetition time,
number o f phase encoding (PE) steps and the number o f excitations per acquisition are
usually user-dependent and one has to make trade-offs between spatial resolution, signalto-noise and imaging speed. Given below is a brief discussion on the effect o f reducing
each o f these parameters affecting the total scan time.

7.2.1.1

Reduction in Time between Saturation Pulses (TR')

If the total repetition time (TR) is reduced, and the amplitude o f the MT pulse remains
unchanged, then the scanner automatically reduces the number o f slices that can be
collected (and hence the number o f saturation pulses) for that particular value o f TR in
order to keep the SAR within limits. SAR stands for specific absorption rate and is a
measure o f the amount o f power deposited by a radio frequency (RF) field in a certain
mass o f tissue. It is expressed in terms o f watts per kilogram (W/Kg). Reducing the
number o f slices for a given TR translates to an increase in TR' (the repetition time
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between successive saturation pulses) which is undesirable since we are interested in
keeping the bound pool as saturated as possible with very little time to recover between
subsequent pulses.

For the MT experiments, the total repetition time (TR) was initially fixed at 1 second,
with an aim to minimise Ti weighting. There is a complex relationship built into the
scanner software, which tries to predict the SAR implications o f a particular set o f RF
pulses, applied at a particular amplitude, for a certain type o f RF coil, taking into account
the weight o f the patient. For a fixed flip angle and duration o f the MT pulse, the scanner
automatically calculates the amount o f power deposited in the patient and gives us the
minimum time between slices (TR') that would be allowed in that given TR (without
exceeding SAR limits). The TR was subsequently altered slightly in such a way that we
could just fit 14 slices (in the in-vitro experiments) and 28 slices (for full brain coverage
in the in-vivo experiments).

7.2.1.1.1

Impact on Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

MR imaging is fundamentally limited by the Ti and T2 relaxation times o f the tissue
under steady.

Ti dictates the rate o f recovery o f the longitudinal component o f

magnetisation; the greater the extent o f this recovery, the greater is the potential signal o f
the transverse component after a subsequent excitation pulse. A reduction in TR' causes
a reduction in the extent o f recovery and thus results in reduced signal.

7.2.1.2

Reduction in the Number o f Phase Encoding Steps (I)

Decreasing the number o f PE steps can further reduce the scan time. To start with, the
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matrix size was reduced from 256 x 256 to 256 x 128 by halving the number o f PE steps.
This was achieved by reducing the maximum amplitude o f the PE gradient, while the
step size o f the PE gradient was left unaltered. Reducing the maximum amplitude o f the
PE gradient reduces the spatial resolution o f the image; thus, a matrix size o f 256 x 128
resulted in rectangular pixels covering a 24 cm x 24 cm field o f view (FOV).

7.2.1.2.1

Impact on Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)

Any procedure that reduces the number o f data points acquired will have an impact on
SNR. SNR can be expressed in the form o f Equation 7.1 (Elster (1994)):

SNR a Voxel Size *

VMeasurements
vReceiver Bandwidtii

[y, 1 ]

where the term ’measurements' represents the total number o f signal components used in
Fourier reconstruction. If we restrict our discussion to voxel size and measurements,
then Equation 7.1 can be rewritten as:

SNR = K ♦ Voxel Size * VMeasurements

[7.2]

where K is a constant that includes the receiver bandwidth, coil-filling factor, coil
resistance, patient resistance etc..

For 2DFT:

Measurements = N%* Ny * NEX

where

N%= number o f frequency encoding steps

Ny = number o f phase encoding steps

and

NEX = number o f averages
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Thus, we can write:

= K » Voxel size *

*N E X

[7.3]

Since we have halved the number o f PE steps, the new SNR can be written in terms o f
the original SNR as:

SNR h™ = 2 * V oxel Size * K

* ( N / 2 ) * N E X = V z SNR

[7.4]

Thus, SNR is increased to 142% o f its original value.

7.2.1.3

Reduction in the Number o f Phase Encoding Steps (II)

The scan time was further reduced by scaling down the size o f the FOV in the PE
direction to % o f its original size. This was achieved by reducing the step size o f the PE
gradient. Data acquisition involved a reduced sampling density in k-space (and hence a
reduced FOV) in the PE direction. The number o f PE steps was reduced to 96, giving us
a matrix size o f 256 x 96 covering a 24 cm x 18 cm FOV. The scanner automatically
provided 16 black lines on either side o f the final image (in the PE direction) to create a
full FOV, i.e., after image reconstruction, the displayed image contained information
only in the reduced central part o f the matrix with absent signal on either side.

7.2.1.3.1

Impact on Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)

The new SNR can be written as:

SN R

= 2 * V oxel Size * K

* N E X = . ^ V 2 S N R o ,^ ,

*
4
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SNR

1.2.1 A

New

-

SNR

Original

=1-22

* SNR

original

[2 -5 ]

Reduction in the Number of Phase Encoding Steps (III)

With the aim o f reducing the overall scan time, a process known as ‘partial Fourier
imaging’ was used to reconstruct the image. This is a method where data from % o f the
number o f PE steps are used to generate the entire MR image. The scanner recreates the
missing 24 lines from symmetry. Although the final image is noisier compared to that
obtained in Section 7.2.1.3, a reduction in imaging time by 25% is achieved.
method is sometimes referred to as

This

NEX’ or ‘fractional NEX’ imaging. The term is

somewhat misleading, what is being reduced is the total number o f PE steps and not the
number o f excitations per acquisition.

Fractional NEX is performed only when the

number o f excitations per acquisition has already been brought down to 1. Other names
for this technique include 'phase conjugate symmetry' and '%Fourier imaging'.

7.2.1.4.1

Impact on Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)

The final SNR can be written as:

S N R = 2 * Voxel Size * K j N „ *

SNR

4

--^ -^ = S N R

2

Original
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7.2.2

Choosing the optimum flip angle for the SPGR sequence

The signal intensity (S) o f a spoiled gradient echo sequence is given by:

sm a

1

- exp
Ti

S —S q
1

-

exp

[7.7]

cos a exp
T, JJ

where

So = Fully relaxed signal

a = Flip angle o f the RF pulse

TR = Repetition time

TE = Echo time

Ti = Longitudinal relaxation time

T2 = Transverse relaxation time

As discussed in Chapter 5, several researchers (Kurki et al., (1995), Mathews et al.,
(1995) and Holder et al., (1997)) observed a shortening o f Ti in the presence o f MT
saturation. This must be considered when performing quantitative measurements o f MT
and it is for this reason that such experiments are often conducted in a manner that
minimises the Ti weighting o f the results, i.e., gives almost pure PD weighting.

MR images where the desired tissue contrast is based on the variations in the longitudinal
relaxation times o f the different tissues are known as Ti-weighted images. Since our aim
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is to minimise Ti effects, it is important to determine the flip angle (a) o f the spoiled
gradient echo sequence required to minimise the degree o f Ti-weighting.

Ignoring T2 effects (since the transverse relaxation effects are considered to be negligible
in our MT experiments), Equation 7.7 can be rewritten as:

sin a
S = S,

1

- exp

TR
T,

(
1-

COS

a

[7.8]

exp

T,

At TR =

00

, Equation 7.8 becomes:

S = Snsin a

[7.9]

Hence, the fractional loss in signal due to Ti effects can be derived from Equations 7.8
and 7.9:
[1

Fractional loss in signal =

- cos a]exp ^ TR^
Ti

[7.10]

^ TR^
1 - cos a exp
T,

Numeric simulations were carried out at 1.5 T to determine the fractional loss in signal
due to T] effects (as given by Equation 7.8) for a range o f flip angles varying from 1° to
100°. The approximate Ti value o f human WM at 1.5 T as reported in the literature
(Steen et al., (1994), Cho et al., (1997), Kingsley et al., (1998), Stevenson et al., (2000),
Schefïler et al., (2001) and Steinhoff et al., (2001)) was taken to be 700 ms.

Figure 7.2 shows the signal losses arising from long Ti values, and this was then used as
a design aid in choosing an appropriate flip angle for the spoiled gradient echo sequence
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with a given TR.

Thus if normal WM (Ti=700ms) is imaged with a sequence using a TR = 1140ms (i.e.,
T| = 0 .6 TR), then such a sequence would need a flip angle o f no more than 25° for the
Ti losses not to exceed 2%. Based on Figure 7.2, we felt that a flip angle o f 25° was a
good choice for our MT experiments.

10.0

----------TI

= 20 TR

.............. TI = 10 TR
-----------TI = 5 T R
----------- TI = 2 T R
----------- TI = 1 TR

J

= 0.6 TR
TI = 0.4 TR
= 0.3 TR
-

1

-

TI = 0.2 TR

100

10

Flip Angle (degrees)

F ig u r e 7.2:

S ig n a l lo sse s due to

Ti effects in a g ra d ie n t ech o sequ en ce.

A

co m b in a tio n o f TR a n d f lip an gle can be ch osen to red u ce sig n a l lo ss due
to TI effects.
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7.3

Calculation of Continuous Wave Power Equivalent
( B ic w p e )

Since the reformulation o f Henkelman's two-pool model involves the ‘continuous wave
power equivalent

(B ic w p e )’

o f the MT pulses, the next step is the calculation o f B i c w p e

values o f the flip angles used in the MT experiments. Recalling Section 6.3 o f Chapter 6 ,
we defined the CW power equivalent to be the root mean square (rms) value o f the
saturating field whose amplitude is given by:

(0 IC W P E

—YyJ^sAT —yB icwPE

[7.12]

where Psat is the mean square saturating field, averaged over the whole sequence. We
used the term ‘CW Power Equivalent’ since the rates

R rfa

and R rfb (the rates o f loss o f

longitudinal magnetisation in each o f the pools due to the application o f the MT pulse)
are proportional to coi^, i.e., the power o f the MT pulse (as given by Equations 6.23 and
6.24 o f Chapter 6 ).

According to their shape (Gaussian or Sine, and whether they are windowed or not, e.g.,
by (Hanning or Hamming) and bandwidth (defined as full width at half maximum), their
duration

(ts a t)

and maximum amplitude

(B s a t),

the effect o f shaped pulses can be

conveniently expressed by the calculation o f the effective flip angle,

0 sat

(in degrees),

applied to the magnetisation. This can be written as:
180
® SAT

Y P i ® SAT ^S A T

[ 7 .1 3 ]

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio o f the proton and pj is the ratio o f the mean amplitude
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o f the saturation pulse to that o f a rectangular pulse o f the same amplitude. The value o f
Pj was calculated from knowledge o f the pulse shape by Beny et al., (1999). Knowing
the values o f

0sat

(available from the scanner),

y,

pj and

ts a t,

it was easy to calculate

B s a t-

The mean square saturating field, averaged over the whole sequence

(P s a t)»

was

calculated from Equation 7.14.

Psat ~ P 2 BsAT

‘’SAT
TR'

[7.14]

where p; is the ratio o f the mean square amplitude o f the saturation pulse to that o f a
rectangular pulse o f the same amplitude.

p2 was also calculated from knowledge o f the

pulse shape by Berry et aL, (1999). Knowing p2 , Bsat, tsat and TR' (the time between
saturation pulses), the value o f P s a t was calculated. Substituting this in Equation 7.12,
the value o f cdicwpe could be determined.

Table 7.1 shows the values o f coicwpe

calculated for six different flip angles for a Gaussian pulse (pi = 0.4819, p2 = 0.3441,
TsAT = 14.6 ms, TR'= 81.4 ms).

Table 7.1:

Flip Angle

®1CWPE

B sa t

B ic w p e

0 sa t (° )

( r a d s ’*)

(liT)

(fiT)

250

620

2.32

0.81

500

1241

4.64

1.63

750

1861

6.96

2.44

1000

2482

9.28

3.26

1500

3723

13.92

4.89

2000

4964

18.56

6.52

Amplitudes o f continuous wave power equivalents calculatedfor six MT
pulse flip angles
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7.4

E x p er im e n ta l

D eta ils

of

th e

In-vitro

MT

M ea su re m en ts
Measurements were made on human WM (7 normal and 4 MS) slices, fixed in formalin.
These samples were obtained from the pathology department and transported to the NM R
lab.

Each slice was carefully removed from the formalin jar with a pair o f blunt

tweezers, decanted and the excess formalin was removed by gently shaking the slice
before subjecting it to MT scanning. The measurements were carried out on a wholebody 1.5 Tesla MRl system (Signa, General Electric Medical Systems, WI, U SA ). Data
sets were obtained with the application o f a Gaussian off-resonance MT saturation pulse
o f duration 14.6 ms with care taken to keep the receiver gain constant throughout the
acquisitions.

MS Lesion

Figure 7.3:

Human WM slice (fixed in formalin) usedfo r the in-vitro MT experiments.
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The five different MT amplitudes that were used for the quantitative in-vitro MT
experiments and their corresponding amplitudes are given in Table 7.2.

For each

amplitude o f the MT pulse, 11 different offset frequencies were used (20, 50, 100, 300,
500, 800, 1000, 3000, 5000, 10,000 Hz). Thus, 55 independent measurements were
carried out on the fixed slices o f human WM.

Table 7,2:

Flip Angle

Amplitude o f the CWPE MT Pulse

0SAT (°)

®icwPE (rads’*)

285

248

420

366

660

575

940

819

1460

1272

Five different Amplitudes o f the MT Pulse usedfor the in-vitro MT
experiments

All the collected images were transferred to a network o f Sun workstations (Sun
Microsystems Computer Corporation, Mountain View, CA) using software { ‘XFER')
supplied by GE Medical Systems. They were then converted to a variant o f the UNC
(University o f North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC) image format and displayed using the
Displmage package (Plummer (1992)).

As discussed in Section 7.2.1.1, our aim was to minimise TR' while keeping TR long
enough to minimise Ti weighting. 14 slices were collected per acquisition, with 81.4 ms
between successive saturation pulses (TR'), thus giving a total repetition time (TR) o f
1140 ms. The echo time was 12 ms.
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The scan time

(T sc a n )

for each MT measurement (i.e., for each combination o f

amplitude/offset frequency combination) for 14 slices is given by:

T scan

= 1140 * 96 * 0.75 = 82.08 s =

1

min +

22

sec

Thus, the total scan time for the 55 combinations o f MT amplitude and offset frequency
was 4514.4 s, i.e., -7 5 minutes +

7.5

8

seconds (for 14 contiguous slices).

Measurement of Observed Relaxation Time Tiqbs
(in-vitro)

As discussed in Section 6.5 o f Chapter

6

, MT-weighted measurements alone cannot

constrain all o f the parameters o f the two-pool model. An independent measurement o f
the observed relaxation time,

T io b s ,

o f the two-pool system is also required.

observed longitudinal relaxation time o f the sample,

T io b s ,

The

was measured using a simple,

inversion recovery sequence (180° - inversion time - 90° - TE/2 - 180° - TE/2 - (spin
echo)). Slice-selective 90° and 180° pulses were used; the slice profiles o f these pulses
were wider than the thickness o f the slice. This ensured that only the signal from the fiat
portion o f the slice profile (where the tip angle is correct and uniform) was used to excite
the slice.

This Ti quantification technique is based on measuring the longitudinal

magnetisation at different time intervals (TI) after an inversion pulse and has been
described previously in Chapter 2. The magnitude o f the longitudinal magnetisation as a
function o f the inversion time was fitted to an exponential recovery function that is given
by Equation 7.15:
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M z = M

0

-

-

f

1 - 2
V

- TI

exp
_

- TR

+ exp

^ lO B S

_

T

h ig h s

[7.15]
_

y

where

TI = inversion time

TR = repetition time

T io b s

= longitudinal relaxation time

Mo = fully relaxed value o f the magnetisation

The repetition time (TR) was kept at 6000 ms (> 5

T iq b s )

to allow the tissue to fully

recover its magnetisation between subsequent RF pulses. Six inversion times (50, 400,
900, 1800, and 3000 ms) were used. Data were acquired using a 256 x 128 matrix and
single NEX, thus giving a total measurement time o f 4608 seconds or 76.8 minutes.

The signal intensities for each o f the ROIs o f each image were determined and the value
o f Tiobs was extracted from Equation 7.15 by using the fitting routines in the XVGR
graphing program (Paul J Turner, Oregon Graduate Institute). The values o f TI, TR and
Mz were entered into the program which returned values o f Tiqbs and Mq. Thus, the total
time for the in-vitro MT measurements was 75 minutes (for the MT experiments) plus
-7 7 minutes (for the measurement o f Tiqbs).
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7.6

Extraction of T - the Bound Pool Fraction

Recalling Equation 6 .6 9 from Chapter 6 , the observed relaxation rate,

R A o b s ( = l/T io b s ) ,

is

related to Ra (the relaxation rate o f the free pool) by the following expression:

1 RMj +R * +RM* + R b

R Aobs

+Ra

- R g)^ + 4 R M J R M J

[7.16]
Henkelman et al; (1993) expressed the longitudinal relaxation rate,

R a,

o f the free pool,

in terms o f the observed relaxation rate R a o bs , and the other terms as:

R

R A =
^(R s-R A ob. )
1+

Substituting f =

M o®/ (M q"^

+

M q®)

R

A________________________

(R B “ R Aob*

)+R M

[7.17]

0

in Equation 7.17 (i.e., rewriting Equation 7.17 in

terms o f the new fitted parameters RMq"^ and frRA(l-f) and the observed relaxation rate
R ao bs) ,

we obtain the following expression for RA:

R

R
A

=

1+

(l-f)R

(Re-RAob. )

[7.18]

(Ra-RAobs ) + R M j

Knowing

R b , R M q"^ and

frRA(l-t) from the fitting routine, and the value o f R a o bs (by

measuring it experimentally), RAwas calculated. This value was then combined with the
fitted value o f frRA(l-f) to yield f (the bound pool fraction). Since the quantitative MT
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experiments are largely sensitive to Rb, the relaxation rate o f the bound pool, this
parameter was set to 1 s '\ This will be discussed in further detail in the next Chapter.

7.7

Results for Fixed Tissue Samples

Quantitative MT parameters were obtained by fitting the binary spin bath model to the
measured data. Recalling Equation 6.77 from the previous Chapter, the signal intensity
associated with the liquid pool following an MT pulse is given by:

RM^f
R RFB
. R aO - I ) .
f
2
■ RM^f ■
(r B + R Rpg ) + 1+ ®CWPE
Rb

S = g M

27tAf

. R A ( l - f ) .

R B

RM Q

1
(RRFB
LRaT^^J J

R B

RM 0 )

[7.19]

A Lorentzian lineshape was used to represent the rate o f RF absorption by the liquid
pool. Both Gaussian and super-Lorentzian lineshapes were used for the semi-solid pool
to describe the rate o f loss o f longitudinal magnetisation due to off-resonance irradiation,
and the super-Lorentzian lineshape was found to fit the data better than the Gaussian
lineshape. This is in agreement with the work carried out by Morrison et aL, (1995) and
Stanisz et aL, (1999) for in-vitro bovine WM. The parameters obtained for 7 normal and
5 MS fixed WM tissues are shown in the Table 7.3.
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Parameter

Normal WM (n = 7)

MS Tissue (n = 5)

R M “a ( s -‘)

183 ± 2 9

321 ± 3 8

fi« A (l-f)(s')

0.07 ± 0.07

0.006 ± 0.004

T 2 ® (MS)

13.14 ±

1/R aT2*

1.57 ±0.3

1.78 ± 0 .6

gMo*

363 ± 2 7

426 ± 14

Tiobs (s)

0.38 ± 0.02

0.46 ±0.01

T,* (s)

0.37 ± 0.08

0.49 ±0.01

T 2 * (s)

0.24 ± 0.04

0.31 ±0.18

R a o b s ( s '")

2.60 ±0.14

2.14 ±0.06

R a ( s ')

2.83 ± 0.76

2.15 ±0.05

f

0.14±0.11

0.023 ± 0.009

Table 7.3:

6 .8

20.20 ± 1 .9

Fitted parameters fo r in-vitro human brain samples (normal WM and MS
lesions).

The results obtained can be summarised as follows;

1. The in-vitro MT parameters have been extracted by measuring the MT effect at 55
combinations o f amplitude and offset frequencies.

2. The parameters obtained for human fixed normal WM and MS lesions are shown in
Table 7.3. In comparison to normal WM, the MS lesions demonstrated an increase in
the transverse relaxation time o f the bound pool (T2 ®).
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3. More important, a dramatic reduction was found in f (the bound pool fraction) in the

MS lesions, this being consistent with demyelination.

4.

1

/RaT2 ^ is the ratio o f the longitudinal relaxation time to the transverse relaxation

time o f the free pool. This was found to be slightly higher in the MS samples.

5. The observed relaxation time (T iobs) was found to be higher in MS lesions compared

to normal WM.

6

. The observed longitudinal relaxation times

(T iq b s )

for both normal WM and MS

lesions are considerably lower than the values usually found in the case o f in-vivo
normal brain. Sled et al., (2001) have obtained a value o f 580 ms for Tiqbs in human
frontal WM, and Steinhoff et a l, (2001) have measured in-vivo values o f 563 ms and
560 for Tiqbs in human frontal and occipital WM respectively.

Stevenson et aL,

(2000) and Parker et aL, (2001) have also found similar values; we have attributed

this difference in relaxation times to the effect o f formalin fixation.

Several

researchers (Thickman et aL, (1983), Nagara et aL, (1987), Tovi et aL, (1992)) have
measured the relaxation times o f formalin-fixed tissues and found a significant
reduction in relaxation times.
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7.8

Experimental

Details

of

the

In-vivo

MT

Measurements
Encouraged by our results, and having ensured that the procedure was ready for use in
humans, the process was then repeated on five random normal healthy controls with no
history o f neurological or psychiatric problems and six patients with MS (three with
relapsing-remitting MS and three with benign MS). The healthy controls and patients
were recruited from the National Hospital o f Neurology and Neurosurgery. Prior to
undergoing MR imaging o f the brain, the patients underwent a neurological examination
and evaluation o f the Kurtzke Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS). The EDSS
scale, developed by Kurtzke (1983), extends from 0 (normal neurological examination)
to 10 (death from MS complications) in 0.5 unit increments. It is a classification scheme
or rating scale used by neurologists to follow the progression o f MS disability and
evaluate treatment results. Evaluation o f EDSS in patients with MS was carried out by
two experienced neurologists at the Institute o f Neurology (Dr. Catherine Dalton and Dr.
Gerard Davies). The median EDSS was two. Local ethics approval was obtained and all
subjects gave informed written consent for the study.

The same MTSPGR sequence that was used the in-vitro experiments was used.
However, since a scan time o f ~75 minutes (for MT experiments) is clinically impractical
in an in-vivo situation, the MT measurements were carried out at 10 unique combinations
o f pulse amplitude and offset frequency. The amplitudes o f the continuous wave power
equivalent MT pulses were calculated as before. The ten measurements (amplitudes and
offset frequencies) are given below in Table 7.4.
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Flip Angle

Amplitude of the CWPE MT Pulse

Offset Frequency

0SA T ( ° )

®icwPE (rads *)

Af (Hz)

212

185

1000

212

185

2500

212

185

7500

434

378

1000

434

378

3500

434

378

15000

843

734

1000

843

734

2500

843

734

5000

843

734

7500

Table 7.4:

Ten Unique Combinations o f Amplitude and Offset Frequency o f the MT
Pulse

The ten measurement points were chosen carefully from the range o f amplitudes and
offset frequencies used by the Henkelman group for their MT experiments on agar gels
and bovine tissue (Henkelman et aL, (1993) and Morrison et aL, (1995) respectively).
When imaging human subjects, we were limited by SAR constraints on the clinical
scanner and could not use some o f the higher MT pulse amplitudes that were used in our
in-vitro experiments. The minimum number o f MT measurements that could be made
was

10

, and any fewer resulted in large, unacceptable errors in the fitting procedure.

Several combinations o f MT amplitude and offset frequency were entered into the fitting
routine and the parameters and their associated errors were exfracted. The minimum 10
combinations that gave us parameters that were physically realistic with acceptable errors
were chosen for our quantitative MT experiments. Details o f the fitting program are
provided in the next chapter.
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Similar to the case of the in-vitro experiments, a standard 46mm^ Region o f Interest
(ROI) was placed in six WM regions and four grey matter (GM) regions in healthy
subjects. The same ROI (comprising o f 53 pixels) was placed in six normal appearing
white matter (NAWM) and four GM regions in each MS subject. NAWM regions were
placed bilaterally in frontal, occipital and centrum semiovale WM such that they were
maximally distant from lesions or GM, both within the slice and on adjacent slices.
Regions o f GM were placed bilaterally in the cerebellar and cerebral cortex. The images
were collected and transferred to a Sun-Ultra workstation using the '"XFER’ software
package (supplied by GE). Lesions were contoured and displayed using the Displmage
package as before and signal intensities from these regions were used to estimate MT
parameters.

Figures 7.4 (a) and (b) show saturated and unsaturated images obtained from a healthy
control.

?

F igures 7.4 (a) & (b):

S a tu ra te d a n d u n sa tu ra ted in-vivo brain im ages o f a h ealth y
su b je c t
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The saturated image was obtained using an MT flip angle/offset frequency = 434°/15000
Hz and the unsaturated image was obtained using an MT flip angle/offset frequency o f
843°/1000 Hz.

In the in-vivo situation, 28 slices were collected per acquisition (i.e., in 1140 ms), the
repetition time between successive saturation pulses (TR') being 40 ms. The scan time
(T

sc a n)

for each measurement (i.e., acquisition time per amplitude/offset frequency

combination) for 28 slices was identical to the in-vitro case, i.e., 1 min + 22 sec. Thus,
the total scan time for the 10 combinations o f MT amplitude and offset frequency was
-1 5 minutes (for 28 contiguous slices).

Measurements from 28 contiguous slices for each TR were taken in order to obtain full
brain coverage.

The signal intensities from different ROIs were measured; while

choosing an ROI from a particular slice, the slices above and below were also looked at
in order to reduce the likelihood o f any contamination between WM and GM in each
single image due to through slice partial volume effects.

Figures 7.5 (a) and (b) show unsaturated in-vivo brain images from two patients with MS
and Figures 7.6 (a) and (b) show saturated images from the same patients.
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Figures 7.5 (a) and (b): Unsaturated images o f two patients with MS

Figures 7.6 (a) and (b): Saturated images o f two patients with MS
The same combinations o f flip angle/offset frequency as used for the healthy controls
were used to obtain these images. The saturated images have been obtained with aim to
minimise Ti effects, and hence the images look heavily PD weighted (i.e., with CSF
appearing bright)
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7.9

Measurement of Observed Relaxation Time T iqbs
{in~vivo)

Once again, an independent measurement o f the observed relaxation time,

T

io b s

o f the

two-pool system was required to constrain the solution as before. This was carried out
using the Ti measurement protocol devised by Geoffrey JM Parker (Parker et aL,
(2001)). This consisted o f the acquisition o f two gradient echo data sets at different
repetition times, designed to create a predominantly PD weighted (PDW) and a heavily
Ti weighted (TiW) data set, respectively.

The total measurement time was approximately 19 minutes for the combined acquisition
o f both the PDW and TiW data for whole brain coverage. The acquisition parameters
were (TR/TE/flip angle/number o f averages); 1500 ms/10 ms/90°/2 and 360 ms/10
ms/90°/8 for the PDW and TiW acquisitions, respectively. 5-mm slices were used and
the field o f view was kept at 240 mm x 240 mm. This gave us an in-plane resolution o f ~
1mm

X

1mm. If a smaller scanning matrix, fewer averages, or shorter TR values were

used, then this scanning time could be reduced significantly. However, the choice o f
parameters allowed us to meet the requirements o f signal to noise ratio, acquisition time
and resolution.

The slices within the PDW data sets were acquired in an optimised interleaved mode in
two separate sub-acquisitions, each sampling half the total number o f slices, k-space
lines from alternate slice positions were acquired within a given TR period within each
sub-acquisition. For the TiW weighted data set, each slice was acquired in a sequential
mode, i.e., the whole o f the k-space was acquired for a single slice before moving on to
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the next slice. The order o f slice acquisition was automatically optimised to prevent
neighbouring slices being sampled close together in time; this approach enabled the
PDW and TiW data sets to be acquired without the risk o f crosstalk. The effects o f
steady state transverse magnetisation were counteracted using RF spoiling, and were
assumed to be negligible. All data acquisitions were made with reference to the same
landmark positions on the head coil.

This ensured that positional references were

maintained for compensation for the effects o f RF field non-uniformity. All scanner
gains were kept constant between the PDW and Ti W data sets in order to ensure identical
data sampling and scaling conditions for the calculation o fT ,.

In summary, Ti was estimated using a theoretical relationship describing the expected
effects o f Ti on the signals o f the PDW and TiW acquisitions, assuming a
monoexponential longitudinal relaxation. A knowledge o f the RF pulse profile and a
map o f the coil transmission Bi distribution was employed to avoid errors introduced into
the calculation o f Ti by slice profile or coil nonuniformity effects. The results o f a Bloch
simulation were used to provide estimates o f the transverse magnetisation evolution at all
points in the slice profile, thus providing a more representative estimate o f the expected
signal from the PDW and TiW acquisitions for given flip angles and repetition times. Ti
was then estimated by matching the ratio o f the theoretical TiW and PDW signals for a
given flip angle to the ratio o f the observed Ti W and PDW signal intensities via the use
o f a lookup table.

The advantage o f using this method over other conventional T%

methods is that this method takes care o f imperfections in the slice profile and the
transmit field. Further details o f this method can be obtained from a recent article by
Parker et al., (2001).
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Thus, the total measurement time for the in-vivo MT experiments was 34 minutes (15
minutes for the MT measurements plus 19 minutes for the measurement o f T i o b s ) -

7.10

Fitting of Quantitative MT Model

As with the in-vitro MT experiments, the quantitative MT model was fitted to the in-vivo
MT data using Equation 7.20.

RMg
R

b

[ R

S= gM j=gM ;
rm;

Ra

(R

b

+ R

r f b )"*"

a

1+

J

R

rfb

"^Rb + R M

q

COCWPE

27rAf

R aT^"

(^R F B

^ ^ 0

)

[7.20]
In our in-vitro studies we found that, in agreement with other workers, the use o f a superLorentzian lineshape for the bound pool gave the best results (as evidenced by a
reduction in the residual sum o f squares (30%) relative to a fitting with a simple
Gaussian lineshape). In-vivo, however, we obtained better fits for the Gaussian lineshape
function. This is in conflict with the work carried out on bovine tissue by Morrison et
al., (1995), in-vivo rat brain by Quesson et al., (1997), and human in-vivo brain (Chai et
al., (1996), Gochberg et al., (1999), Sled et a l, (2001), Yamykh (2002)) where a superLorentzian lineshape has been used to describe the bound pool. In fact, various a priori
lineshapes have been used to describe the absorption lineshape o f the semi-solid pool. A
three-pool model to conduct MT experiments in agar gels (Tessier et al., (1995))
consisted o f water and mobile polymers having a Lorentzian lineshape while the
macromolecules o f the bound pool were characterised by a Gaussian lineshape. The
Gaussian lineshape has also been used in a three-pool MT model to fit data in cartilage
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(Adler et al., (1996)) and in a two-pool model for bovine serum albumin (lino et al.,
(1994)). Recently, Ceckler et al., (2001) have used a Gaussian lineshape to represent the
bound pool in a three-pool MT model for hydrated cross-linked bovine serum albumin.
Two other lineshapes by Li et al., (1997): a ‘flexible’ lineshape based an average
numerical lineshape extracted from experimental MT data and a ‘Kubo-Tomita’
lineshape, have also been used to extract MT parameters from bovine tissues as
published by Morrison et al., (1995). More work is necessary to determine whether our
result is o f biological significance, or simply reflects the inability o f the fitting procedure
to extract accurate parameters from the more complex super-Lorentzian lineshape given
our low number o f input measurements.

7.11

Results for In- Vivo MT Experiments

Tables 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 summarise the quantitative in-vivo MT parameters obtained from
healthy controls and MS patients respectively. Conventional MT ratios, expressed in
percent units (p.u.), were also calculated for different ROIs using the expression:

MTR = 100*

^SA T

UNSAT

[7.21]

^SAT
where

S

sa t

and

S u n sa t

are the mean saturated and unsaturated signal intensities in the

ROI respectively. A combination o f flip angle/offset frequency = 843°/15000 Hz was
used to obtain the saturated signal intensities and a combination o f 434°/1000 Hz was
used to obtain the unsaturated signal intensities for all the ROIs.
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Occipital
W hite
M atter

Frontal
White
M atter

Centrum
Semiovale

Cortex

Cerebellum

3070± 1986

2258 ± 1239

2239± 1193

3075 ± 1068

3544 ± 1226

0.11 ±0.01

0.11 ±0.01

0.11 ±0.01

0.10 ±0.01

0.10 ±0.01

T 2B (lAS)

17.8 ± 1.4

18.3 ± 0.9

18.5 ± 1.0

16.6 ± 2.8

16.3 ± 0.6

1/R aT /

44.3 ± 6.0

45.5 ± 5.5

44.3 ± 6.6

27.1 ± 6.9

32.6 ± 3.6

gM.*

366 ± 34

366 ± 32

364 ±31

449 ± 40

419 ± 34

Tlob* (s)

0.62 ± 0.04

0.61 ±0.04

0.61 ±0.02

1.19±0.10

1.10±0.11

T,* (s)

0.58 ± 0.05

0.57 ± 0.05

0.57 ± 0.03

1.21 ±0.11

1.11 ±0.12

T2A (s)

0.01 ±0.01

0.01 ±0.01

0.01 ±0.01

0.05 ±0.01

0.03 ±0.01

RA.b.(s')

1.62 ±0.10

1.65 ±0.11

1.63 ±0.06

0.84 ± 0.07

0.92 ± 0.09

R a (s ')

1.73 ±0.13

1.77 ±0.14

1.75 ±0.08

0.83 ± 0.07

0.91 ±0.10

f

0.16 ±0.01

0.16 ±0.01

0.16 ±0.02

0.08 ±0.01

0.09 ± 0.01

M TR (p.u.)

59.2 ± 0.9

59.9 ± 0.7

60.1 ± 0.8

52.3 ± 4.2

55.6 ± 1.1

RM„* (s *)

Table 7,5:

In-vivo MT parameters in healthy controls (n = 5)
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Occipital
White
M atter (n=6)

Frontal
W hite
M atter
(n=7)

Centrum
Semiovale
(n=6)

Cortex

Cerebellum

(n=6)

(n=7)

3371± 1578

3644± 1891

2958 ± 939

3983 ± 879

2857 ± 1267

0.11 ±0.01

0.10 ±0.01

0.10 ±0.01

0.10 ±0.02

0.10 ±0.01

T 2 B(M^s)

17.9 ± 1.1

18.7 ±0.9

18.8 ±0.7

14.6 ±1.6

16.2 ± 1.5

I/R

42.0 ± 6.0

42.1 ±5.6

40.2 ± 6.5

15.8±11.1

30.4 ±7.1

389 ± 62

374 ± 52

353 ± 110

473 ± 33

409 ± 43

Tiobs (s)

0.73 ±0.10

0.66 ± 0.07

0.68 ± 0.07

1.32 ±0.26

1.08 ±0.17

T i^(s)

0.70 ±0.11

0.63 ± 0.08

0.64 ± 0.07

1.35 ±0.29

1.09 ±0.19

T 2 A(s)

0.02 ±0.01

0.02 ±0.01

0.02 ±0.01

0.08 ±0.13

0.04 ±0.01

RAobs(s'*)

1.40 ±0.19

1.52 ±0.15

1.49 ±0.14

0.79 ±0.18

0.95 ±0.14

R

1.46 ±0.22

1.61 ±0.19

1.58±0.18

0.78 ±0.19

0.94 ±0.15

0.13 ±0.02

0.14 ±0.02

0.14 ±0.02

0.07 ± 0.03

0.08 ±0.01

58.9 ± 1.2

59.5 ± 1.6

59.3 ±1.3

48.8 ±6.3

55.5 ± 1.7

RM„* (s ')

O T Ia ( 1 - 0 ( s ' )

aT j *

gM„*

a

( s ‘)

f

M TR (p.u.)

Table 7,6:

In-vivo MT parameters fo r Normal Appearing White Matter in patients
with MS
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Left
Occipital
Lesion
(n=5)

Right
Occipital
Lesion
(n=3)

Left
Periventricular
Lesion
(n=3)

Left
Centrum
Semiovale
Lesion
(n=3)

Right
Centrum
Semiovale
Lesion
(n=4)

3590 ± 2285

4295 ±710

3322 ±911

2257± 1499

2128 ±1533

0.11 ±0.01

0.11 ±0.02

0.11 ±0.01

0.10 ±0.01

0.11 ±0.01

TzB (ps)

16.3 + 0.9

16.1 ±0.5

16.1 ± 1.4

16.2 ± 0.9

16.6 ± 1.2

1 /R

28.8 ±4.8

28.4 ± 11.5

30.5 ±11.2

27.1 ±3.0

24.8 ±5.1

457 ± 84

502 ± 40

445 ± 25

4 9 7 ± 100

468 ± 73

Tiobs (s)

1.05 ±0.21

1.18±0.16

1.26 ±0.04

1.06 ±0.38

0.99 ±0.13

T / (s)

1.05 ±0.23

1.20 ±0.17

1.29 ±0.04

1.07 ±0.42

0.99 ±0.14

T 2a (s)

0.04 ±0.01

0.05 ± 0.03

0.05 ± 0.02

0.04 ±0.01

0.04 ±0.01

R A o b s(s'* )

0.99 ±0.21

0.86 ±0.11

0.79 ± 0.02

1.06± 0.47

1.03 ±0.13

R

0.99 ± 0.24

0.85 ±0.11

0.77 ± 0.02

1.08 ±0.53

1.03 ±0.15

f

0.09 ± 0.02

0.09 ± 0.02

0.08 ±0.01

0.10 ±0.04

0.10 ±0.01

MTR (p.u.)

55.3 ±2.1

55.2 ± 3.4

54.9 ±4.3

55.1 ±0.4

55.2 ± 1.8

R M o^

(s'")

f/R A (l-f)(s')

aT 2^

gM o^

a

( s ')

Table 7.7;

In-vivo MT parameters fo r MS lesions in patients with MS

The results obtained can be summarised as follows:

1. The in-vivo MT parameters have been extracted by measuring the MT effect at 10
combinations o f amplitude and offset frequencies.
2. In comparison to normal WM, the MS lesions demonstrated a decrease in the
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transverse relaxation time o f the bound pool (T2 ®).
3. More important, a dramatic reduction was found in f (the bound pool fraction) in the
MS lesions, this being consistent with demyelination.
4.

is the ratio o f the longitudinal relaxation time to the transverse relaxation
time o f the free pool. This was found to be significantly lower in lesions with MS
compared to control WM.

5.

The observed relaxation time

( T io b s )

was found to be higher in MS lesions compared

to control WM.
6. In order to test for reproducibility o f the MT parameters, one o f the healthy controls
was rescanned, and the coefficient o f variation in f and T2 ® (for all WM ROIs) was
found to be 3% and 5% respectively.
7. Inter-rater covariance was assessed; in the case o f patients with MS, ROIs were
independently created by neurologists and were collected from 17 ROIs in each case.
The inter-rater coefficient o f variation in f and T2 ®(for all WM ROIs) was found to
be 7% and 3% respectively.

Figure 7.7 shows the fitting o f the model to in-vivo MT measurements in (a) control
occipital WM, (b) control GM (cerebral cortex) and (c) MS Lesions. The values for
cocwPE were calculated using the method described in Section 6.3 o f Chapter 6 (Ramani
et al., (2000) and the CWPE correction was applied. The model was fitted using a
Gaussian lineshape to describe the rate o f RF absorption o f the semi-solid pool. The
solid lines are a fit o f Equation 7.19 to the MT data, the three lines representing the three
MT powers used in the experiments.

The graphs show that these theoretical curves
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provide good coverage in the region in which they are changing the most.
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Figure 7.7:

Fitting the quantitative MT model to experimentally measured data fo r (a)
Control WM (b) GM (c) MS Lesion.
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7.12

Summary

In summary, the MT experiments described above allow the extraction o f quantitative invivo MT parameters o f the binary spin bath model. Specifically, this yields the fractional
size o f the bound pool, the transverse relaxation time o f the bound pool as well as the
relaxation times o f the free pool. For the first time, these parameters have been obtained
precisely in clinically feasible times. These parameters are physically independent with
the potential to give new information about tissue composition and structure.
interpretation will be discussed further in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 8
Quantitative MT Data Analysis
n the previous Chapter, details were given about the quantitative MT experiments

I

that were performed in-vitro and in-vivo. In the in-vitro situation, 55 independent

measurements (obtained from a combination o f 5 pulse strengths and 11 offset
frequencies) were collected.

For the in-vivo MT experiments, 10 independent

measurements (obtained from a combination o f 3 pulse strengths and 6 offset
frequencies) were collected. The theoretical equation that was fitted to experimental data
was derived in Chapter 6. For ease o f reference, the relevant equations are given again in
this Chapter.

8.1

Calculation of Theoretical Signal Intensity

Equation 8.1 describes the longitudinal magnetisation associated with the liquid pool o f
protons following an MT pulse applied at an offset frequency o f Af and an amplitude ©i.

R
RM
R

(R B + R RFB )

RM
RFB

R
1+

B

0

[8. 1]
27tAf

where Rrfb can be written as;
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R rfb = « ?

(27cAf)

[8.2]

For the in-vitro MT experiments, a super-Lorentzian lineshape was used to represent the
rate o f RF absorption for the semi-solid pool o f protons. This lineshape is given by:

JL

^ T tA jT ^ V

g(2 TcAf) =

" Æ

( 3 c o s % - l) "P

3 cos ^ 0 - 1

[8.3]

where 0 is the angle between the external magnetic field and the axis o f molecular
orientation.

For the in-vivo experiments, the super-Lorentzian lineshape gave a worse fit compared to
the Gaussian lineshape (increase in the residual sum-of-squares by 23%). Hence in this
case, a Gaussian lineshape was used to fit the data. This lineshape is given by:

g(27rAf) = - ^ exp
v27t

(-27rAfT2)'

[8.4]

Assuming a Gaussian lineshape to represent the rate o f RF absorption by the semi-solid
pool, Rrfb can be written as:

R

RFB

-

exp

®

[8.5]

More details o f this lineshape can be found in Chapter 7.

Taking into account the pulsed nature o f the RF fields available on clinical scanners, we
defined the CW power equivalent

(B

ic w p e )

to be the root mean square (rms) value o f the
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saturating field whose amplitude is given by:

® CWPE

“

[8.6]

Y® ICWPE

We made the assumption here that the effect o f an MT pulse is the same as that o f CW
irradiation with the same mean power. Further details o f this approximation can be
found in Chapter 6 . Substituting c o c w p e for coi in Equation 8.1, we can write:

Rb

=M

■r m
L Ra

J

+ Rrfb + Rb + R ^ o

/

■r m J '
L Ra

J

2

1+

(r a + R RFB )
\

1
(R RFB
. 27tAf _ [ R a T^^J
J
® CWPE

RB

R^

0

)

[8.7]

This leads us to the expression for signal intensity ’S' o f the liquid pool following an MT
pulse:

rm;

R.

S = gM g =g M(
rm ;

1+

R a

^RFB

Rg

^^0

CÛCWPE

27cAf

(^RFB

"I" R M q )

[8.8]

Rewriting Equation 8.8 in terms o f the new parameter 'f (the fractional size o f the bound
pool), we get:
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R,

RM^f
^ RFB

R B

RA(i-f)

s =gM;
RM^f

(R B + R RFB ) + 1 +

R aO - O

Û)CWPE
27cAf

RM 0

R a T^"

(R RFB

RB

R^ 0

)

[8.9]

Values o f

©

ic w p e

were calculated for the three different MT pulse flip angles and

substituted along with the carefully chosen offset frequencies and the fitted parameters in
Equation 8.9 in order to calculate the theoretical values o f signal intensities.

8.2

Minimisation of the Mathematical Function

We have with us a function that depends on six variables; our aim is to find the value o f
those variables where the function takes on a minimum value. This process, known as
minimisation, involves fitting a mathematical model to experimental data. One o f the
most popular minimisation techniques is the ‘least squares’ method. This method is an
iterative routine which effectively varies the values o f the unknown parameters o f
interest (ai, a2 ,....aj) until the sum o f squares o f the deviations (S) between the
experimental data De and the theoretical data D j (ai, a2 ,....ai) is minimised, i.e., until
Equation 8.10 is minimised. The symbol N in this equation denotes the number o f data
points. This can be mathematically expressed as:

S —^

[o g - D Y(a ;, a 2 , .a 5 )]
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8.3

Methodology of the Downhill Simplex Program

The unknown parameters were estimated using an established least squares minimisation
technique called the Downhill Simplex method (Nelder et al., (1965), Lagarias et al.,
(1998)). A simplex is a geometrical figure consisting, in N dimensions, o f N +1 points
(or vertices) and all the interconnecting line segments, polygonal faces etc.

In two

dimensions, a simplex is a triangle. In three dimensions, it is a tetrahedron. If any point
o f a nondegenerate simplex (i.e., one that encloses a finite inner N-dimensional volume)
is taken as the origin, then the other N points define vector directions that span the Ndimensional vector space.

The Downhill Simplex routine begins by evaluating the function at (/+1) points in the
space o f the "z" dependent variables. Indeed, the term simplex is defined as a figure that
has one more vertex than the space in which it is defined. Therefore, for two unknown
variables (ai, a2 ), three simplex vertex points are defined incorporating initial guess
values (aig) for the unknown parameters such as (0,0), (aitiy,0) and (0 ,a2 tiy) for example.
The value o f the theoretical function is calculated at these vertices, i.e., T (0,0), T(aitiy,0)
and T(0,a2try) and used in Equation 8.10 along with the measured MT data (De), to
calculate the value o f S at each o f the three vertex points. The value o f S at the three
vertices are then compared and the best (B, i.e., lowest) and worst (W, i.e., highest)
values o f S are identified. Figure 8.1 shows the three vertex points in the (ai, a2 ) space.
The simplex routine begins with the worst vertex being reflected through the centroid o f
the other two vertices to point 1. Further details o f the Simplex method can be found in
several texts (Box et al., (1969), Bunday et al., (1984)).
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ai

a2

Figure 8.1:

Staring Simplex (W-B-S) fo r two unknown parameters aj and %

8.3.1

The Fitting Program

The fitting routine that was used to analyse the MT data and extract the unknown
parameters (gMo"^, RMo"^, fRA(l-f), T2 ®, 1 /RaT2 '^) from the two-pool model was written
in C programming language and run on a Sun Ultra workstation.

A pre-existing

Downhill Simplex algorithm (called amoeba) was used (Press et al., (1992)) to perform
the steps depicted in the flow chart (Figure 8.2). The program was used to analyse the invitro and in-vivo data, assuming super-Lorentzian and Gaussian lineshapes to describe
the absorption lineshape o f the semi-solid pool respectively.
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Is the value o f S at point 1
better than its value at point
Ve :

NO,
Is the value of S at point 1
better than its value at point W?

Expand vertex point 1
to point 2

NO
Is the value o f S at point 2
better than its value at point 1?

YES,

Contract vertex point 1 to point 3

NO
Is the value o f S at point 3
better than its value at point W?

Replace vertex W
with vertex point 2

Replace vertex W
with vertex point 1

Replace vertex W
with vertex point 1

New Simplex
1-B-S

New
Simplex

New
Simplex

YES
New
Simplex

NO

Contract towards the
best vertex B

F ig u r e 8 .2 :

D o w n h ill S im plex p ro c e d u re to determ in e unknown M T p a ra m e te rs

8.3.2

Main Steps of the Downhill Simplex Algorithm

1. Read in the experimental data set, i.e., a unique set o f measurements (55 for in -vitro
and 10 for in-vivo), each corresponding to a unique combination o f MT pulse
amplitude and offset frequency for a specific region o f interest.

2. Set up the output file.

3. Set up the 6 initial guess simplex vertices. Initially, the six vertices are set up to be:

(0,0,0,0,0,0),

(0,aiG,0,0,0,0),

(0,0,azo,0,0,0), (0,0,0,a3o,0,0), (0,0,0,0,a4c,0) and

(0,0,0,0,0,a5c) with (a,G, ^ig, asG, 34G, ^sg, ^ôg) relating to the vertices respectively.
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4. Calculate the theoretical function value at each o f the vertices for each offset
frequency and MT field strength. Use this information, along with the measured
data, to calculate the function S in Equation 8.10.

5. Enter the Downhill Simplex (amoeba) routine.

6. Send fitted quantitative MT parameters from the Simplex routine to the output file.
Send the values o f the five MT parameters required to minimise the S function to the
pre-named data file along with the value o f S calculated using these values.

7. Also send the number o f Simplex steps required to achieve this minimisation o f
function S to the output file.

There is no systematic way o f choosing the initial input values (see step #3), and if the
starting values at the vertex are very different from the optimal values o f the unknown
MT

parameters,

they

sometimes

do

not

converge

(Greg

Stanisz,

Personal

Communication). The inclusion o f zero values in the above simplex vertices resulted, in
some instances, in division by zero within the theoretical function, and so zero values
were replaced where necessary.

The program used to analyse the in-vitro data when a super-Lorentzian lineshape was
used is shown in Appendix A. The integral nature o f the super-Lorentzian lineshape
function resulted in a complicated Simplex program. An algorithm (qtrap) for evaluating
integral functions numerically (Press et al., (1992)) was incorporated into the Simplex
program in order to evaluate the super-Lorentzian lineshape function. In order to fit the
model to the in-vivo data, the program was subsequently used with the replacement o f the
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super-Lorentzian lineshape with the Gaussian lineshape and is shown in Appendix B.
The computation time required for the super-Lorentzian simplex program was
considerably longer than the case o f the Gaussian lineshape simplex program due to the
additional integration used to calculate the super-Lorentzian lineshape function
numerically.

8.4

Practical

Aspects

of using

the

Minimisation

Program
One problem that was encountered when running the Downhill Simplex program was
that the fitted value o f the parameter Rb tended to drift about, sometimes becoming
negative.

Moreover, it was very dependent on the value at the input vertex (aio)

associated with it. This was also found by using the built-in least squares minimisation
technique in Microsoft Excel®.

This drift in Rb was also found by other workers

(Henkelman et al., 1993), Morrison et al., (1995), Manson (1996), Stanisz et al., (1999),
Sled et al., (2001)) who observed that the value o f Rb could wander fi-om 1 to 4 s'*
without affecting the average residual deviation per point.

Since quantitative MT

experiments o f this kind carried out by these groups o f researchers were largely
insensitive to R b, They overcame this problem by setting R b arbitrarily equal to 1 s'* for
all tissue types.

A similar approach was used in this study; Rb was removed fi’om the Simplex routine
altogether and set to 1 s'* at the start o f the program. The program was then used to fit
the remaining 5 parameters using a 6 vertex Simplex. Alternatively, this problem could
also be overcome by altering the value o f the input vertex (aio) until the fitted out value
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for Rb, determined by the Downhill Simplex method was equal to 1 s '\ However, this
resulted in the remaining fitted parameters drifting to physically unrealistic negative
values in some cases. It was therefore decided to keep Rb out o f the Simplex program
and proceed as described above. The correlation times associated with macromolecules
such as globular proteins are thought to range from 10'^ to 10** s (Fullerton (1992)) and
the corresponding Ti relaxation times associated with these correlation times are o f the
order o f seconds. Thus, setting Rb = 1 s*^ for fitting purposes approximates to real life
macromolecular spin-lattice relaxation times.

Fitted quantitative in-vivo MT parameters along with the measured longitudinal
relaxation time

(T

io b s )

are shown in Table 8.1.

ratios have also been provided.

For comparison, the calculated MT

Only those parameters that have been biologically

interpreted in this thesis are shown (for clarity); detailed tables with all the fitted as well
as extracted parameters in given in Section 7.10 o f Chapter 7)
Param eter

f

TioBs(nis)
M TR (p.u.)

Table 8.1:

Control WM

MS NAWM

Lesions

p value

(Mean ± SD)

(Mean ± SD)

(Mean ± SD)

15.1% ± 1.1%

14.6% ± 1.6%

9.6% ± 0.8%

0.008

18.2 ±0.3

18.4 ±0.4

16.9 ±0.6

0.009

628 ± 45

652 ± 61

998 ± 70

0.009

60 ± 3

59 ±1

55 ± 3

0.009

In-vivo MT parameter estimates fo r the fractional size (f) and the
transverse relaxation time ( T f ) o f the bound pool fo r control WM, NAWM
and lesions in patients with MS.

Also provided are the observed

relaxation times and the calculated MTR values.
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Figure 8.3 shows scatter plots o f (a) MTR and (b) f for control WM, NAWM and MS
lesions; the increased specificity o f f over MTR values can be clearly seen in the plots.
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Figure 8.3:

Scatter plots fo r (a) MTR and (b) f

The f p lo t provides hope that this

fundamental MT parameter may be more specific at characterising the
biological changes that take place in demyelination.
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8.5

Comparison between Theoretically Extracted MT
Ratios and Experimentally Measured Values

Rewriting Equation 8.9 in terms o f the magnetisation Mz^ associated with the free pool
after the application o f an MT pulse, we have:

R.
=M

RM^f
R a O -I)

RM:^f
R r fb

R aO- D

(R B + R RFB )

1+

Rr

RMq

[8 . 11]
COCWPE

27tAf

R^T

(r RFB

+ R r

R M f)

Equation 8.11 can be rewritten in terms o f the Continuous Wave Power Equivalent
MTR:

R,
C W PE M T R = 1 -

RM^f

R aO - D

R M jf

R aO - O

(R B + R RFB ) +

1+

RRFB

RB

RM Q

COCWPE

27tAf

R aT^^

(RRFB

RB

RM0

)

[8.12] '

Normal WM in-vivo MT parameters (RMo"^ = 3070 s '\ frRA(l-Q = 0.11 s'% T2 ® = 17.8
ps, 1/RaT2a= 44.3, gMo"^ = 366, Rb = 1 s"*) were taken along with computed values o f
(OcwPE and substituted in Equation 8.12 to generate theoretical CWPE MTR curves at the
three MT pulse amplitudes used in the experiments. The model output was compared to
values o f conventional MTR measured experimentally in normal in-vivo occipital WM.
Figure 8.4 shows the plot o f CWPE MTR and experimental data as a function o f offset
frequency.
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Figure 8.4:

Fitted curves fo r the quantitative in-vivo MT experiments on occipital
WM. The symbols represent experimental data measured at three MT
amplitudes.

8.6

Validation with Henkelman's Data

In order to check that the Simplex method was working as expected, 4% agar data and
bovine WM data kindly provided by Simon Graham and Greg Stanisz respectively
(Personal Communication) was analysed using the program developed for this thesis, and
compared with published values (Henkelman et al., (1993), Morrison et al., (1995)). A
Gaussian lineshape was used to represent the lineshape o f the semi-solid pool in the case
o f the agar data and a super-Lorentzian lineshape was used for the bovine WM. Fitted
parameters f and T2 ® (the more interesting parameters) were found to be within 4% o f the
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published values. Checking the Simplex program using data obtained from other groups
confirmed that the fitting program was working as anticipated.

8.7

Fitted T2®values

As discussed in Chapter 5, the MT experiment exploits the difference in the resonance
linewidth between the two proton pools. The off-resonance MT pulse is able to saturate
the macromolecular spin protons (whilst minimising direct saturation effects o f the free
pool) due to the broad resonance lineshape associated with the semi-solid protons. Short
fitted T2 ® relaxation values were found for all tissues used in this study (both in-vitro and
in-vivo), and are consistent with the fitted values obtained by other workers. Bloom et
al., (1986) obtained a T2 ® o f 8 ps for integral membrane protein rhodopsin and Swanson
(1992) obtained a value o f 9 ps for denatured egg white. Stanisz et al., (1999) obtained a
theoretical value o f 17 ps (for bovine WM) using his four-pool model while that obtained
by Morrison et al., (1995) for bovine WM using the simple two pool MT model was 18
ps. Recently Sled et al, (2001) and Yamykh (2002) have obtained fitted values o f 11 ps
and 9 ps respectively for in-vivo human WM.

8.8

Fitted I/RaTi^ values

The parameter 1/R aT2'^ is the relaxation time ratio associated with tissue water protons
and can be used to evaluate direct saturation effects on the water pool by the MT pulse.
Due to the effect o f the presence o f macromolecules on the observed relaxation times, the
experimentally measured ratio (TiobÆobs) cannot be expected to give a good estimate o f
the tissue water proton relaxation ratio 1/RaT2^. The measured relaxation times give a
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weighted average o f the relaxation contributions from all tissue components.
Comparison o f fitted and measured relaxation ratios by other workers (Hurst et aï.,
(1995), Morrison et al., (1995), Manson (1996)) have found that they do differ and
therefore give a poor estimate o f direct saturation effects.

8.9

Comparison of Direct Saturation Effects between
Tissues

The amount o f direct saturation experienced by the water protons depends on the pulse
strength ©i, the offset frequency Af and the value o f 1/RaT2'^ (obtained from the fitting
procedure).

By setting R = 0 in Equation 8.7, we can easily obtain the direct saturation (DS) term as
follows:

M
M

[8.13]
DS

1+

(0 CWPE

2%Af

Tables 8.2 and 8.3 give direct saturation values for a range o f offset frequencies
calculated using MT pulse amplitudes o f 734 and 184 rads s'* respectively for 4 specific
regions o f interest.
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®cwPE-734

Occipital

Cortical

Occipital

Cortical

rads s’*

WM

GM

Lesion

Lesion

1/RaT2^

45.49

28.61

31.22

22.91

100

0.01

0.03

0.03

0.03

300

0.12

0.19

0.14

0.18

500

0.27

0.39

0.30

0.38

750

0.47

0.59

0.49

0.58

1000

0.61

0.72

0.63

0.71

1200

0.68

0.79

0.71

0.78

1500

0.75

0.86

0.80

0.84

2000

0.86

0.91

0.88

0.91

3000

0.93

0.96

0.94

0.96

5000

0.97

0.99

0.98

0.98

10000

0.99

1.00

0.99

1.00

20000

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Af(Hz)

Table 8.2:

Direct Saturation effects at co= 734 rads s -1
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®cwPE-184

Occipital

Cortical

Occipital

Cortical

rads s'*

WM

GM

Lesion

Lesion

1/RaT2^

45.49

28.61

31.22

22.91

100

0.20

0.29

0.27

0.29

300

0.69

0.79

0.68

0.77

500

0.86

0.91

0.86

0.91

750

0.93

0.96

0.93

0.96

1000

0.96

0.98

0.96

0.97

1200

0.97

0.98

0.97

0.98

1500

0.98

0.99

0.98

0.99

3000

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

5000

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

10000

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

20000

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Af (Hz)

Table 8.3:

Direct Saturation effects at co = 184 rads s'^

Direct saturation effects are similar for occipital WM, frontal WM and centrum
semiovale. Regions with GM (cerebral cortex and cerebellum) with their lower 1/RaT2'^
values are affected to a lesser extent than regions with WM. MS lesions have lower
values o f 1 /RaT2 '^ as well, giving strength to the hypothesis that these are areas o f
demyelination. Differences in direct saturation values between WM and MS lesions can
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also be seen by comparing Tables 8.2 and 8.3, these effects being greatest at offset
frequencies below 5 kHz. Also, the effect o f direct saturation increases as the amount o f
MT power applied increases. At low powers and high frequency offsets, this effect is
rather small and tends to increase as we approach resonance and tend to use higher MT
pulse powers, direct saturation effects are evident over a much narrow range with lower
MT pulse strengths.

m = 184 rads s'
0.9
0.8
0.7

Q
I

0,5
(D= 734 rads s'

0.3

0.2

- - Occpital WM
Cortical GM
MS Lesion

0.1
0.0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

Offset Frequency (Hz)

Figure 8.5: Direct Saturation effects at 2 MT pulse powers and 11 offset frequencies

Conventional MT ratios are unable to take account o f these direct saturation effects,
and the differences in MTR values between healthy controls and MS patients (and also
between WM and GM in controls) are likely to have some contribution from the effects
o f direct saturation.
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8.10

Summary

Human brain in-vitro and in-vivo data were subjected successfully to fitting methods,
allowing us to precisely determine fundamental MT parameters. For the in-vivo MT
data, a Gaussian lineshape was found to describe the RF absorption o f the semi-solid
pool better than the super-Lorentzian lineshape. Significant changes in some o f the MT
parameters (f and T2 ®) were found between healthy controls and patients with MS. One
o f the drawbacks o f this model was that the parameter RMo"^ tended to vary a lot, and
hence cannot be used as a diagnostic tool to reflect pathological changes between normal
and diseased tissue. Future work will focus on improving the model and reducing the
total measurement time.
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CHAPTER 9
Another Approach to the Bound Pool:
Pilot Studies Using Multiple Echoes
and Spectroscopy

H

aving extracted fundamental MT parameters from the binary-spin bath model, in
particular the bound proton fraction, we then attempted to find a separate,

independent way o f studying the bound protons.

Our motivations were to determine the following;
1. Could we visualise the bound protons, directly, characterised by their distinct short
T], using multicomponent transverse relaxation analysis?
2. Alternatively, if these bound protons were actual lipid protons (as opposed to water
protons rigidly bound to lipid), would they have a different chemical shift (from that
o f water protons) and hence be seen as a separate peak in the spectrum?
3. Would it be possible to quantify the amount o f lipid (and thus, hopefully myelin) and
relate it to the amount o f water trapped in myelin?

Our first step was to experimentally validate one o f the parameters obtained from the
two-pool MT theory, the transverse relaxation time o f the bound pool (T2 ®). We decided
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to perform in-vitro multicomponent transverse relaxation experiments on human white
matter slices, fixed in formalin.

Before going into the experimental details, a brief

review o f the multicomponent relaxation studies performed both in-vitro and in-vivo by
various groups o f researchers is provided.

In the case o f biological tissues, the measurement o f relaxation times is usually carried
out under the implicit assumption that the relaxation behaviour can be described as a
single monoexponential decay. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, biological tissues
are complex structures that incorporate large macromolecules such as proteins and lipids,
and these macromolecular proton pools are characterised by long correlation times (and
correspondingly short transverse relaxation times). Due to the extremely rapid decay o f
their transverse magnetisation, macromolecules are unlikely to make a significant direct
contribution to the observed magnetisation. They can, however, contribute significantly
to the observed dynamic behaviour o f the magnetisation via chemical exchange and/or
cross-relaxation.

As a consequence o f this spin exchange, the observed relaxation

behaviour is not expected to be monoexponential, rather a complicated function o f the
relaxation and exchange indices that characterise the tissue. Several researchers have
carried out multicomponent analyses, both in vitro and in vivo, for two main purposes:
(a) to gain a better understanding o f tissue relaxation and (b) to provide new information
about the structural organisation o f tissue.
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9.1

In-Vitro Multicomponent Analyses to Characterise
Different Water Compartments

Most o f the studies involving multicomponent analyses have been performed in-vitro
simply because o f two reasons: the small sample size provides a higher SNR and
localisation techniques, which can affect the decay curve, are not required in-vitro.
Menon et al., (1989) carried out multiexponential analysis (using CPMG experiments
with an echo time o f 200 ps) on wood red cedar, a commercially important softwood
species, and obtained three distinct T2 components. The shortest T2 component o f 5 ms
was attributed to water bound within the cell walls, water with an intermediate T2 o f 47
ms was attributed to water located in the latewood tracheid and ray lumens, and water
with the longest T2 o f 184 ms was attributed to water located in the earlywood tracheid
lumens. In-vitro transverse relaxation time measurements on excised cat brain samples
by the same group (Menon et al., (1991)) revealed four components for WM: the shortest
T2 component o f ~1 ms (4.9%) was attributed to the lipid protons in tissue, the next T2
component o f 12.7 ms (6.8%) was attributed to the hydration water in the myelin layers,
this water being in slow exchange with the cellular water due to the appreciable diffusion
barrier presented by the myelin layers, the third T2 component o f 89 ms (86%) was
attributed to the fast exchange occurring between the bulk cellular water and the
hydration sites on the soluble proteins and the final T2 component o f 337 ms (2.3%) was
a minor component and this was left open to speculation.
multicomponent

relaxation

reflects

anatomically

heterogeneous tissue systems.
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Menon et al., (1992) also carried out in-vitro CPMG experiments on crayfish abdominal
nerve cord and again obtained four compartments.

Using optical and electron

microscopy o f the morphology, the assignments made were: extraaxonal water protons
(32%, T2 = 600 ms), axonal water protons (59%, T2 = 200 ms), intramyelinic water
protons (7%, T2 = 50 ms) and an unsubstantiated assignment o f lipid protons (2%, T2 = 7
ms). In-vitro experiments on human brain carried out by Fischer et al., (1990) yielded
three T2 components for WM, the T2 values being 12 ms (9.8%), 59 ms (83.4%) and 418
ms (6.8%). However, no interpretation o f these values was given. Further support o f
compartmentalisation was provided in an in-vitro study o f guinea pigs by Stewart et al.,
(1993). Three compartments were obtained with spinal cord data (10 ms (13%), 76 ms
(57%), and 215 ms (30%)), while two compartments were obtained for brain tissue (10
ms (4%), and 92 ms (96%)).

A rigorous in-vitro multicomponent analysis (using CPMG experiments with an echo
time o f 1.6 ms) was carried out by Beaulieu et al., (1998) on three distinct types o f
nerves, namely, the non-myelinated olfactory nerve, the Schwann cell myelinated
trigeminal nerve and the oligodendrocyte myelinated optic nerve o f the garfish. The
transverse decay curves were multiexponential and their decomposition yielded three
components with T2 values -30-50 ms (3%), 150 ms (76%), and 500 ms (21%). These
were assigned to water protons in the myelin, axoplasm, and interaxonal compartments.
However, the short T2 component (30-50 ms) was absent in the non-myelinated olfactory
nerve and was seen only in the myelinated trigeminal and optic nerves, thus providing
supporting evidence for the use o f quantitative measurements to measure the degree o f
myelination. The results were in agreement with data obtained from the other groups o f
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researchers mentioned above.

9.2

In~Vivo Multicomponent Analyses

Mackay et al., (1994) acquired in-vivo Tj decay curves in normal human brain (using a
multi-echo sequence with TE = 15 ms) and obtained three distinct components. The
shortest T] component (10-55 ms) was attributed to water compartmentalised in the
myelin sheaths. On average, this component was about 15% o f the total WM tissue
water. They also found that the amplitude o f this peak decreased with the extent o f
demyelination, as evidenced by histology. The second T] component (~ 70-95 ms) was
attributed to water trapped in cytoplasmic and extracellular spaces while the third
component (> 1 s) was attributed to CSF. In-vivo studies carried out by Does et al.,
(1996) on frog sciatic nerve have shown the disappearance o f the short Tz component
when progressive nerve degeneration and myelin loss have taken place. Graham et al.,
(1996) obtained three compartments (using CPMG experiments with TE = 8 ms) with T2
values o f 22 (20%), 111 (45%), and 320 (35%) ms for in-vivo breast tissue, the
distributions reflecting T2 decays from fibroglandular and adipose breast tissue. Later,
Saab et al., (1999) extracted four components for in-vivo skeletal muscle (5, 21, 39, 114
ms, with fractional areas o f these compartments being 11%, 28%, 46% and 15%
respectively); they were attributed to the hydration layer o f macromolecules, intracellular
water, extracellular water and ‘free’ water in the tissue respectively.

The results o f several studies (listed above) confirm that multicomponent T2 relaxation o f
heterogeneous tissues is not entirely masked by fast exchange between compartments. If
NMR experiments are carried out on a time-scale comparable to or faster than the
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exchange process, then the different compartments involved in this exchange can be
visualised.

In particular, most studies on the brain have shown that three water

compartments may be distinguished on the basis o f spin-spin relaxation times: a long T2
component assigned to CSF, an intermediate T2 component assigned to extracellular
water and cytoplasm, a short T2 component assigned to the so-called ‘myelin water’.
This myelin water is thought to be trapped between myelin bilayers where the short T2
time originates from interactions between the water and the macromolecules in the
myelin bilayers.

It must be borne in mind, however, that the bulk o f these experiments were carried out
using echo times o f the order o f ~10 ms {in-vivo) and 200 ps - 5 ms {in-vitro), thus
preventing the visualisation o f any ultra-short T2 species such as that suggested by the
T2 ®parameter calculated from our quantitative MT measurements.

9.3

Multicomponent Studies on Fixed Human White
Matter

We decided to perform in-vitro multicomponent transverse relaxation experiments on
slices o f human WM, fixed in formalin. As discussed earlier, we were attempting to
isolate the bound pool o f protons characterised by their distinct short T2 , i.e., we were
hoping to experimentally measure one o f the parameters obtained from the MT theory,
the transverse relaxation time o f the bound pool (T2 ®). We knew that if we intended to
extract a T2 value o f the order o f 20 ps, we would have to generate transverse
magnetisation decay curves using echo times o f the order o f at most 20 ps. This ultrashort T2 compartment cannot be seen by conventional spectrometers used for biological
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experiments (since such spectrometers do not have the facility o f implementing such
short echo times), and the multi-component experiments would have to be carried out on
a spectrometer used specifically for solids, i.e., a solid-state spectrometer.

Slices o f human WM, 7 normal and 5 with MS lesions (fixed in formalin), were obtained
from the pathology department and transported to the chemistry department (both at
University College London (UCL)), where a suitable solid-state spectrometer was
available. The slices were carefully decanted, the excess formalin was removed, and they
were then cut into small pieces (~1 mm^ in area) and packed into NMR tubes (outer
diameter 5 mm). The same procedure was carried out with the normal WM slices as well
as slices with MS lesions.

In the latter case, care was taken to ensure that only the

lesions were selected, trying to avoid as much surrounding NAWM as possible.

9.4

Instrumentation and Experimental Details

NMR transverse relaxation experiments were carried out at the chemistry department
on a high resolution Bruker MSL-300 multinuclear spectrometer designed for highresolution NMR experiments. A schematic diagram o f the MSL spectrometer system is
shown in Figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1:

RF AMPLIFIERS

Schematic diagram o f the Bruker MSL-300 spectrometer

This spectrometer was equipped with a 7.05 Tesla superconducting magnet, which is
equivalent to a resonance frequency o f 300 MHz for protons.

The System Process

Controller (SPC) generated the pulse sequence and its timing; it was also responsible for
setting the frequencies o f the synthesisers. A high quality digital synthesiser generated
the RF field, this was phase shifted and gated in the modulators and then fed into the
converter.

Here, it was mixed up to the NM R frequency and then sent to the

preamplifier. After the NM R signal was amplified in the preamplifier unit, it was filtered
using a low-pass filter and divided into real and imaginary parts (quadrature detected in
the receiver).

A single coil was used for both transmitting and receiving the signal.
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Fourier transformation was carried out, and corrections were made by the computer for
any phase and amplitude distortions introduced by the electronics o f the spectrometer.
The NMR signal was finally digitised in the standard 12 bit analogue-to-digital converter
(ADC) and deposited into the memory o f the computer.

The homogeneity o f the magnetic field was adjusted by using a set o f electrical coils
(shim coils) situated in the central magnet bore around the head o f the probe where the
sample was placed. These coils were used to generate their own small magnetic fields
that compensated any residual inhomogeneities o f the main magnetic field. This process,
also known as shimming, was carried out for each individual sample.

Although the static probe was capable o f delivering pulses o f high power with extremely
short duration (~ 1 ps), a low-power amplifier was used in order to avoid any possible
spectral distortions that might occur when high-power pulses are used. The 90° pulse
length was optimised for each sample studied and was in the range o f 2.5 - 3.0 ps. This
was more than sufficient to produce a uniform excitation o f signals with linewidths
typically less than 1 kHz. The probe used for the experiments was a standard single
resonance Bruker probe with a 5 mm solenoid coil, and was encased in a ceramic holder
to ensure an extremely low proton background signal. The dead time o f this probe was
very short (< 2 ps), thus making it an ideal probe for the short T: experiments. The
acquisition delay time, also known as recycle time (TR), should normally be greater than
5 times the longitudinal relaxation time (T%) o f the sample and this was set to 15 s. In
order to measure the different T2 S, a simple spin echo sequence (i.e., a 90° -

t

- 180° - x

sequence) was used, this sequence was repeated several times, where x was varied
between 2 ps and 144 ms. Unlike a conventional spin echo imaging sequence, only half
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the echo was acquired (i.e., the data were collected in a manner similar to that obtained
from an FID). This means that the minimum TE was limited only by the duration o f the
RF pulses, and not by the time required to collect the first half o f the echo. Details o f the
spin echo sequence have been described in Section 2.8.1 o f Chapter 2.

9.5

Multiexponential Data Analysis

Multiexponential analysis o f T:-decay was carried out using a built-in algorithm based on
the method o f simulated annealing (S Kirkpatrick (1984)). The algorithm was written in
Fortran and is available in Appendix C. All NMR data were recorded at 37°C.

The data were fitted to a sum o f three exponentials as given by Equation 9.1 :
IE

S = A exp
V

V^2

TE

+ B exp
JJ

rp B

V

r r w
+Cexp - TE

JJ

V^2

[9.1]

JJ

where:
TE = echo time
A, B and C = amplitudes o f the three compartments.

These give the relative

concentrations or sizes o f each compartment.
T2 ®, T2 ^ = the corresponding T2 values o f the three compartments.

9.6

Results

The transverse relaxation decay curves were multiexponential and they were decomposed
to yield three primary components.

The third (fastest) compartment provided a

consistent amplitude and T2 which we hope is reasonably independent o f the fixing
process.
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Results for Fixed Normal Human White Matter (n = 7)

Sample #

1'* component

I"** component

3'^*' component

Amplitude

T2

Amplitude

Tz

Amplitude

Tz

(%)

(ms)

(%)

(ms)

(%)

(ps)

1

63.4

14.7

14.3

1.8

22.1

47

2

60.9

17.0

14.3

2.7

24.8

47

3

73.8

16.1

8.5

0.5

21.5

49

4

30.8

17.1

51.6

1.1

22.0

38

5

70.4

14.1

18.8

0.6

11.8

57

6

56.9

29.2

32.7

6.6

12.8

49

7

70.3

14.9

12.5

1.4

17.9

52

Table 9,1:

Results o f multicomponent analysis carried out on formalin-fixed human
WM samples

The first compartment (slowest relaxation rate) has a fairly consistent transverse
relaxation time (14-30 ms) and this probably corresponds to water protons bound to
myelin assuming that the fixing process has not affected them. This value is consistent
with the results obtained by Menon et al., (1990) in cat brain, Mackay et al., (1994),
Whittal et a l, (1997) in human WM and Beaulieu et a l, (1998) in garfish nerve.
However, the amplitudes reported here are much higher than those published in the
literature for in-vivo brain; this may be because some o f the water from the second
compartment has been lost as a result o f formalin fixation.
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The transverse relaxation time o f the second compartment was found to be rather
variable. This is possibly due to errors in the fitting procedure and/or trying to get too
many water compartments with extremely close T2 values, a task that is notoriously
difficult. Since this was a pilot study, reproducibility measurements were not carried out,
thus making it difficult to judge the reliability o f these results. These protons are more
restricted in movement than the water protons that lie trapped within the myelin sheaths
(T2 = 10-50 ms). Koenig et al., (1990, 1991) hypothesised that there are several water
compartments situated around and within the myelin sheaths, each having a characteristic
level o f mobility. Since no substantiative assignment could be made with respect to the
second compartment, we have left it open to interpretation.

The shortest T2 component (fastest rate o f relaxation) that we have obtained, a
component that is too short to be seen by in-vivo methods, is o f the order o f tens of
microseconds.

We hypothesise that this component might correspond to the

macromolecular lipid protons o f myelin. Since the amplitude o f the third compartment is
reduced in the case o f MS lesions, we have reason to believe that this particular
compartment is closely associated with the myelin sheaths. This T2 value is in good
agreement with the indirect observation and inference fi’om the binary spin-bath model,
which is known to be an approximation to the actual configuration o f protons in WM.
Using such a model, researchers have obtained T2 values o f 8 ps (Bloom et al., (1986))
for integral membrane protein rhodopsin and T2 values o f 9 ps (gel phase) and 27 ps
(fluid phase) for phospholipids.

Swanson (1992) obtained a T2 value o f 9 ps for

denatured egg white and values o f 12.9 ps and 18 ps were extracted by Henkelman et al.,
(1993) and Morrison et al., (1995) for agar gels and bovine WM respectively. More
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recently, studies by Sled et al., (2001) and Yamykh (2002) have resulted in T: values o f
11 |j,s and 9 p,s respectively in human WM.

None o f these T2 values have been

experimentally validated so far. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt at extracting
the ultra short T2 component from human WM.

Since the rates o f relaxation o f the protons in the first, second and third compartments are
slow, medium and extremely rapid, these compartments, for clarity, are henceforth
referred to as slow, medium and fast compartments respectively.

Results for Fixed MS Lesions in White Matter (n = 5)
Sample #

1^* component

2"^ component

3*^^component

Amplitude

Tz

Amplitude

Tz

Amplitude

Tz

(%)

(ms)

(%)

(ms)

(%)

(ps)

1

71.6

15.8

19.0

5.0

9.4

26

2

75.8

16.5

15.0

5.1

9.1

32

3

72.8

12.4

13.8

0.4

13.3

29

4

77.7

12.5

13.8

9.2

8.4

43

5

95.5

19.9

4.4

0.9

0

0

Table 9,2:

Results o f multicomponent analysis carried out on formalin-fixed MS
lesions in WM

There is very little published literature on the effects o f formalin-fixation on the MR
properties o f tissue. Most researchers (Thickman et al., (1983), Kamman et al., (1985),
Nagara et al., (1987), Tovi et al., (1992)) have measured the relaxation times o f
formalin-fixed tissues and found a significant reduction in relaxation times.
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stage, one can only hypothesise that the extracellular water compartment (70-100 ms)
usually seen in-vivo has been lost as a result o f the fixation process.

□ Normal
■ MS
10

15

20

Amplitude (%)
Figure 9.2:

Scatter plot o f the third (fastest) component fo r Normal WM and MS
Lesions

The results obtained can be summarised as follows:
1. To our knowledge, this is the first in-vitro approach to the measurement o f relaxation
times o f the order o f microseconds in fixed human brain. For the first time, we have
observed an ultra short T2 species in fixed brain with an amplitude o f 11-22% and T2
o f 47-59 ps (in normal WM tissue).
2. This compartment has a fairly consistent amplitude and T2 value associated with it.
3. In the case o f the MS samples, there is a decrease in the amplitude o f this T2
compartment, consistent with WM demyelination.
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The changes in the three components with pathological variation were not easily
interpretable in terms o f histological changes in the tissue. This was a simple pilot study
to demonstrate the use o f transverse relaxation times to study cellular water organisation;
this could increase our understanding o f pathological and physiological processes that
alter tissue water content.

9.7

Acquisition of Spectra using Magic Angle Spinning
(MAS)

Having obtained an experimental measure o f the lipid protons, we then attempted to
directly observe the lipid protons in a proton NMR spectrum and, if possible, measure
their concentration in some o f the tissues. Preliminary

spectra o f some fixed samples

(normal WM, normal GM and MS lesions) were obtained using a Bruker probe. The
spectral detail o f the static spectrum was rather poor; we obtained a very broad peak (2
ppm wide) adjacent to the water peak. We therefore attempted to improve this spectral
detail by using the technique o f Magic Angle Spinning (MAS).

9.7.1

Narrowed Spectral Linewidth with MAS

NMR spectra o f solids cannot normally be recorded in the same way as for liquids.
Solids have a very short T], and they do not experience the motional narrowing that
liquids do, and hence are characterised by a broad peak. The reason for this is that there
are a number o f anisotropic interactions present in the solid state, which can be ignored
in liquids as they are averaged to zero by random molecular tumbling. This averaging
does not occur in solids or is incomplete in systems with restricted or anisotropic motion.
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The effect of these interactions is to considerably broaden spectral lines, thus concealing
much information of chemical interest. High-resolution ’H MAS NMR spectroscopy
offers an approach whereby many of these line broadening factors are reduced by
spinning at the magic angle (54.7° between the spinning axis and the external magnetic
field) at which the partially averaged chemical shift anisotrophies and dipolar couplings,
which are scaled by (3 Cos^G - 1) / 2, go to zero (Andrew e t al., (1959)).
Main Magnetic Field
'On

T h e M agic Angle 0 = 5 4 ° 4 ^

Sample

F ig u r e 9.3:

The technique o f m agic an gle sp in n in g co n sists o f ro ta tin g the sp ecim en
w ith an a n gu lar v e lo c ity cOr a b o u t an axis in clin ed a t the an gle 5 4 ° 4 4 'to
the d irectio n o f the m agn etic f i e l d o f the N M R m agn et B q. S u fficien tly
r a p id ro ta tio n a b o u t this p a r tic u la r axis rem oves m o st b ro a d en in g
in tera ctio n s fr o m the spectru m a n d g iv e s a liquid-like, w ell-reso lved ,
N M R spectrum .
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9.7.2

MAS Review

Although static

NMR spectroscopy in-vivo spectroscopy has provided some

biochemical information, the spectral quality is, as discussed in the previous section,
often compromised by the high heterogeneity o f the sample and relaxation problems due
to constrained molecular motions in certain tissue compartments leading to broad lines.
With the development o f high-resolution MAS technology, it has become possible to
obtain very high quality NMR spectra o f tissue samples with no sample pre-treatment.
This has led to several diagnostic possibilities as information on a variety o f metabolites
in different cellular environments has become available.

MAS has dramatically

enhanced the resolution in the spectra o f lipid bilayers, membranes and other biological
samples. Studies using high-resolution *H MAS spectroscopy at spinning speeds fi'om
several kHz to more than 25 kHz have been carried out by several researchers and a brief
review is given next.

Cheng et al., (1996) have used MAS to differentiate between healthy and metastatic
tissue in rats in an attempt to detect the presence o f infiltrated malignant cells. In a
subsequent article (1997) by the same group, MAS was used to assess neuronal damage
in Pick's disease, a human neurodegenerative disorder, by providing a link between the
decrease in the neuronal marker NAA and neuronal loss. Millis et al., (1997) used MAS
in the study o f ex-viva human lipoma and liposarcoma tissue. Humpfer et al., (1997)
were able to observe intra and extracellular water in intact human red blood cells.
Tomlins et al., (1998) have obtained MAS spectra o f whole pieces o f human prostatic
tissue fi-om patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and malignant tumours, in
which both cytosolic and membrane-related compounds could be identified. The high
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quality spectra were rich in bioanalytical information on a wide range o f intracellular
metabolites and lipids. Marked differences were observed between MAS spectra from
tumours versus BPH tissue, particularly in the lipid signals, which were much more
intense in tumours. This was in contrast to the protein-free extracts o f the same samples
which showed much more similar NMR profiles for the two disease classes, thus
indicating that MAS-NMR spectra o f intact tissue biopsy samples give a wider range o f
bioanalytical information on small and large molecules than conventional, more labour
intensive cell extraction procedures, and this strengthens the case for the use o f MASNMR in medical diagnostics.

Broberg et al., (2000) have used this technique for the identification and quantification o f
some low-molecular-mass metabolites in red algae.

Moka et al., (1997, 1998) have

applied *H MAS NMR techniques to the study o f whole renal cortex and have succeeded
in visualising several resonances from fatty acids (lactate,

acetate and 3-d-

hydroxybutyrate) and amino acids (valine, alanine, lysine, taurine and glutamine) in the
spectra o f normal renal cortex tissue: they have also been able to differentiate between
normal and pathological tissue in patients with renal cell carcinoma. Also, studies by
Cheng et al., (1996), Moka et al., (1998) and Tomlins et al., (1998) have employed MAS
NMR o f whole tissue to successfully differentiate between malignant and benign tissue,
based predominantly on differences in lipid profiles. Tate et al., (2000) were able to
distinguish between normal and renal cell carcinomas with MAS, while Weybright et al.,
(1998) used MAS to determine the diffusion coefficients o f water, lipid, phospholipid,
and water soluble metabolites in intact cells.

Many o f these metabolites cannot be

resolved under non-spinning conditions, preventing the identification, quantitation, and
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diffusion

measurements

techniques.

of

these metabolites using conventional

non-spinning

Waters et al., (2000) have used MAS to investigate the biochemical

composition o f rat renal cortex and liver tissue. Using this technique, they have managed
to

visualise

resonances

from

alanine,

aspartate,

glutamine,

glycine,

glycerophosphorylcholine, lactate, leucine, lysine and taurine, thereby showing the
potential o f this technique in the identification o f tissue components and determination o f
changes in disease states, thereby providing scope for diagnosis and therapy evaluation.

Recently, researchers have begun combining the use o f high-field strength and high
speed spinning to achieve enhanced spectral resolution. Samoson et al., (2001) have
demonstrated an improvement in resolution in glycine (Figure 9.4) with high-speed MAS
and high magnetic fields.

1065M H z

832MHz

500MHz
5 ppm

Figure 9.4:

Comparison o f

MAS spectra o f glycine taken at 11.7, 19.6, and 25 T

with 40-kHz spinning speed. The fa st spinning speed and high magnetic
field strength narrows the

peaks. Reproduced with permission from

Zhehong Gan, Assistant Scientist, National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory, Tallahassee, Florida (Personal Communication).
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It is important to bear in mind that the centrifugal force associated with high spinning
speeds (i.e., > 1 0 kHz) is likely to destroy tissue structure and even some o f the cells
(Weybright et al., (1998)). Research is on to develop methods in which the spinning
speed can be reduced, whilst preserving spectral detail and tissue structures.

9.7.3

Comparison between Static and MAS Spectra

Figure 9.5 demonstrates the effect o f MAS on the

NMR spectra o f brain tissue.

Spectrum (a) is the static spectrum and (b) is the MAS spectrum; both were obtained
with the same monkey brain tissue, and were recorded with the same experimental
protocol. Both spectra were acquired at 20° C with water suppression. The enhancement
in spectral detail obtainable with MAS can clearly be seen.

Static

HR MAS

Chemical Shift CPPtti)
Figure 9.5:

Proton NMR spectra (400 MHz) o f monkey brain tissue at 20° C. (a)
Static Spectrum: (b) MAS spectrum at 2.5 kHz.

Reproduced with

permission from Prof LL Cheng, Assistant Professor o f Radiology,
Harvard Medical School (Personal Communication).
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9.8

MAS Experiments

The sequence used to collect the spectra (static and MAS) is often referred to as ‘single
pulse excitation’. The sequence comprises o f a 90° pulse, followed by an acquisition
time, collection o f the FID and subsequent FT o f the FID. The 90° pulse duration was
optimised for each sample studied and was in the range 2.6 - 3.7 ps. The acquisition
time was kept at 50 ms for the static spectra and 125 ms for the MAS spectra. The
sample was placed in a 2.5 mm MAS probe consisting o f zirconium rotors, and spun at
25 kHz by the pressure exerted by helium gas on the rotor. The recycle delay (TR) was
set to 10-15s. Here too, all NMR data were recorded at 37°C and ^H chemical shifts
were measured relative to tetramehylsilane. Figure 9.6 shows static and MAS spectra
obtained for normal WM.

a)

b)
8

Figure 9,6:

7

6

S

4

2

1

0 ppm

Spectra obtained from normal WM under (a) static and (b) MAS
conditions.
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Figure 9.7 depicts three

MAS spectra obtained from MS lesions, normal GM ad

normal WM.

IH MAS 25kHz

a) MS Lesion

b) Grey Matter

Lip
Lip

c) White Matter

Cho
Cr N.

Lip
6

F ig u r e 9.7:

5

4

3

2

1

ppm

P ro to n M AS S p ectra o b ta in e d fr o m f ix e d hum an brain (a) M S L esio n (b)
N o rm a l G rey m a tter (c) N o rm a l White M a tte r

The signal intensities of the peaks have been have been normalised to the water peak at
4.8 ppm and multiplied 8 times in order to offer better visualisation o f the difference in
peak heights between normal and MS WM. Three predominant peaks were found in the
'H m a s spectrum of normal WM at 4.8ppm (H2 O), 0.8ppm and 1.2ppm respectively. In
the spectra corresponding to normal GM and MS lesions, there is a marked reduction of
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the peaks at 0.8 ppm and 1.2 ppm (seen in the normal WM spectrum). These two peaks
are characteristic o f long «-alkyl groups (CH3 (CH2 )n-) with the end methyl protons at ~
0.8 ppm and methylene protons at ~ 1.2 ppm. Spectroscopic studies by Cheng et al.,
(1997) have attributed peaks in this region to lipoproteins; moreover, since WM is
largely myelinated GM, we believe that these peaks may represent myelin.

Peak

assignment o f spectra was carried out by Prof. LL Cheng (Personal Communication).
Myelin comprises about 50% o f WM in the human brain on a dry weight basis, about
35% o f an adult human brain (Cuzner et al., (1996)). The areas o f the lipid peaks in the
spectrum corresponding to normal WM appear lower than the expected fraction o f 35%.
One possible explanation is that the T] values o f these lipids are too short for the MAS
process to recover them completely. Another explanation could be that the chemicals in
the fixative agent formalin could have destroyed some o f the lipid structures.

9.9

Visualisation of Myelin Breakdown Products in MS
Spectrum

The myelin sheath is composed o f a lipid-bilayer membrane that is altered and
subsequently destroyed during demyelination. As the lipids are disrupted and digested by
macrophages, they become more mobile, yielding higher signal (Koopmans et a l,
(1993), Davie et al., (1994)). However, to adequately detect the altered lipid signal, an
echo time shorter than 50 ms is required because the lipid signal decays more rapidly
than the signal from other proton metabolites (NAA, Cr and Cho). There is data in the
literature (Arnold et al., (1990), Richards et al., (1996)), suggesting that the
methylene/methyl protons resonate at 1.2 and 0.8 ppm respectively in the proton
spectrum.

These resonances are mainly due to contributions from mobile lipids and
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proteins.
NAA
a)

NAA

b)
lipid resonances

NAA

lipid resonances

Cho

Cho

1

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

Chemical Shift (ppm)

Figure 9.8:

In-vivo spectrum o f a) NAWM near the scalp b) gadolinium-enhanced
acute lesion and c) the same lesion 1 month later. Abnormal lipids can
clearly be seen at 0.9 and 1.2 ppm in the c) spectrum. Reproduced with
permission from Charles A Davie, Department o f Neurosciences, Royal
Free Hospital, UK (Personal Communication).
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Using an echo time o f 10 ms, Davie et al., (1993) were able to demonstrate an increase in
the signal at 1.2 ppm (Figure 9.8) indicating the presence o f abnormal lipids in the brains
o f MS patients.

Since we have used short echo times in our MAS experiments, we have succeeded in
visualising the tightly bound lipids in normal WM (characterised by their ultra short T2 );
these are not visible in Figure 9.8 (due to the longer TE o f 10 ms used).

Once

demyelination sets in, the lipid structures get broken down which we see as a reduction in
the amount o f normal lipid in the MS spectrum.

On the other hand, the myelin

breakdown products are less rigidly bound (and hence have a longer T2 ) than normal
tightly bound myelin and are therefore seen in Figure 9.8 (MS spectrum o f Davie et al.,
(1993)).

It would have been useful to extract the concentration o f lipid peak with respect to the
water peak from the peak areas in the spectra. Knowing the amount o f lipid relative to
the rest o f the brain from biochemistry (e.g., Koenig et al., (1994)), one could correlate
the area o f the lipid peaks with the concentration o f lipid and hopefiilly myelin; the next
step would be to try and correlate this myelin concentration to the amount o f water bound
to myelin, i.e., the T2 data. However, these measures were not possible to implement
within the framework o f this thesis, since our fundamental aim was to extract precise MT
parameters from the binary spin-bath model.
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9.10

Summary

Using multicomponent analyses, we have attempted to gain a better understanding o f the
size o f the compartments and mechanisms o f relaxation, in the hope o f providing new
information about the structural organisation o f WM. Transverse relaxation decay curves
were extracted from fixed human brain samples, these were found to be multiexponential
and they were decomposed to yield three primary components.

The third (fastest)

compartment showed a consistent amplitude and T2 which we hope is reasonably
independent o f the fixing process.

The first (slowest) T2 component probably

corresponds to water protons bound to the myelin. We believe that the third component
represents the same species as seen in the MAS spectra (i.e., the lipid protons o f myelin).
These experiments were carried out as a pilot study with an aim o f experimentally
measuring one o f the fitted parameters from the MT theory (i.e., the transverse relaxation
time o f the bound pool, T2 ®). Although it is known that the multicomponent nature o f
water relaxation in human WM is due to distinct environments for water protons, the
exact size and nature o f these environments continues to remain enigmatic.
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Discussions and Conclusion
n this thesis, individual Chapter results were usually considered during, and at the

I

end o f each Chapter. This final Chapter aims to bring the main findings o f this thesis

together and considers the future o f quantitative MT measurements.

10.1

Quantitative Magnetisation Transfer Imaging

MS is an auto-immune disease characterised by multiple foci o f demyelination
disseminated throughout the brain (Raine (1994)). Conventional MR imaging, based
primarily on T2 -weighted images, has a high sensitivity in detecting pathological tissue,
but lacks specificity in distinguishing different pathological characteristics o f MS,
namely oedema, inflammation, demyelination, axonal loss, gliosis and remyelination.
MT imaging enables us to make measurements that extend beyond those o f conventional
MR sequences since it is capable o f revealing myelin loss. Since its introduction, it has
become a popular tool, partly due to its potential to change tissue contrasts, and partly
due to its capacity to characterise tissues in a quantitative manner.

A problem with conventional MTR techniques that provide percentage differences in
MTR values is that they provide only semi-quantitative images that reflect a complex
combination o f sequence and relaxation parameters in addition to cross-relaxation terms
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(Pike et al., (1993), Gass et al., (1994), Sled et al., (2001)). The development o f an
accurate quantitative MT imaging method in-vivo, similar to the well-established in-vitro
technique developed by Henkelman et al., (1993), would provide explicit information on
the liquid and semi-solid pool sizes, the individual relaxation times o f the two pools, and
the cross-relaxation rate.

Such a method could provide a considerable increase in

specificity in interpreting MTR values and would also provide a more appropriate basis
for comparisons among sites.

Several groups o f researchers have carried out quantitative studies on the MT
phenomenon in an attempt to extract fundamental MT parameters, yet there are few
reports published on in-vivo human brain.

Given the method's apparent superior

biological specificity, there is currently little experience in implementing it. Using a
binary spin-bath model, Chai et al., (1996) have attempted to quantify all the parameters
by measuring the transient development o f the longitudinal magnetisation o f the mobile
pool using a train o f binomial pulses o f varying duration and duty cycle. The acquisition
time using this method is extremely long, however, rendering it impractical for patient
study. Gochberg et al., (1999), using a series o f on-resonance inversion pulses in which
each pulse selectively inverts the magnetisation o f the free pool, and Lee et al., (1997),
using an off-resonance technique, have measured the fractional size o f the bound pool.
The measurement o f a single relaxation parameter has the disadvantage o f being an
incomplete description o f the MT process. Recently, Sled et al., (2001) have used a
spoiled gradient-echo sequence that yields all o f the relaxation parameters at 1.5T. T%
has been measured using a Look-Locker sequence, and T% using a 32-echo spin echo
sequence; and corrections have been made for Bi and Bo inhomogeneity. However, this
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model is more complicated than necessary; the free pool is described by a modified
version o f the Bloch equations, while the bound pool makes use o f the concept o f
‘inverse spin temperature’ using the Redfield-Provotorov theory (Goldman (1970)).
Other problems with this method are long acquisition times (60 points were collected
with various combinations o f MT pulse amplitude power and offset frequency), the
computation o f the saturation fraction using a numerical solution o f the Bloch equations,
and only single-slice imaging capability (the entire data collection took 35 min; however
only a single 7 mm thick slice was acquired). The fractional size f o f the restricted pool
was estimated (expressed as a ratio to that o f the free pool), its value in control WM and
MS lesions being 15-16% and 7-12% respectively.

A recent article by Yamykh (2002) describes a technique involving off-resonance
saturation pulses to extract in-vivo relaxation parameters.

A new analytical

approximation to the solution o f the two-pool system has been derived, using a CW
approximation during the MT pulse. Although this method offers multi-slice capability,
its disadvantage is that the direct saturation effect on the longitudinal magnetisation o f
the free pool (the so-called ‘RF bleedover’ effect) is assumed to be negligible. This
restricts the applicability o f the model to large offset frequencies, i.e., since direct
saturation has been ignored, the saturating MT pulse should ideally be at least 3 kHz offresonance. Thus, care must be taken in the choice o f the offset frequency range, since
data acquired at low offset frequencies may contain a significant contribution o f the
direct effect. Using a 3D Gradient Echo sequence, eight 6mm slices have been collected,
taking 2.5min per point (0.5T machine, NEX = 4). Using a single MT pulse amplitude,
nine data points were collected, and at an offset frequency range o f 2-32 kHz. Ti was
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measured by a variable flip angle method. The bound pool fraction was 11-15% in
control WM, decreasing to 3-7% in MS lesions.

This thesis has described the creation o f a new mathematical model; an enhancement to
the existing binary spin-bath model formulated by the Henkelman group that describes
the behaviour o f the magnetisation during a pulsed MT-weighted imaging sequence.
Using this model, we have managed to extract quantitative MT parameters in clinically
feasible times that provide information on the fractional size o f the bound pool, as well
as the relaxation times o f the free and bound pools.

We have demonstrated this

technique in both in-vitro and in-vivo studies o f human brain. The data collected by the
method described in this thesis could probably be fitted using the MT model by Sled and
Pike, although not by the Yamykh model (as the latter ignores direct saturation).
Differences in the models used for quantitative MT will alter the estimated model
parameters, although it is to be hoped that models will soon be standardised within the
research community.

To keep the total examination o f the in-vivo investigations to around 45 minutes, which
is clinically acceptable, it was decided to have 10 combinations o f power and offset
frequency.

It has been shown by Henkelman et al., (1993) that choosing 10 offset

frequencies and 1 power does not provide enough information to adequately fit the model
so it was decided to use 3 powers with 3, 3 and 4 offset frequencies, respectively, for
each one. While a detailed discussion o f the clinical implications is beyond the scope o f
this thesis, this study demonstrates significant, tissue specific differences in the
underlying MT parameters, particularly f (the bound pool fraction) in MS lesions, which
is seen to be altered even in some regions having normal MTR values.
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parameters (1/RaT2'^ and T2 ®) also appear to be altered in MS lesions. Both f and T2 ®
provide insight into the structure o f the local environment and it is o f interest that, when
comparing MS lesions with NAWM, both these parameters were decreased.

Our

hypothesis is that f tends to decrease with disease progression, as demyelination sets in.
With reduced f, one can say that this fundamental MT parameter is more sensitive to
myelin depletion than conventional MTR values. Although we have studied only a small
group o f subjects, the results are encouraging and suggest that it is worthwhile pursuing
these MT parameters for both biological sensitivity and specificity.

Significant

differences in f, MTR, Ti relaxation and T2 ®were not observed on comparison o f control
WM with patient NAWM and on comparison o f control GM with patient GM. A larger
sample size, however, is needed to definitively investigate subtle abnormalities in these
tissues, and there is a need to scan more patients with a variety o f lesions o f different
ages.

Such scanning is now underway.

What is clear is that these quantitative

parameters contain additional information that cannot gleaned fi’om conventional MTR
values.

The binary spin-bath model is, o f course, only an approximation to the true, in-vivo,
situation, and mathematical models with three pools (Brooks et al, (1994), Tessier et al.,
(1995), Adler et al., (1996) and Ceckler et al., (2001)) and four pools (Harrison et al.,
(1995) and Stanisz et al., (1999)), have also been used to describe the MT phenomena
occurring in tissue. Heterogeneous systems like WM have been described as complex
matrices o f macromolecules with water filling some o f the spaces in these matrices and
thus forming water compartments with different levels o f mobility (Ceckler et al.,
(2001)). The dynamics involved in the contribution o f the different water compartments
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to the observed effects o f the free water pool have not yet been well characterised.
Exchange o f water between the various compartments alters the population o f the water
molecules and hence, on the time scale o f this exchange, the observed properties o f the
free pool are a weighted average o f the properties o f the different water compartments.
Although these models might be more accurate than the two-pool model, the
mathematical formulae describing the signal evolution are far more complex and the
parameters extracted are more difficult to interpret. The models also require a greater
number o f parameters to be experimentally measured (to extract some o f the intrinsic MT
parameters), resulting in impractical scan times. Clearly, there is a trade-off between the
accurate description o f the MT processes occurring in heterogeneous biological systems
like WM and the practicality with which they can be implemented on clinical scanners.
Our two-pool model is likely to be a simplified version o f a multi-compartmental model
consisting o f several water compartments and their associated exchange pathways.
Although the CWPE approximation employed in this thesis is crude, it is likely that more
accurate MT models may be too complex to fit in a reasonable period o f time. All the
data collection schemes are simple and can be easily implemented on clinical scanners
(the approach in this thesis is currently the fastest to implement on a scanner), requiring
only the facility to change the offset frequency and MT pulse amplitude to desired values
(unless correction o f Bi and Bo are required), thus providing parameters o f the human
brain within a relatively short period. Creating realistic and yet simple MT models that
mimic the behaviour o f biological tissues is an active area o f research today.
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10.2

Future Work

10.2.1

Quantitative Parametric Maps

An obvious logical step, following on from the work presented in this thesis, would
involve the generation of parametric maps which is already underway by Dr D Tozer at
the Institute o f Neurology. A voxel by voxel analysis has generated f, gMo^, RMo^,
1/RaT2^,

f/(R A (l-f))

and T2 ® maps, which provide an indication o f the biological

sensitivity and regional variability o f the parameters. Figure 10.1 shows the parameteric
maps of the fitted MT parameters along with MTR and Ti maps.

*

%
F ig u re 10.1:
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As .can be seen in Figure 10.1, the lesions visible on the gMo^ map in the mid left and
lower right parts o f the brain are visible particularly well on the 1 /RaT2 '^ and f maps and
also to a lesser extent on the ftRA(l-f) and T2 ®maps. The Ti and MTR maps also show
these lesions: however, the small lesions visible on the gMo"^ and f maps are not very
clear on the MTR maps. Maps such as f, 1/RaT2'^ and to a lesser extent T2 ® show brain
structure and particularly lesions. It can be seen fi'om these maps that lesions show a
reduction in both f and T2 ® compared with the surrounding NAWM; this is in agreement
with the results obtained in this thesis fi-om a region o f interest analysis.

10.2.2

M ulticomponent T 2 Relaxation in White M atter

One o f the future goals will be to study the mechanisms o f MT and T2 relaxation in WM.
The well-pronounced multiexponentiality o f T2 spectra in WM is evidence o f water in
different tissue compartments. Most models o f MT in brain consider only two pools o f
protons: the motionally restricted pool and the mobile pool.

However, studies by

Mackay et al., (1994) and Whittal et al., (1997) have shown that at least two separate
pools are potentially resolvable within the mobile water pool: intra/extracellular fluid ( Ï 2
between 80 and 200 ms) and myelin water ( I 2 between 10 and 50 ms). This has led to
the development o f new experiments where a preparation MT pulse is combined with a
mutli-echo T2 relaxation measurement, the hypothesis being that the short T2 component,
arising fi-om water trapped between myelin bilayers, would have a larger MT effect than
the long T2 component. This was examined recently by Vavasour et al., (2000) who
found that the so-called ’myelin water pool’ was significantly more affected by the MT
pulse than the intra/extracellular pool. At long delay times between the MT pulse and the
initiation o f the T2 relaxation sequence (> 500 ms), the magnetisation o f the two water
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pools reached equilibrium, and the two MTRs were similar, i.e., the difference in MT
between the two pools was eliminated indicating exchange within that timescale.

A study using a more complicated four-pool model by Stanisz et al., (1999) on in-vitro
bovine WM also combined a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequence with an MT
preparatory pulse. This new four-pool model consists o f two tissue compartments, each
consisting o f a liquid and semi-solid pool o f protons. The MT experiment involved at
least three exchange processes: exchange o f magnetisation between motionally restricted
protons and water in each o f the two tissue water pools, and exchange o f magnetisation
between the water pools. The two liquid pools were found to have different T2 values
and different MT characteristics. They also found that MT exchange in WM occurs
mainly between water and semi-solid protons associated with myelin, confirming the
statement made by Vavasour et al., (1998) that the MT effect is stronger for myelinassociated water than for intra/extracellular water. The estimate o f the myelin water
fraction given by their model (0.32) was twice the value estimated by Vavasour et al.,
(2000) for human WM (0.16) which has been attributed to the difference in tissue
structure between human and bovine tissue.

It is still too early to say that MT imaging combined with multicomponent T2
experiments has completely characterised the exchange processes in human in-vivo brain.
However, exploitation o f this differential MT effect may prove useful in improving
contrast between myelin water and intra/extracellular water, which in turn may help in
visualising pathology such as MS lesions.

Novel quantitative MT imaging can be

combined with some o f the most recent methods o f T2 spectral analysis to provide an indepth knowledge o f the organisation o f tissue structure in white matter.
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Another aspect that needs to be more clearly understood is the microscopic mechanism
responsible for the MT phenomenon.

Since the first model was put forward by

McConnell in 1958, more information has become available. Koenig et al., (1978) and
Zhong et al., (1990) have found that the amount o f MT in aqueous protein solutions
increases with the concentration o f protein and Morrison et al., (1995) have found the
MT exchange rate to be proportional to the concentration. MT is believed to involve
hydroxyl groups on macromolecules (Ceckler et al., (1992)), and to a lesser degree,
amine groups. Clearly, MT measurements are expected to provide information about the
microscopic chemical environments accessible to the mobile water protons and further
studies have to be made to exploit this potential further.

10.2.3

Optimisation o f Current M ethodology

The scan time can be reduced even further by incorporating one o f the many fast scan
techniques that are available on most clinical scanners today (e.g. multi-shot EPI).
Moreover, the technique used for the measurement o f the observed relaxation time was
not fully optimised for this MT study, and can be fiirther reduced (by reducing the
number o f phase-encoding steps, using shorter TR values and obtaining fewer averages),
possibly resulting in up to a 40% decrease in total scan time. Some o f this increase in
scan time can be traded for optimising the sampling methodology and/or obtaining say
12-14 measurements (compared to the current 10) and thereby reducing the residual sum
o f squares even further. Although inhomogeneties in the Bo and Bi field were taken into
account for the Ti measurements, they were not explicitly modelled for the MT
measurements; this will be particularly necessary for comparison of, for example, brain
stem regions to supra-tentorial regions.
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Since an important therapeutic goal in MS is to promote remyelination, it is also essential
to monitor this repair process in -vivo . We believe that the fundamental MT parameters,
particularly, f and T2 ®, are potentially capable o f detecting and monitoring not just
demyelination, but also remyelination in -vivo. This methodology can prove useful in
determining the degree o f spontaneous and therapeutically induced tissue reorganisation
and remyelination in MS lesions, and thus validating therapeutic treatments for myelin
repair.

While the development o f the signal equation gives a theoretical basis for quantitative
MT imaging, accounting for experimental factors not associated with MT is essential to
the accuracy and reproducibility o f these measurements.

Given the reliance o f MT

experiments on saturation from relatively intense RF irradiation, the main experimental
factor to consider is the variation in the RF field strength. Sled et al., (2001) have shown
that the most direct and practical means o f compensating quantitative measurements for
these RF field variations is to measure the fields directly on a subject-by-subject basis.
Thus, there is undoubtedly room for much optimisation o f the currently implemented
techniques, in terms o f brain coverage, scanning time, precision o f the biologically
relevant fitted model parameters, and taking account o f Bo and Bi errors. However, the
results in this thesis show great promise in this technique, in terms o f its superior
biological sensitivity and specificity.

10.3

Summary and Conclusion

This dissertation describes a new quantitative MT imaging methodology that provides
the precise estimation o f fundamental MT parameters o f the binary spin bath model.
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Specifically, the model yields the fractional size o f the bound pool, the transverse
relaxation time o f the bound pool as well as the relaxation times o f the free pool. For the
first time, these parameters have been obtained from the whole brain in clinically feasible
times. They also show significant disease effects in a limited cohort highlighting the
sensitivity o f these fimdamental MT parameters to pathology.

However, unlike

conventional MT ratios, these parameters are independent o f the details o f the pulse
sequences used to measure them, and have the potential to give new information about
tissue composition and structure.

Although the imaging technique described in this thesis has provided the tools to answer
a number o f clinical questions, the complete and thorough investigation o f the pathology
o f MS will involve further refinement o f the MT theory and its successful
implementation in a clinical setting.

Since this thesis has shown that whole brain

coverage can be obtained in a clinically acceptable time frame, one can carry out a
detailed longitudinal study and extract valuable information about the physiological
properties o f normal appearing WM that subsequently develop into lesions. This work
has shown that multi-parametric MT characterisation o f tissues is a useful tool that can
provide further information on the properties and dynamics o f water compartments in the
brain and help us towards the achievement o f greater pathological specificity.
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Appendix A
SOURCE CODE FOR SUPER-LORENTZIAN LINESHAPE TO
REPRESENT THE RF ABSORPTION OF THE BOUND POOL
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nrutil.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/param.h>
#defme MP 6
#define NP 5
#defineNDATA 10

/* MP = number o f vertices */
/* NP = number o f parameters */

#define PI 3.1415192
#define JMAX 5
extern void amoeba(float **, float[], int, float, float (float[]), int *);
extern float *vector(long, long);
extern void free_vector(float *, long, long);
extern float **matrix(long, long, long, long);
extern void free_matrix(float **, long, long, long, long);
extern float gasdevQ;
float
func(float[]);
float
YFIT = 0;
float
c m = 0;
float
S = 0;
float
*x, *y, *w, **p, *DATA;
/♦♦♦♦♦FUNCTION THAT CALCULATES YMODEL & CHI-SQUARED*******/
float

func(float b[])

{
int
int
int
int
int
float
float

k;
i;
j;
ji;
it;
argl;
arg2;
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float

arg3;

double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float

x l;
tnm;
sum;
del;
L;
LI;
L2;
s;
temp;
fl=0;
fZ = 0;
YMODEL = 0
DIFF = 0;
SSQ = 0;
J = 0;
K = 0;
B = 0;
C = 0;
al = 0.0;
a2 = 3.141592654

for (i = 1; i <= NDATA; i-H-)
{

for (j = 1; j <= JMAX; j++)
{
ifG = l)
{
fl = (2 * PI * x[i] ♦ b[3]);
12 = fabs((3 * cos(al) * cos(al)) - 1);
temp = exp(-2 * ((fl * fl) / (f2 * 12)));
LI = sin(al) * sqrt(2 / PI) * (b[3] /12) * temp;
f2 = fabs((3 * cos(a2) * cos(a2)) -1);
L2 = sin(a2) * sqrt(2 / PI) * (b[3] / f2) * temp;
s = 0.5*(a2-al)*(L l+L 2);

}
else
{
for (it= 1, j l = 1; j l < j -1; jl+ + )
i t « = 1;
tnm = it;
del = (a2 - al) / tnm;
del = 0.00001;
x l = al + 0.5 * del;
for (sum = 0.0, j l = 1; j l <= it; j 1-H-, x l += del)
{
fl= (2*PI*x[i]*b[3]);
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f2 = fabs((3 * cos(xl) * cos(xl)) -1);
L = sin(xl) * sqrt(2 / PI) * (b[3] /12)
*exp(-l *((fl ♦ f l ) / ( f 2 * f 2 ) ) ) ;
sum += L;

}
s = 0.5 * (s + (a2 - al) * sum / tnm);

}
B = w[i] * w[i] * PI * s;
C = w[i]/(2*PI*x[i]);
argl = b[5] *((b[l] * b[2]) + B + I + b[I]);
arg2 = ( b [ l ] * b [ 2 ] ) * ( I + B ) ;
arg3 = (1 + C * C ♦ b[4]) * (1 + B + b[I]);

YMODEL = (argl / (arg2 + arg3));
DIFF = (YMODEL - DATA[i]) * (YMODEL - DATA[i]);
SSQ += DIFF;

}
return SSQ;

}
/♦♦♦ f u n c t i o n t h a t c a l c u l a t e s t h e f in a l v a l u e s o f YMODEL ***/

float

fund (float b[])

{
int
int
float
float
float
int
int
int
double
double
double
double
double

k;
i;
argl;
arg2;
arg3;
j;
jl;
it;
x l;
tnm;
sum;
del;
L;
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double
double
double
double
double
double
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float

LI;
L2;
s;
temp;
fl = 0;
£2 = 0;
YMODEL = 0;
DIFF = 0;
SSQ = 0;
1 = 0;
K = 0;
B = 0;
C = 0;
al = 0.0;
a2 = 3.141592654/2.0;

for (i = 1; i <= NDATA; i++)
{
for (j = l; j <= JMAX; j-H-)
{

ifa = l)
{
fl = (2 * PI ♦ x[i] ♦ b[3]);
f2 = fabs((3 * cos(al) * cos(al)) - 1);
temp = exp(-2 * ((fl * fl) / (f2 * f2)));
LI = sin(al) * sqrt(2 / PI) * (b[3] /f2) * temp;
f2 = fabs((3 * cos(a2) * cos(a2)) - 1);
L2 = sin(a2) * sqrt(2 / PI) * (b[3] / f2) * temp;
s = 0.5 * (a2 - al) * (LI + L2);

}
else
{
for (it = 1, j l = 1; j l < j -1 ; jl+ + )
i t « = 1;
tnm = it;
del = (a2 - al) / tnm;
del = 0.00001;
x l = al + 0.5 * del;
for (sum = 0.0, j l = 1; j l <= it; j 1++, x l += del)
{
fl = (2 ♦ PI ♦ x[i] ♦ b[3]);
f2 = fabs((3 * cos(xl) * cos(xl)) - 1);
L = sin(xl) ♦ sqrt(2 / PI) * (b[3] / f2)
*exp(-l *((fl * f l ) / ( f 2 * f 2 ) ) ) ;
sum -+= L;

}
s = 0.5 * (s + (a2 - al) * sum / tnm);
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}
B = w[i] * w[i] * PI * s;
C = w[i]/(2*PI*x[i]);
argl = b[5] ♦((b[l] * b[2]) + B + 1 + b[l]);
arg2 = ( b [ l ] * b [ 2 ] ) * ( l + B ) ;
arg3 = ( 1 + C ♦ C * b[4]) ♦ (1 + B + b[l]);
YMODEL = (argl / (arg2 + arg3));
DIFF = (YMODEL - DATA[i]) * (YMODEL - DATA[i]);
SS Q+= DIFF;
}
return SSQ;

y* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

main(int argc, char **argv)

FILE
*input;
extern char *optarg;
extern int
optind;
float
*atry;
float
*aperfect;
char
char
char
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
float
float
float

filename 1[MAXPATHLEN];
/* filename 1 has offset freqs*/
fllename2 [MAXPATHLEN] ;
/* filename2 has MT powers */
command[MAXPATHLEN + 20];
comment;

c;
i;
r;
q;
nfunc;
ndim = NP;
FTOL;
ydata;
CHI;
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float
*a;
int
j;
int
k;
atiy = vector(l, NP);
a = vector(l, NP);
y = vector(l, NDATA);
w = vector(l, NDATA);
X = vector(l, NDATA);
p = matrix(l, MP, 1, NP);
DATA = vector(l, NDATA);
/* Supply initial guesses for the values of the parameters */
atry[l] = -200;
atry[2] = 0.006684539329;
atry[3] = 0.0000060272;
atry[4] = 8.00744376469;
atry[5] = 450.32027;
FTOL = 0.00001;
while ((c = getopt(argc, argv, "a:b:c;d:e:t:h")) != EOF)
switch (c)
{
case 'a':
sscanf(optarg, "% f, &atry[l]);
break;
case 'b':
sscanf(optarg, "%f, &atry[2]);
break;
case 'c':
sscanf(optarg, "% f, &atry[3]);
break;
case'd':
sscanf(optarg, "% f, &atry[4]);
break;
case 'e':
sscanf(optarg, "%f, &atry[5]);
break;
case't':
sscanf(optarg, "%f, &FTOL);
break;
default:
case 'h':
case
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(void) Q)rintf(stderr,
"usage: magt *** [-a xxx] [-b xxx] [-c xxx] [-d xxx] [e xxx]");
(void) Q)rintf(stderr, " [-t fractional tolerance] datafile 1
datafile2\n");
fprintf(stderr,
f])rintf(stderr,
%rintf(stderr,
fyrintf(stderr,
^rintf(stderr,
%rintf(stderr,
f]5rintf(stderr,
break:

"where, \n");
"a = RMOA\n");
"b = frRA(l-f), where f = MOB/MOB+MOA\n");
"c = l/RaT2a\n");
"d = T2B\n");
"e = g.MOA'ii");
"t = Fractional Tolerance allowedXn");

if ((optind >= argc) || (argc - optind <= 0))
{
(void) fprintf(stderr,
"usage: magt ### [-a xxx] [-b xxx] [-c xxx] [-d xxx] [-e xxx]
(void) fprintf(stderr, "[-t fractional tolerance] datafile 1 \n");
fprintf(stderr, "where, \n");
^rintf(stderr, "a = RMOA\n");
fj)rintf(stderr, "b = frRA(l-f), where f = MOB/MOB+MOA\n");
f])rintf(stderr, "c = l/RaT2a\n");
%rintf(stderr, "d = T2B\n");
Q)rintf(stderr, "e = g.MOAVi");
Q)rintf(stderr, "t = Fractional Tolerance allowedXn");

exit(3);

}
else

{
strcpy(filenamel, argv [optind]);
}
/* The 'strcpy' function duplicates the contents o f the string called
filename into the string called argv. */
/*printf("Using : %f %f %f %f %f\n", atry[l], atry[2], atry[3], atry[4], atry[5]);*/
/♦♦♦ r e a d i n g p o w e r s , f r e q u e n c ie s & CBS DATA FROM DATA.DAT***/
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printf("Reading powers, offset frequencies and measured data from: %s\n",
filename 1);
sprintf(command, "grep -v '#' %s\n", filename 1);
if ((input = popen(command, "r")) = NULL)
{
printfC’Open failed for data file\n");
exit(l);
}
for (i = 1; i <= NDATA; i-H-)

{
fscanf(input, "%f%f % f’, &w[i], &x[i], &DATA[i]);

}
pclose(input);
sprintf(command, "grep

%s\n", filename 1);

if ((input = popen(command, "r")) = NULL)
{
printfC’Open failed for data file\n");
exit(2);
}
while ((comment = getc(input)) != EOF)
{
putc(comment, stdout);

}
pclose(input);

/***********FILLING UP OF MATRDC p[][] AND ARRAY &[]*************/
for (q = 1; q <= MP; q-H-)

{
for (r = 1; r <= NP; r-H-)

{
i f ( q = 1)
a[r] = p[q][r] = (q =
i f (q = 2)

(r -I-1) ? l.Oe-41 : l.Oe-41);

a[r] = p[q][r] = (q = (r+ 1) ? atry[l] : l.Oe-41);
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if (q = 3)
a[r] = p[q][r] =
if (q == 4)
a[r] = p[q][r] =
if (q = 5)
a[r] = p[q][r] =
if (q = 6)
a[r] = p[q][r] =

(q == (r + 1) ? atry[2] : l.Oe-41);
(q = (r + 1) ? atry[3] : l.Oe-41);
(q = (r + 1) ? atry[4] : l.Oe-41);
(q == (r + 1) ? atry[5] : l.Oe-41);

}
/* al = RMOA, a2 = f^(RA(l-f)), a3 = T2B, a4 = l/RaT2a, a5 = gMoA */
y[q] = fiinc(a);

}
/*******CALL TO AMOEBA TO MINIMISE CHI-SQUARED********/

/* This is the first call to the routine amoeba.c. This performs a minimisation o f chisqured and produces a set o f five parameters. */
amoeba(p, y, ndim, FTOL, func, &nfunc);
printf("\nNumber o f function evaluations: %3d\n\n",nfimc);
printf("The values o f the 5 parameters at the 6 vertices are: \n");
printf("\n %4s %4s
%14s %7s %1 Is %12s\n", "Vertex No", "RMOA",
"fiRA(l-f)", " T2B", "l/RAT2A","gM0A");
for (i = 1; i <= MP;i-H-)

{
printf("\n");
printf("%4d ",i);
fbr(j = l;j <=NP; j++)

(
if 0 == 3)
printf("%12.3e ", p[i][3]);
else

{
printf("%12.4f ", p[i][j]);
}

}

}
printf("\n");

for (i = 1; i <= MP; i-H-)
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a [l]= p [i][l]
a[2] = p[i][2]
a[3] = p[i][3]
a[4]=p[i][4]
a[5] = p[i][5]

}
printf('Vertex %d - Chi Sq = %.2f\n", i-1, func 1(a));
free_matrix(p, 1, MP, 1, NP);
free_vector(y, 1, MP);
free_vector(x, 1, NDATA);
free_vector(a, 1, NP);
free_vector(w, 1, NDATA);
return 0;
}
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SOURCE CODE FOR GAUSSIAN LINESHAPE TO REPRESENT THE
RF ABSORPTION OF THE BOUND POOL
# include <math.h>
# include <stdio.h>
^include "nrutil.h”
# include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/param.h>
#define MP 6
#defme NP 5
#defme NDATA 10
#defme PI 3.1415192
#defme JMAX 5

/* MP = number o f vertices */
/* NP = number o f parameters */

extern void amoeba(float **, float[], int, float, float (float[]), int *);
extern float *vector(long, long);
extern void free_vector(float *, long, long);
extern float **matrix(long, long, long, long);
extern void free_matrix(float **, long, long, long, long);
extern float gasdevQ;
float
func(float[]);
float
YFIT = 0;
float
CHI = 0;
float
S = 0;
float
*x, *y, *w, **p, *DATA;
/♦♦♦♦ f u n c t io n THAT CALCULATES YMODEL & CHI-SQUARED* * * * * * ;
float
{

func(float b[])
int
int
float
float
float
int
int
int
double
double

k;
i;
argl;
arg2;
argS;
j;
jl;
it;
x l;
tnm;
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double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float

sum;
del;
L;
LI;
L2;
s;
temp;
fl = 0;
f2 = 0;
YMODEL = 0;
DIFF = 0;
SSQ = 0;
J = 0;
K = 0;
B = 0;
C = 0;
al = 0.0;
a2 = 3.141592654/2.0;
for (i = 1; i <= NDATA; i++)

{
J = 0.5*((2 ♦ PI * x[i] * b[3]) ♦ (2 ♦ PI * x[i] ♦ b[3]));
K = exp((double) (-J));
L = b[3] * sqrt((double) (PI / 2)) ♦ K;
B = w[i] * w[i] * L;
C = w [i]/(2 * P I * x [i]);
argl = b[5] *((b[I] * b[2]) + B + I + b[l]);
arg2 = ( b [ l] * b [ 2 ] ) * ( l+ B ) ;
arg3 = (1 + C * C * b[4]) * (I + B + b[I]);
YMODEL = (argl / (arg2 + arg3));
DIFF = (YMODEL - DATA[i]) * (YMODEL - DATA[i]);
SSQ += DIFF;

return SSQ;

}
/♦♦♦ f u n c t io n t h a t CALCULATES THE FINAL VALUES OF YMODEL****/
float

fiincl (float b[])

{
int
int

k;
i;
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float
float
float
int
int
int
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float

argl;
arg2;
arg3;
j;
jl;
it;
x l;
tnm;
sum;
del;
L;
LI;
L2;
s;
temp;
fl= 0 ;
f2 = 0;
YMO
DIFF
SSQ:
J = 0;
K = 0;
B = 0;
C = 0;
al = 0.0;
a2 = 3.14
for (i = 1; i <= NDATA; i++)

{
J = 0.5*((2 ♦ PI * x[i] ♦ b[3]) ♦ (2 * PI ♦ x[i] * b[3]));
K = exp((double) (-J));
L = b[3] * sqrt((double) (PI / 2)) * K;
B = w[i] * w[i] * L;
C = w [i]/(2 * P I * x [i]);
argl = b[5] *((b[l] * b[2]) + B + 1 + b[l]);
arg2 = ( b [ l] * b [ 2 ] ) * (I + B ) ;
arg3 = (1 + C * C ♦ b[4]) ♦ (1 + B + b[l]);
YMODEL = (argl / (arg2 + arg3));
DIFF = (YMODEL - DATA[i]) * (YMODEL - DATA[i]);
SSQ += DIFF;

return SSQ;
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}
y********************************************************************/

main(int argc, char **argv)
{
FILE

*input;

extern char *optarg;
extern int
optind;
float
*atry;
float
*aperfect;
char
frequencies */
char

filename 1[MAXPATHLEN]; /* filename 1 contains the offset
filename2[MAXPATHLEN];
/* fllename2 contains the MT
powers */

char

command [MAXPATHLEN + 20];

int
int
int
int
int
int
int

comment;
c;
i;
r;
q;
nfunc;
ndim = NP;

float
FTOL;
float
ydata;
float
CHl;
float
*a;
int
j;
int
k;
atry = vector(l, NP);
a = vector(l, NP);
y = vector(l, NDATA);
w = vector(l, NDATA);
X = vector(l, NDATA);
p = matrix(l, MP, 1, NP);
DATA = vector(l, NDATA);
/* Supply initial guesses for the values o f the parameters */
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atry[l]
atry[2]
atry[3]
atry[4]
atry[5]

= 100;
= 0.006;
= 0.0000060;
= 8.00;
= 450.0;

FTOL = 0.00001;
while ((c = getopt(argc, argv, ’'a:b:c:d:e:t:h")) != EOF)
switch (c)

{
case 'a':
sscanf(optarg,
break;
case 'b':
sscanf(optarg,
break;
case ’c':
sscanf(optarg,
break;
ca se’d’:
sscanf(optarg,
break;
case 'e':
sscanf(optarg,
break;

’’% f, &atry[l]);

”%f', &atry[2]);

"%f&atry[3]);

"% f, &atry[4]);

"%f&atry[5]);

case't':
sscanf(optarg, ”%f', &FTOL);
break;
default:
case V:
case

(void) fprintf(stderr,
"usage: magt *** [-a xxx] [-b xxx] [-c xxx] [-d xxx] [exxx]");
(void) fprintf(stderr, " [-t fractional tolerance] datafile 1
datafile2\n");
fprintf(stderr,
0)rintf(stderr,
f^rintf(stderr,
%rintf(stderr,
fi)rintf(stderr,

"where, \n");
"a = RMOA\n");
"b = frRA(l-f), where f = MOB/MOB+MOA\n");
"c = l/RaT2a'm");
"d = T2B\n");
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^rintf(stderr, "e = g.MOA\n");
fyrintf(stderr, "t = Fractional Tolerance allowed\n");
break;

}
if ((optind >= argc) || (argc - optind <= 0))
{
(void) fprintf(stderr,
"usage: magt ### [-a xxx] [-b xxx] [-c xxx] [-d xxx] [-e xxx]
(void) fprintf(stderr, "[-t fractional tolerance] datafile 1 \n");
fprintf(stderr, "where, \n");
0)rintf(stderr, "a = RMOA\n");
f^rintf(stderr, "b = frRA(l-f), where f = MOB/MOB+MOA\n");
f{)rintf(stderr, "c = l/RaT2a\n");
fj)rintf(stderr, "d = T2B\n");
f])rintf(stderr, "e = g.MOA\n");
0>rintf(stderr, "t = Fractional Tolerance allowed\n");
exit(3);

}
else
{
strcpy(filenamel, argv[optind]);

}
/*printf("Using : %f %f %f %f %f\n", atry[l], atry[2], atry[3], atry[4], atry[5]);*/
/♦♦♦ r e a d i n g p o w e r s , f r e q u e n c ie s & CBS DATA FROM DATADAT***/
printf("Reading powers, offset frequencies and measured data from: %s\n",
filename 1);
sprintf(command, "grep -v %s\n", filename 1);

if ((input = popen(command, "r")) = NULL)
{
printf("Open failed for data file\n");
exit(l);
}
for (i = 1; i <= NDATA; i++)

{
fscanf(input, "%f %f % f, &w[i], &x[i], &DATA[i]);

}
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pclose(input);
sprintf(command, "grep '#' %s\n", filename 1);
if ((input = popen(command, "r")) = NULL)
{
printf("Open failed for data file\n");
exit(2);
}
while ((comment = getc(input)) != EOF)

{
putc(comment, stdout);

}
pclose(input);
/***********FILLING UP OF MATRIX p[][] AND ARRAY &[]************/
for (q = 1; q <= MP; q-H-)
{
for (r = 1; r <= NP; rH-)
{
if(q = = 1)
a[r] = p[q][r] = (q = (r -i-1) ? l.Oe-41 : l.Oe-41);
if (q = 2)
a[r] = p[q][r] = (q = (r + 1 ) ? atry[l] : l.Oe-41);
if (q = 3)
a[r] = p[q][r] = (q = (r -i-1) ? atry[2] : l.Oe-41);
if (q = 4)
a[r] = p[q][r] = (q = (r 4-1) ? atry[3] : l.Oe-41);
if (q = 5)
a[r] = p[q][r] = (q == (r 4-1) ? atry[4] : l.Oe-41);
if (q == 6)
a[r] = p[q][r] = (q == (r 4-1) ? atry[5] : l.Oe-41);

}
/* al = RMOA, a2 = fi(RA(l-f)), a3 = T2B, a4 = l/RaT2a, a5 = gMoA ♦/
y[q] = fimc(a);

}
/*********CALL TO AMOEBA TO MINIMISE CHI-SQUARED*************/
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/* This is the first call to the routine amoebax. This performs a minimisation o f
* chi-squred and produces a set o f five parameters.
*/
amoeba(p, y, ndim, FTOL, func, &nfunc);
printf("\nNumber o f function evaluations: %3d\n\n",nfunc);
printf("The values o f the 5 parameters at the 6 vertices are: \n");
printf("\n %4s %4s
%14s %7s %1 Is %12s\n", "Vertex No", "RMOA",
"f/RA(l-f)", " T2B", "l/RAT2A","gM0A");
for (i = 1; i <= MP;i++)
{
printf("\n");
printf("%4d ",i);
for (j = l;j <=NP; j++)
{
if (j = 3)
printf("%12.3e ", p[i][3]);
else

{
printf("%12.4f ", p[i][j]);
}

}
}
printf("\n");
for (i = 1; i <= MP; i-H-)

{
a [l]= p [i][l];
a[2]=p[i][2];
a[3]=p[i][3];
a[4] = p[i][4];
a[5] = p[i][5];

}
printf("vertex %d - Chi Sq = %.2f\n", i-1, func 1(a));
free_matrix(p, 1, MP, 1, NP);
free_vector(y, 1, MP);
free_vector(x, 1, NDATA);
free_vector(a, 1, NP);
ffee_vector(w, 1, NDATA);
return 0;
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SOURCE CODE FOR SIMULATED ANNEALING WRITTEN IN
FORTRAN. THIS CODE WAS USED TO EXATRACT MULTIPLE T2
VALUES USING A TRIEXPONENTIAL FIT.
PROGRAM xamebsa
C driver for routine amebsa
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
REAL

NP
MP
MP
NP
FTOL

CC PARAMETER(NP=4,MP=5,MPNP=20,FTOL=1 .OE-6)
PARAMETER(FTOL=l .OE-6)
INTEGER
i,idum,iiter,iterjjiter,ndim,nit
REAL
temptr,tt,yb,ybb
COMMON /amebsa/ tt,idum
REAL
p(l l,10),x(10),y(l l),xoff(10),pb(I0),funk
REAL
SSFAC(IO)
REAL
smax,smin,pO,cl 1
CHARACTER
*40 fiiexp, fil3,filout
EXTERNAL funk
C DA TAxofF4*10./
C DATA p/MPNP*0.0/

INCLUDE ’xtcom.for'
WRITE(6,*)'ENTER NUMBER OF COMPONENTS FOR T2 FITTING'
READ(5,*) NCOMP
WRITE (*,*) NCOMP
WRHE(6,*) 'ENTER NUMBER OF PARAMETERS'
READ(5,*)NP
WRITE (*,*) np
WRITE(6,*) 'ENTER SSFAC for each parameter'
do i=I,NP
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READ(5,*) SSFAC(i)
WRITE (*,*)SSFAC(i)
enddo
WRITE(6,*)'ENTER NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE EXP. DATA'
READ(5,*) nexp
WRITE (*,*) nexp
WRITE(6,*)'ENTERC11 (2*C1 forT2, 1 forTlrho)'
READ(5,*)C11
WRITE (*,♦) Cl 1

expmax=100.
WRITE (*,*)" File with experimental intensities"
READ (5,*) filexp
WRITE (♦,*) filexp
WRITE (*,*) "Filename for normalised intensities"
READ (5,404)fil3
WRITE (*,*) "Filename for results"
READ(5,404)filout
404 format(a40)

open (14,status-old',file=filexp)
open(unit=3,status-unknown',file=fil3)
do i=l,nexp
READ(14,*) taux(i), spexp(i)
enddo
do i=l,5
taux(i)=2.e-6*i
enddo
taux(6) = 15e-6
taux(8) = 25e-6
taux(lO) = 35e-6
taux(12) = 45e-6

smin=l .OE+20
smax=-1.0E+20
do ii=l,nexp
if (spexp(ii).le.smin) then
smin=spexp(ii)
end if
if (spexp(ii).ge.smax) then
smax=spexp(ii)
end if
enddo
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C WRITE (*,*) smaXjSmin

do j=l,nexp
taux(j)=Cl 1*taux(j)
spexp(j)=spexp(j)* 100./smax
end do

do i=l,nexp
WRITE(3,*) taux(i),spexp(i)
enddo
close(14)
close(3)
open(unit=8,status='unknown',file=fîlout)
WRITE (8,767)mJMBER OF TIME DELAYS : nexp
767 FORMAT(A26,i7)
do 1234 ic=l,ncomp
g**************************************************************

CC CHANGE HERE for DIFFERENT SET OF parameters
WRITE (*,*)"parameters for the 1st component: 10,T2"
READ(5,*) x(l), x(2)
WRITE (*,♦) x (l), x(2)
WRITE (*,*)"parameters for the 2nd component: 10,T2"
READ (5,*) x(3), x(4)
WRITE (*,♦) x(3), x(4)
WRITE (*,*)"parameters for the 3rd component: I0,T2"
R EAD (5,*)x(5), x(6)
WRITE (♦,♦) x(5), x(6)
CC END o f CHANGE
g * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

idum=-64
cl continue
WRITE(*,*) 'Input T, ITTER:’
READ(*,*,END=999) temptr,iiter
WRITE (*,*) temptr,iiter
np=ic*2
ndim=NP
MP=NP+1
MPNP=MP*NP
nv=np
do 12 j=l,np
12p(lJ)=xG)
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c WRITE (♦,♦) 'p(l J)',(p(l J)J=l,np)
do 11 i=2,mp
do 26 j=l,np
26 p(iJ)=xG)
p(i,i-l)=SSFAC(i-l)*x(i-l)
c WRITE ( V ) (p(iJ)J=l,np)
11 continue

do 121 1=1,mp
do 111 j=l,np
xG)=P(iJ)
c WRITE (V )x G )
111 continue
y(i)=funk(x)
121 continue
yb=l.e30
C WRITE (♦,♦) 'Input T, IITER:'
C READ(*,*,END=999) temptr,iiter
ybb=l.e30
nit=0
c WRITE (♦,♦) 'NIT', ' TEMPR', ' PARs', ' last 2: RSS RSSpp'
do 14 jiter=l,100
iter=iiter
temptr=temptr* 0.8
call amebsaG),y,MP,NP,ndim,pb,yb,FTOL,funk,iter,temptr)
nit = nit+iiter-iter
if (yb.lt.ybb) then ybb = yb
c WRITE (*,'(lx,i6,f7.1, 6e8.2,2f7.2)’)
c * nit,temptr,(pbG)J=l,NP),yb,yb/real(nexp)

endif
c if (iter.gt.O) goto 80
if (iter.gt.O) goto 999
14 continue
c80 WRITE (*,'(/lx,a)') 'Vertices o f final 3-D simplex and'
c WRITE (*,'(lx,a)') 'function values at the vertices:'
c WRITE (*,'(/3x,a,tll,a,t23,a,t35,a,t45,a/)') T,
c * 'X(I)','Y(I)','Z(I)','FUNCTION'
c do 15 i=l,MP
c WRITE (♦,'(lx,i3,6el5.3,el5.7)') i,(p(i,j)J=l,NP),y(i)
cl 5 continue
WRITE (*,'(lx,i3,2x,6el5.3,el5.7)') 99,(pbG)j=l,NP),yb
CC g o to 1
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999 WRITE (*,*) TSfORMAL COMPLETION'
WRITE (*,'(lx,i3,2x,6el5.3,el5.7)') 99,(pbG)J=l,NP),yb
if(ic.eq.3) then
p0=(pb(l)+pb(3)+pb(5))/100.
WRITE(8,’(/a)')"TRI-EXPONENTIAL T2-FITTING"
WRITE(8,752)
$'1ST COMPONENT : 10 = ',pb(l),
$'T2 = ',pb(2)*1000.,' ms'
WRITE(8,752)
$'2ND COMPONENT : ',' 10 = ',pb(3),
$'T2 = ',pb(4)*1000; ms'
WRITE(8,752)
$'3RD COMPONENT : ',' 10 = ',pb(5),
$'T2 = ',pb(6)*1000,'ms'
752 FORMAT(A40,a7,f7.2,a8,f8.3,a3)
WRITE(8,751)
$'RSS = ', YB, ' RSS PER POINT = ', yb/real(nexp)
751 FORMAT(/A40,F8.3,/A40,F8.3)
endif
if(ic.eq.2) then
pO=(pb(l)+pb(3))/l 00.
WRITE (8,'(/a)')"BI-EXPONENTIAL T2-FnTING"
WRJTE(8,753)
$'1ST COMPONENT : ',' 10 = ',pb(l),
$'T2 = ',pb(2)*1000.,' ms'
WRITE(8,752)
$'2ND COMPONENT : ',' 10 = ',pb(3),
$'T2 = ',pb(4)*1000,' ms'
753 FORMAT(A40,a7,f7.2,a8,f8.3,a3)
WRITE(8,751)
$'RSS = ', YB, ' RSS PER POINT = ', yb/real(nexp)
endif
if(ic.eq.l) then
p0=pb(l)/100.
WRITE(8,'(/a)')"M0N0-EXP0NENTIAL T2-FITTING"
WRITE(8,752)
$'1ST COMPONENT : ',' 10 = ',pb(l),
$'T2 = ',pb(2)*1000.,' ms'
WRITE(8,751)
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$'RSS = ', YB, ' RSS PER POINT =
endif
1234 continue
close(08)

yb/real(nexp)

1919 IF(IERROR.GE.l) WRITE(*,*) ' NUMBER OF READ ERRORS = TERROR
WRITE(*,*) ' ****** END OF SIMULATION *******
STOP
END
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Copies o f four abstracts that have been published and one paper that has been accepted
for publication:

1. Ramani A, Tofts PS. Comparison o f Continuous Wave Theory to Pulsed Multicentre
MT Data. Proceedings o f the International Society o f Magnetic Resonance 9th
Annual Meeting, Denver 2000, p 2078.

2. Ramani A, Barker GJ, Tofts PS. Fast Measurement o f Quantitative MT Parameters in
Fixed Multiple Sclerosis Brain. Proceedings o f the International Society o f Magnetic
Resonance 10th Annual Meeting, Glasgow 2001, p 259.

3. Ramani A, Aliev AE, Barker GJ, Tofts PS. Detection o f Ultra Short T2 species in
Human White Matter by MAS NMR and Multiexponential T2 Analysis. Proceedings
o f the International Society o f Magnetic Resonance 10th Annual Meeting, Glasgow
2001,pl359.

4. Dalton CM, Ramani A, Wheeler-Kingshott C, Barker GJ, Miller DH, Tofts PS.
Bound Water Magnetisation Transfer measurements in patients with Multiple
Sclerosis: a pilot study. Proceedings o f the International Society o f Magnetic
Resonance 11th Annual Meeting, Hawaii 2002, p 1180.

5. Ramani A, Barker GJ, Dalton C, Miller DH, Tofts PS. Precise Estimate o f
Fundamental In-Vivo MT Parameters in Human Brain in Clinically Feasible Times.
Accepted for publication in MRI.
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Comparison of Continuous Wave Theory to Pulsed M ulticentre MT
Data
A Ramani, PS Tofts
NMR Research Unit, Institute of Neurology, University College London, London, UK
Aim
+ Rpi7n+ Rn +R

To reconcile the well-established Henkelman theory for
continuous wave (CW) MTR with multicentre measurements
of pulsed MTR in normal white matter.

R *T „

Introduction

'CWPE

We define the CW power equivalent field ( B i c w p e ) to
be the root mean square (rms) value of the saturating field
whose amplitude is given by
yV

^ sa t

( t) d t

(2nAfTa)*
2

(3)

Results
Published values of MTR measured experimentally at
six centres in normal white matter were used [5]. Figure 1
shows the plot of CWPE and pulsed MTR as a function of
B/cwpE The closed and open symbols correspond to
measurements with TR' > 100 ms and TR' 5 100ms
respectively. The CWPE MTRs were found to be higher
than the data, demonstrating the efficiency of CW MT pulse
schemes over pulsed MT, i.e., it is possible to obtain a
greater MT effect at the same power with the use of CW
pulses. Moreover, five out of six measurements with long
TR' (> 100 ms) were found to be at the lower edge of the
cluster of data points.

(1 )

where P s a t is the mean square saturating field [5], Bi (t) is
the time-domain shape of the MT pulse and t* is the MT
pulse duration [6]. For a 3DFT sequence, or a single-slice
2DFT sequence, TR' is equal to the conventional sequence
TR, and in the case of multislice 2DFT sequences, TR' is
equal to TR divided by the number of slices. Values of
B i c w p e were calculated by obtaining P s a t values from [5]
and ocwPE was calculated in each case.

Conclusions
1. The Henkelman model and white matter parameters
together provide a good prediction of MTR values that
is easy to calculate and is comparable to measured
values.
2. The CWPE MTR provides an upper limit to the MTR
that can be achieved with a pulsed sequence.
3. Sequences with short TR'
100 ms) produce higher
MTRs.

We then define the CWPE MTR of a sequence to be the
MTR measured in tissue when B i c w p e is applied
continuously. White matter MT parameters as shown in the
table below were taken from [2].
R
RMo®/Ra
1/RaT îa
Rb
Tib

T?nG

We used a Gaussian lineshape in the expression for R r f b
since the semi-solid pool does not experience the motional
narrowing that the liquid pool does [3 and hence cannot be
characterised by a Lorentzian lineshape.

Methods

=

16s-‘
1.5
40
1 s'*
18 us
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These parameters and the computed values of (O cw p e
were substituted in equation (2) of the binary spin bath
model [4] to generate CWPE MTR curves at four different
offset frequencies. This model takes into account the loss of
magnetisation of the free pool due to both MT and direct
saturation.
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Af is the offset frequency of the MT pulse and Rrfb is the
rate of loss of longitudinal magnetisation by the semi-solid
pool due to direct saturation by the MT pulse and is given by
equation (3).

MT imaging is a useful tool in characterising the
pathophysiological changes involved in Multiple Sclerosis
(MS) [1] with the MT parameters providing vital
information about the relaxation mechanisms in tissue [2].
There are various theoretical models [2,3] that
adequately describe the relaxation mechanisms under steady
state conditions. However, few models [4] have succeeded
in explaining the behaviour of spins under pulsed
conditions.

© cw pE =

..(2)

CWPEMTR=1-
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Appendix D

Fast Measurement of Quantitative MT Parameters in Fixed Multiple
Sclerosis Brain
A Ramani, GJ. Barker, P.S.Tofts
NMR Research Unit, Institute of Neurology, University College London, London,
WC1N 3BG, UK
Aim: To obtain a precise estimate of the MT parameters with a
small number of measurements.
Introduction: MT imaging is a useful tool in evaluating the
macro- and microscopic changes in Multiple Sclerosis [1],
particularly white matter (WM) demyelination [2], However,
precise estimation of these parameters involves time consuming
measurements [3,4] on the scanner.
Method: Quantitative MT measurements on fixed human v^ite
matter tissue (6 normal and 4 MS) were made for a range of
power and offset frequencies in an attempt to extract quantitative
MT parameters from the binary spin bath model proposed by
Henkelman [5]. The experiments were carried out on a wholebody 1.5 Tesla MRI system (Signa, GE Medical Systems, WI,
USA). The samples were scanned with a locally written
sequence consisting of an MT pulse applied in front of a standard
2D Gradient Echo sequence. The TR was kept short (82 ms) in
order to minimise the recovery of longitudinal magnetisation
between successive pulses and thereby create a situation very
similar to steady-state conditions. The residual transverse
magnetisation was removed by RF spoiling. Ten independent
measurements (each one corresponding to a particular power and
offset frequency) were obtained, resulting in a total scan time of
15 minutes.
Equivalent
Amplitude Bi
Offset Freq
(Hz)
(Hz)
Flip Angle ( °)
1000
212
512.5
212
512.5
2500
212
512.5
7500
434
1067.13
1000
3500
434
1067.13
434
1067.13
15000
843
1000
2072.79
843
2072.79
2500
843
2072.79
5000
843
2072.79
7500
The longitudinal relaxation time of the free pool (T|*) was
determined from knowledge of Tiobi, the observed relaxation time
of the sample. Tiobt was measured using a simple inversion
recovery sequence (180 - TI -90 - TE/2 - 180 - TE/2 - (spin
echo), with a TR of 6000 ms to allow the tissue to recover its
magnetisation between RF pulses. Six inversion times (50, 400,
900,1800, and 3000 ms) were used.
Theory: The two-pool model was slightly reformulated to yield
parameters that were physically more meaningful. The signal
intensity associated with the liquid pool Sz^ following an MT
pulse is given by:

ëH Rb
RMf
Ra(1-0

RMf

+Rrfb+Rb+RM
r

®twPE
_2nAf.

1

T\

(Rrfb"^Rb■i'R^)

g is the gain of the amplifier, f is the bound water fraction and
ocwPE is the amplitude of the continuous wave power équivalait
field [7]; the remaining symbols are as defined in [5]. The six
model parameters are Rb, RMo'^, fiRA(l-f), Tib (via Rrfb),
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I/RAT2 * and gM®AWe have assumed a Lorentzian lineshape for the liquid pool
and a Super-Lorentzian lineshape for tiie semi-solid pool to
describe the rate of loss of longitudinal magnetisation due to
off-resonance irradiation. Rb was set to Is"' and the other five
parameters were estimated using an established minimisation
technique (the Downhill Simplex method [6]). We made the
assumption that the MT pulses generate the same MT effect as
that delivered by CW pulses with the same average power [7],
Parameter
RMo'"
f/RA(l-f)
Ti“
I/RAT2'*
gMo'*
Tlobi
T,a
T2^
F

Normal WM
5.9 ± 0.3 s"'
0.12 ±0.2 s '
14 ± 0.8 us
7.1 ± 2
372 ± 4
402 ± 0.1 ms
300 ± 0.1 ms
42 ± 0.2 ms
0.30 ±0.08

MS Tissue
2.8 ± 0.3 s '
0.05 ±0.2 s '
29 ± 0.7 us
8.2 ± 2
438 ± 3
466 ± 0.1 ms
415 ± 0.1 ms
50 ± 0.2 ms
0.11 ±0.08

Results: Quantitative MT parameters were extracted from
fitting the binary spin bath model to the data and were found
physically realistic. Moreover, the parameters varied in the
MS samples; compared to normal white matter, the MS lesions
demonstrated a decrease in the exchange rate (RMo"^), and an
increase in the transverse relaxation time of the bound pool
(Tz=).
We believe that the observed short T% component probably
represents water within myelin, whereas the long T%component
represents extracellular and intracellular water. The significant
decrease in the amplitude of the short T2 component is
consistent with white matter demyelination. The model is also
able to estimate parameters that are inaccessible to direct invivo measurement by other methods.
Conclusions:
1. Fundamental MT parameters can be extracted by
measuring the MT effect at 10 combinations of power
and offset frequencies.
2. We have measured MT parameters related to bound
water, and shown that these are dramatically altered in
fixed MS brain; bound water has a lower pool size (f)
lower exchange rate (R) and slower transverse relaxation
(T2®).
3.
The scarming time is ~15 minutes with 20 minutes for Ti
measurements (in vivo). This procedure is now ready for
use in humans. Future work will focus on improving the
model and reducing the total measurement time.
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Appendix D

Detection o f Ultra Short T2 species in Human White Matter by MAS NMR and
Multiexponential T2 Analysis
A Ramani^ AE Aliev^, GJ Barker^ PS Tofts^
INMR Research Unit, Institute o f Neurology, University College London, London, WC1N3BG, UK
^Department o f Chemistry, University College London, London, WCIH OAJ, UK
attributed peaks in this region to lipoproteins [8]; moreover,
Aim: To measure the transverse relaxation times of the various
since WM is largely myelinated GM, we believe that this
water compartments in human white matter in vitro.
peak may represent myelin. The transverse relaxation decay
curves were multiexponential and their decomposition yielded
three primary components. The third compartment provided a
Introduction: Cranial tissues can exhibit multicomponent Tz
consistent amplitude and Tz which we hope is reasonably
relaxation, reflecting anatomically separate compartments.
independent of the fixing process. The first Tz component
Multicomponent analyses have been used previously for two
main purposes; to gain a better understanding of tissue relaxation
probably corresponds to water protons bound to myelin. We
believe that the third component represents the same species
and to provide new information about the structural organisation
seen in the MAS spectra (i.e., the lipoproteins of myelin).
of tissue. Several in vitro T2 relaxation studies of white matter
cat brain [1], crayfish nerve cord [2], garfish optic nerve [3],
Fixed Normal WM
human brain [4] and guinea pig spinal cord and brain [5] have
identified a T; component between 10 and 20 ms that has been
3rd component
2nd component
1st component
attributed to "myelin water", i.e. water protons bound to myelin.
Amplitude Tz(ms) Amplitude Tz(ms) Amplitude Tz(ms)
In vitro studies of white matter using Ti relaxation measurements
(%)
(%)
(%)
[6] have found a similar 'bound' water fraction that accounts for
0.047
22.19
63.46
14.70
14.34
0.86
about 15% of the total water.
0.047
24.85
60.9
17.08
14.31
2.78
Methods: Human brain white matter (WM) samples (7 normal
21.58
0.049
73.82
16.17
0.54
8.52
and 5 MS), fixed in formalin, were obtained from the pathology
0.037
22.08
30.87
17.17
51.62
1.13
department. These were packed into NMR tubes (O.D 5 mm)
and multicomponent Tz relaxation experiments were carried out
0.059
11.8
70.4
18.84
0.64
14.15
by monitoring the echo amplitude following a 90" - t - 180° - t
0.149
7.84
56.99
29.29
32.72
6.66
pulse sequence with 124 different echo delays (t ranging from 2
0.052
1.42
17.99
70.34
14.99
12.58
ps to 144ms). The different T%components were extracted using
the algorithm of simulated annealing [7]. All NMR data were
Fixed MS WM
recorded at 37°C. We expected the Tz of free water to be
9.39
0.026
5.01
71.61
15.82
19.0
reduced as a result of the fixing process, but hoped that the Tz
0.032
9.14
75.88
16.58
15.04
5.01
of the bound water would be unaffected.
13.38
0.029
72.8
12.41
0.44
13.82
In order to observe the spectra corresponding to very short Tzs,
0.073
29.21
8.39
77.77
12.50
13.83
some of the samples were also subjected to magic angle
0.000
95.54
19.96
4.46
0.18
0
spinning (MAS). They were rotated at an angle of 54.7° to the
magnetic field at 25 kHz using a Bruker 2.5mm MAS probe.
Conclusions:
The use of the static probe resulted in very broad spectral lines
1.
To our knowledge, this is the first in-vitro approach to the
with poorly resolved peaks. With MAS, the width of the
study of lipid protons in fixed human brain. For the first
spectral lines was decreased and the broad peaks were better
time, we have observed an ultra short Tz species in fixed
resolved, thus enabling us to see lines with very short Tzs.
brain with an amplitude of 11-22% and Tz of 47-59 ps
IH M AS 25kH z
(in normals).
2.
This compartment has a fairly consistent amplitude and
Tz value associated with it
3.
In the case of the MS samples, there is a decrease in the
amplitude of this Tz compartment, consistent with WM
M S W hite M atter
demyelination.
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Bound Water Magnetization Transfer
Measurements in patients with Multiple
Sclerosis: a pilot study
C M . Dalton, A. Ramani, C. WheelerKingshott, G.J. Barker, D.H. Miller,
P.S.Tofts
NMR Research Unit, Institute o f
Neurology, University College London,
London, UK

Parameter

WM control

NAWM MS

MS Lesion

R(%)
F(%)
Ti(ms)

16(13-19)
19(17-20)
600
(570-690)
0.99
(0.97-1.04)
60 (57 - 62)

16(12-20)
17 (15-20)
630
(550-780)
0.99
(0.95-1.05)
60 (58 - 63)

5(3-12)
5(4-13)
1090
(650-1350)
1.15
(1.08-1.31)
55 (50 - 62)

M"A
MTR (pu)

Figure 2: R (%) Vs Brain region of interest

20

Bound water Magnetisation Transfer (MT) is a new technique
to measure the properties of water bound to cellular structures
such as myelin. It promises greater specificity than conventional
MT ratio (MTR) measurements. Parameters f (the fraction of
tissue water that is bound) and R (the relaxation rate of the
bound-to-free water transfer) were measured in five Multiple
Sclerosis (MS) patients (total 13 lesions) and five controls,
along with conventional MTR and TI. f and R were abnormal
in all the lesions; MTR was abnormal in 77%. R was reduced
in relapsing remitting (RR) compared with benign (Be) MS
lesions (p=0.02).

Control WM NAWM MS

lesion (Be)

Aim: To measure bound water MT parameters in MS patients
and 5 controls and compare them with conventional MTR
values.

Figure 3: f (%) Vs Brain region of interest
3 0 1--------------------------------------------

Introduction: MT imaging is a useful tool in evaluating white
matter (WM) changes in MS [I]. We have developed a method
for precise estimation of quantitative bound water MT
parameters [2], which was then assessed in this pilot MS study.

f

lesion (RR)

Methods: Subiects: Five patients with MS (two RR and three
Be) from the National Hospital of Neurology and Neurosurgery
and five controls were recruited. Median EDSS was Two. Local
ethics approval and informed consent were obtained
MRI: Quantitative MT measurements were made, as described
previously [2, 3]. A modified version of the binary spin bath
model proposed by Henkelman [4] was fitted to the data. The
images were acquired using a 1.5 Tesla MRI system (Signa, GE
Medical Systems). The MT pulse sequence used was the MTGE
sequence which consists of an MT pulse being applied in front
of a routine 2D Gradient Echo sequence. Ten independent
measurements (each one corresponding to a particular power
and offset frequency) were obtained. Each measurement took 1
min and 27 s, and hence the total scan time was 15 mins. In
addition 20 mins was taken for T, measurements.

Control WM NAWM MS

lesion (Be)

lesion (RR)

Figure 4: MTR Vs Brain region of interest

60

Theorv: Reformulation of Henkelman's theory gave f, fractir
of bound water (as a fraction of the total amount of watei MTR
Measurement of the product g.MoA (where g is the receiver
gain for that subject and MoA is the free water magnetisation)
in both normal appearing white matter (NAWM) ROI’s and
lesions enabled the PD of the lesions to be found, relative to
NAWM. R, the exchange rate between bound and free water
48
was extracted from the product R.MoA.
Results: The median T2 lesion load was 3.6ml. In comparison
to control WM, the MS lesions all had a decrease in R and f
(figures 2 and 3), and an increase MoA and T|. However MTR
was abnormal in 10/13 (77%) of lesions (figure 3).
Classification of lesions: The extreme sensitivity of the bound
water parameters encouraged us to try classifying individual
lesions (rather than mere group comparisons). There was a
reduction in R in RRMS compared with BeMS (p=0.022). This
was not seen using conventional MTR. Although this is a very
small group, this gives encouragement to pursue these bound
water parameters for both sensitivity and specificity.

Control WM NAWM MS

lesion (Be)

lesion (RR)

Conclusions: Bound water MT parameters in particular f are
abnormal in all MS lesions and promise greater specificity and
sensitivity than conventional MTR for evaluating the in vivo
evolution of lesions.
References:
Dousset V et al.. Radiology, 182:483-491,1992.
Ramani A Proc. 9"' Inti Soc. MRM, 1:259,2001.
Ramani A et al., Proc. 8* Inti Soc. MRM, 508,2000.
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Abstract
A methodology is presented for extracting precise quantitative MT parameters using a
magnetisation-prepared spoiled gradient echo sequence.

This method, based on a new

mathematical model, provides relaxation parameters for human brain in-vitro and in-vivo. The
in-vivo parameters have been obtmned from three different regions of normal white matter:
occipital white matter, frontal white matter and centrum semiovale; two regions of normal grey
matter: cerebral cortex and cerebellum, and from five regions with MS lesions. All this has been
achieved using MT images collected within a timeframe that is clinically feasible. We hope that
this new technique will shed light on the properties and dynamics of water compartments within
the brain.
Key Words: magnetisation transfer; white matter, multiple sclerosis, cross-relaxation, magnetic
resonance imaging.
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Introduction
Magnetisation Transfer (MT) imaging has shown great potential for the investigation of white
matter diseases, particularly Multiple Sclerosis (MS) (1,2,3).

However, although current

commonly used MT imaging techniques can be easily implemented on clinical scanners, the
Magnetisation Transfer Ratio (MTR) values usually calculated from these simple, two-point,
measurements are "semi-quantitative" in nature. They are sensitive not only to the pathology of
interest (e.g. demyelination), but are also affected by other biological changes, such as oedema
and inflammation. Moreover, they are difficult to reproduce across sites (4) and tend to reflect a
complex combination of sequence details and relaxation parameters (5, 6). Therefore, a more
rigorous quantitative approach is needed to extract fundamental MT parameters that might be
more specific in characterising the biological changes that take place during pathology,
particularly during demyelination, and shed light on tissue structure and organisation. The
challenges in implementing such quantitative measurements are twofold: firstly, to devise a
model which is simple enough to be useful but still able to encapsulate both the complex
biological behaviour and pulse sequence characteristics; secondly, to determine acquisition
parameters which allow sufficient data to be collected to fit to the model while remaining in
clinical acceptable scanning times.
Several groups of researchers have carried out quantitative studies on the MT phenomenon in an
attempt to extract fundamental MT parameters; yet there are few reports published on in vivo
human brain. Using a binary spin bath model, Chai et al., (7) have attempted to quantify all the
parameters by measuring the transient development of the longitudinal magnetisation of the
mobile pool using a train of binomial pulses of varying duration and duty cycle. The acquisition
time using this method is extremely long (~ 4 minutes per data point), thus rendering it
impractical for patient study. Gochberg et al., (8), using a series of on-resonance inversion
pulses in which each pulse selectively inverts the magnetisation of the free pool, and Lee et al.,
(9), using an off-resonance technique, have both measured the fractional size of the bound pool.
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The measurement of a only single relaxation parameter, however, has the obvious disadvantage
of incomplete description of the MT process. Recently, Sled et al., (10) have used a spoiled
gradient-echo sequence that yields all of the relaxation parameters. However, this model is
rather complicated since the free pool is described by a modified version of the Bloch equations,
while the bound pool makes use of the concept of "inverse spin temperature" using the RedfieldProvotorov theory (11).

Other problems with this method are long acquisition times, the

computation of the saturation fraction using a numerical solution of the Bloch equations and
only single-slice imaging capability. A recent article by Vasily (12) describes a technique
involving off-resonance saturation pulses to extract in vivo relaxation parameters. Although this
method offers multi-slice capability, the disadvantages with this method is that the direct
saturation effect on the longitudinal magnetisation of the free pool (the so-called "RF bleedover"
effect) is assumed to be negligible. Imperfect shimming, non-ideal RF pulse profiles, and the
naturally long ‘tails’ of the free water line mean that this assumption is unlikely to be met in
vivo. Moreover, the data has been normalised to the fully relaxed magnetisation associated with
the free pool (i.e., in MTR format) before being fitted to the model.
In this study, we have implemented modifications to the well-established Henkelman model in
order to create a simple model that can that can accurately reflect the behaviour of the
magnetisation during a pulsed MT-weighted imaging sequence.

We have implemented the

necessary data acquisition for this model in both in-vitro and in-vivo studies of human brain.
Using the model, we have been able to extract quantitative MT parameters that provide
information on the fractional size of the bound pool and the relaxation times of the free as well
as bound pools.
2. Theory
2.1. Quantitative Approach
MT imaging is a technique based on specific interactions between macromolecular protons and
water protons. Most of the mathematical models describing MT consist of two pools, the free
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pool representing the mobile pool o f protons and the semi-solid pool representing the
macromolecular pool o f protons. A quantitative investigation involves the selective saturation of
the longitudinal magnetisation associated with the semi-solid pool o f protons, using RF
irradiation, and the observation o f the effect on the free pool o f protons (13,14).
Henkelman et al., (13) were amongst the earliest researchers to derive an expression originating
from the Bloch formalism describing the steady-state longitudinal magnetisation o f the free pool:

R
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R

MÎ = RM ?

R.
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( R RFB
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where R is the magnetisation transfer rate between the free and semi-solid pools, R a and R b are
the longitudinal relaxation rates o f the free and semi-solid pools respectively,
the fully relaxed values o f magnetisations associated with the two pools,

and Mo® are
and Tg® are the

transverse relaxation times o f the semi-solid pool, and Rrfb is the rate o f loss o f longitudinal
magnetisation by the semi-solid pool due to off-resonance irradiation o f amplitude ©i and offset
frequency Af. This rate o f loss o f magnetisation by direct saturation o f the semi-solid pool is
related to the absorption lineshape o f the spins g(2%Af) in the semi-solid pool and is given by:
R

rfb

g (27[AfT2 )

[2]

For a detailed derivation o f Eq. (1) and a discussion o f the binary spin bath model, the reader is
directed to references (13,14).
2.2. C a lcu la tio n o f c o n tin u o u s w a ve p o w e r eq u iv a len t (B icwpe)

In order to reformulate the well-established in-vitro binary spin-bath model (15), one needs to
take into account the pulsed nature o f the RF fields available on clinical scanners. Our aim was
to create a mathematical model describing acquisitions that could be easily implemented on
clinical imaging systems, and yet have the potential to precisely extract fundamental MT
parameters that provide information on the structure and behaviour o f heterogeneous systems
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like biological tissues. The first step o f the reformulation involves determining the "continuous
wave power equivalent

(B ic w p e )"

o f the MT pulses. We defined the CW power equivalent to be

the root mean square (rms.) value o f the saturating field whose amplitude is given by:

® ICWPE

where

P sat

-

Y V ^SAT

— y B ICWPE

[3 ]

is the mean square saturating field, averaged over a time TR'. For a 3DFT sequence,

or a single-slice 2DFT sequence, TR' is equal to the sequence repetition time, TR; in the case o f
multislice 2DFT sequences, TR' is equal to the repetition time divided by the number o f slices
collected per TR, if, as is usually the case, one MT pulse is applied prior to each slice selective
excitation pulse. We used the term "CW Power Equivalent" since the rates Rrfa and Rrfb (the
rates o f loss o f longitudinal magnetisation in each o f the pools due to the application o f the MT
pulse) are proportional to o / , i.e., the power o f the MT pulse (as given by Eq. (2)).
An arbitrary shaped RF pulse, applied on resonance, results in an excitation flip angle 0 (in
degrees) which is a function o f its shape (typically Gaussian or Sine), whether it is windowed or
not, (e.g., by Hanning or Hamming windows), its bandwidth (defined as full width at half
maximum), its duration

(ts a t)

and its maximum amplitude

(B s a t)-

Similarly, the effect o f a

shaped MT saturation pulse can be conveniently expressed by the effective flip angle,

B sat

(in

degrees), which would be given to the magnetisation if the pulse were applied on resonance.
This can be written as:
"l 8 0
® SAT

Y P 1B

7C

SAT

^ SAT

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio o f the proton and Pi is the ratio o f the mean amplitude o f the
saturation pulse to that o f a rectangular pulse o f the same amplitude. If

0sat

is known (it is

typically specified as an input to the scanner) B sat can thus be calculated. The mean square
saturating field, averaged over the whole sequence

P s A

T

(P s a t)>

= P a B
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where

is the ratio o f the square o f the mean amplitude o f the saturation pulse to that o f a

rectangular pulse o f the same height. Finally, substituting this in Eq. (3), the value o f coicwpe can
be determined.
2.3, T h e B o u n d W ater lin esh a p e

Since the protons in the semi-solid pool do not experience the motional narrowing experienced
by the protons in the free pool (13), they cannot be characterised by the Lorentzian lineshape
function that results from the Bloch formalism. It is common practice to represent the bound
pool with a generalised lineshape function. Assuming a Gaussian lineshape to represent the rate
o f RF absorption by the semi-solid pool,

can be written (replacing

R rfb

in Eq.

(2 )

by

co^cw pe)

as:
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Alternatively, a super-Lorentzian lineshape can be used to represent the bound pool, and in this
case, R rfb can be written as:
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[7]
where 0 is the angle between the external magnetic field and the axis o f molecular orientation.
Both lineshapes were investigated for the work reported here.
2 .4.

T h e S ig n a l E q u a tio n f o r p u ls e d M T m e a su re m e n ts a n d th e B o u n d W a ter F ra ctio n ”f "

Although Eq. (1) provides a useful expression describing the behaviour o f magnetisation
associated with the liquid pool under the influence o f an MT pulse, it is dimensionally incorrect.
In order to normalise their MT experiments, researchers have often equated Mo"^ to 1
(13,14,16,17).

In order to maintain dimensionality on both sides o f equation, however, it is

necessary to keep Mo^ explicitly in the equation. The signal intensity obtained from the liquid
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pool, S, can then be written as:
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where "g" is a scaling factor including the gain of the RF amplifier and other scanner dependant
effects.
We now introduce a new parameter " f, which we define to be the bound water fraction, i.e.
M®

f =

[9]

+M J

We believe that 'f is a more meaningful parameter to fit for, since it provides a much clearer
insight into the biological significance of alterations in MT parameters in pathology, for
example, in demyelination.
Rewriting Eq. (8) in terms o f f , we obtain:
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[10]
While the model has eight fundamental parameters (T i\ Tz"^, Ti®, Tz®, Mo"^, f, R and g), the
manner in which these are combined within the various terms of Eq. (10) means that only 6
values can be uniquely determined. This interdependence can be seen by considering, for
example, the effect of a doubling of R and g, while halving Mo"^, which will give no change in
the predicted MR signal. A similar interdependence exists for Ra T z\ and f. The 6 values that
can be uniquely determined are therefore Rb, RMo"^, f/RA(l-f), Tz® (via Rrfb)j I/RaTz'^and gMo"^.
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2.5. Extraction o f " f - the bound waterfraction
The parameter that we are often most interested in is the bound water fraction " f . In order to
extract it explicitly on its own, knowledge o f Ra, the relaxation rate o f the free pool is required.
The observed relaxation rate, RAobs, is related to Ra by the following expression (13):

^ Aobs

_ 1
2

R M 0® ^+ R a
A+
^ R M 0J ^
+RB
b - V(
V r M ?0 ^
+RA
a - R M ?0 - R g X ^
+ 4TR
AVM
iViJ0Ra-sM
avx®q

[11]
This can be rearranged and written such that Ra is expressed in terms o f the fitted parameters,
RMo"^ and f/RA(l-f) and the observed relaxation rate Raobs:

R. =
1+

R M . f fp _ R
.
(l-f)R / °
(Re-RAob. ) + R M j

[12]

Knowing I^ , RMo'^ and f/RA(l-f) from the fitting routine, and the value o f R a o b s (by measuring
it experimentally), Ra can be calculated. This value can then combined with the fitted value o f
fTRA(l-f) to yield f (the bound water fraction).
3. Experimental Method

3.1. Data Acquisition
The measurements were carried out on a whole-body 1.5 Tesla MRI system (GE Signa, General
Electric Medical Systems, WI, USA), using a standard birdcage transmit/receive head coil. The
pulse sequence used was a locally implemented MT prepared Spoiled Gradient Echo (MTSPGR)
sequence which consists o f an MT pulse applied immediately before each excitation pulse o f a
standard 2DSPGR (Two Dimensional Spoiled Gradient Echo) sequence. The MT preparatory
pulse chosen for this purpose was a Gaussian pulse o f duration 14.6 ms applied at a specific
offset frequency and amplitude. The flip angle o f the spoiled gradient echo sequence was kept at
an optimum value o f 25° with an aim to minimise the degree o f TI-weighting in the images
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whilst still producing images of diagnostic quality, i.e., images with clinically acceptable signalto-noise ratio (SNR).
A matrix size of 256 X 96 was used, covering an FOV of 24 X 18 cm and giving nominal
acquired pixel size of 0.94 X 1.88 cm. A partial k-space acquisition scheme, collecting only 24
lines of k-space on one side of k=0 (i.e. ‘NEX = 0.75’), was used to further reduce the number of
phase encode steps, and thus scan time, required. With a TR of 1140ms, this leads to a scan time
of 82 s per measurement. All data were zero filled and padded during reconstruction, to give
reconstructed images with a 256 X 256 matrix size over a 24 X 24 cm FOV. Table 1 shows the
amplitudes calculated for the continuous wave power equivalent Gaussian MT pulse used in the
in-vitro MT experiments.
3 .2. I n -V itro M T M e a su re m e n ts

Quantitative MT Measurements were made on human brain slices (7 normal and 4 MS), fixed in
formalin. Five different MT powers were used for the quantitative in-vitro MT experiments;
details are given in Table 1. For each amplitude of the MT pulse, 11 different offset fi-equencies
were used (20, 50, 100, 300, 500, 800, 1000, 3000, 5000, 1000 Hz); thus 55 independent
measurements were performed. Care was taken to ensure that the scanner transmitter and
receiver gains remained constant throughout the acquisitions.
14 slices were collected per acquisition, with TR/TE = 1140/12 ms. The scan time for each MT
measurement (i.e., for each power/offset frequency combination) for 14 slices was 82.08 s, thus,
the total scan time for the 55 combinations of MT power and offset frequency was ~75 minutes
(for 14 contiguous slices).
3.3. In -V itro O b se r v e d R e la x a tio n T im e (T wbs ) M e a su re m e n t

The observed longitudinal relaxation time of the sample, Tioas, was measured using a simple,
single-slice inversion recovery sequence (180° - inversion time - 90° - TE/2 -180° - TE/2 - (spin
echo)). Slice-selective 90° and 180° pulses were used; however, the slice profile of the 180°
pulses were wider than the thickness of the excited slice to ensured that only the signal fi-om the
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flat portion of their slice profile (where the tip angle is correct and relatively uniform)
contributed to the acquired signal. The magnitude of the longitudinal magnetisation as a function
of the inversion time was fitted to an exponential recovery function given by Eq. (13):
f
1 - 2 a exp
V

TI
^lO B S

+ exp

- TR

[13]

T iobs

where TI = inversion time, TR = repetition time,TioBs = longitudinal relaxation time, a =
inversion efficiency term. Mo = fully relaxed value of the magnetisation
The repetition time (TR) was kept at 6000 ms (> 5 T iobs) to allow the tissue to largely recover
its magnetisation between subsequent RF pulses. Six inversion times (50, 400, 900, 1800, and
3000 ms) were used. Data was acquired using a 256 X 128 matrix, covering an FOV of 24 X 24
cm. Full k-space acquisition and a single signal average were used, giving a total measurement
time of 76.8 minutes.
3.4, In-Vitro Data Analysis
All images were transferred to a network of Sun workstations (Sun Microsystems Computer
Corporation, Mountain View, CA) using GE supplied software {xfer). They were then converted
to a variant of the UNC (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC) image format and
displayed using the Displmage package (18). Regions of interest representing areas of normal
white matter (WM) and MS lesions were defined by a trained observer (CD) and the signal
intensities for each of the ROIs of each image were determined. The value of Tiobs for each
region was determined from Eq. (13) using a simple non-linear least square algorithm.
Quantitative MT parameters were obtained by fitting the binary spin bath model to the measured
data, using a sum-of-squares minimisation technique (downhill simplex method). Details of the
Simplex method can be found in several texts (19,20,21).
Since quantitative MT experiments of this kind are largely insensitive to Rb, the relaxation rate
of the bound pool, this parameter has been fixed arbitrarily to be 1 s'^ for all tissue types by
several groups (10,13,16,17,22). A similar approach was adopted in this study since the residual
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sum of squares was found to be insensitive to changes in Rb, i.e., in practice, this was found to
have little impact on subsequent estimates of the other parameters. Rb tended to vary widely, and
sometimes became negative (which is physically meaningless). Rb was therefore modified model
to produce estimates of the five parameters, gMo"^, RMo"^, f/RA(l-f), l/RATz^ and

(via R rfb),

using a 6 vertex Simplex. We felt that this was justified since the correlation times associated
with macromolecules such as globular proteins are thought to range from 10'^ to 10'* s (23,24)
and the corresponding Ti relaxation time associated with the correlation time of -10^ s are of
the order of seconds. This modification has the added benefit of reducing the time required for
fitting.
A Lorentzian lineshape was used to represent the rate of RF absorption by the liquid pool. Both
Gaussian and Super-Lorentzian lineshapes were used for the semi-solid pool to describe the rate
of loss of longitudinal magnetisation due to off-resonance irradiation; the Super-Lorentzian
lineshape was found to fit the data better than the Gaussian lineshape (a reduction in the residual
sum-of squares by 28%), in agreement with the work carried out by other groups for in-vitro
bovine white matter (16) and in-vivo rat brain (17).
3.5. In-Vivo MT Experiments
Having ensured that the procedure was ready for use in humans, the process was then repeated
on five normal healthy controls with no history of neurological or psychiatric problems and six
patients with MS (three with relapsing-remitting MS and three with benign MS), all recruited
from the National Hospital of Neurology and Neurosurgery. Local ethics approval was obtained
from the Joint Ethics Committee of the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery and
the Institute of Neurology, and all subjects gave informed written consent for the study. The
patients underwent a neurological examination and evaluation of EDSS prior to undergoing MR
imaging, and had a median Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) of two.
In order to test for reproducibility of the MT parameters, one of the healthy controls was
rescanned, after an interval of 10 months.
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The same MTSPGR sequence that was used the in-vitro experiments was used for the in-vivo
scans.

However, since a scan time of ~75 minutes (for MT experiments) is clinically

impractical, the number of MT measurements had to be reduced. The range of powers and offset
frequencies used by the Henkelman group for their MT experiments on agar gels and bovine
white matter (13,16), along with the experience gained by our own in-vitro experiments, were
used to guide the choice of measurements to be retained. Due to specific absorption rate
concerns, the maximum amplitude of the MT pulse that could be applied in our in-vivo
experiments was 734 rads/s. Several combinations of MT power and offset frequency were used
to re-fit subsets of Henkelman’s ex vivo data, and the resulting parameters and their associated
errors were extracted. The minimum number of measurements that could be used was found to
be 10; any fewer resulted in large, unacceptable errors in the fitting procedure.. The ten unique
combinations of amplitude and offset frequency of the MT Pulse chosen for the in-vivo MT
measurements are given in Table 3.
In the in-vivo situation, 28 slices, of 5 mm thickness, were collected per acquisition, the
repetition time between successive saturation pulses (TR*) being 40 ms. 28 contiguous slices
were acquired with an aim to achieve full brain coverage, i.e., from the apex of the head to the
brain stem. All 28 slices were acquired in a single TR and the scan time for each measurement
(i.e., acquisition time per power/offset frequency combination) for 28 slices was identical to the
in-vitro case, i.e., 1 min + 22 sec. Thus, the total scan time for the 10 combinations of MT
power and offset frequency was ~15 minutes.

)

3.6. In-Vivo Observed Relaxation Time (T iobs Measurement
Once again, an independent measurement of the observed relaxation time, Tiobs of the two-pool
system was required to constrain the solution as before. In the in-vivo case this was carried out
using the method of Parker et a l, (30), which includes compensations for slice profile and Bi
inhomogeneity effects.

The method requires acquisition of two gradient echo data sets at

different repetition times, designed to create a predominantly PD weighted (PDW) and a heavily
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Ti weighted (TiW) data set, respectively. The acquisition parameters used were (TR/TE/flip
angle/number of averages); 1500 ms/10 ms/90°/2 and 360 ms/10 ms/90°/8 for the PDW and
TiW acquisitions, respectively. Slice thickness and FOV were 5 mm and 24 cm respectively, to
match the MT scans, and a matrix size of 256 X 256 was used. The total measurement time is
approximately 19 minutes, although this can be reduced, if necessary, at the expense of matrix
size or signal averaging.
The total measurement time for the in-vivo MT experiments was 15 minutes (for the MT
measurements plus 19 minutes (for the measurement of Tiobs) = 34 minutes.
3.7. In-Vivo Data Analysis
All images were again transferred to a network of Sun, converted to a variant of the UNC image
format and displayed using the Displmage package. Ti maps were calculated on a pixel by pixel
basis, using the method Parker et al., (30). Regions of interest were then defined, and the signal
intensities for each ROl was determined for each of the acquired MT weighted images, plus the
calculated T, image. While choosing an ROI from a particular slice, the slice above and below
the one chosen were also inspected, to reduce the likelihood of any contamination between WM
and GM in each single image due to through slice partial volume effects. ROIs were defined to
cover three specific areas of white matter (occipital white matter, frontal white matter, and
centrum semiovale) and two specific areas of grey matter (cortical grey matter, and cerebral grey
matter). Data was collected from both the left and right hemispheres for each of these regions.
Thus, a total of 10 ROIs were collected in healthy controls. In the patient group, the same 10
regions were investigated, with the addition of a variable number of additional ROIs
representing lesions. In order to assess inter-rater covariance, ROIs were independently outlined
on one representative patient dataset by two different trained observers (CD and GD); data was
collected from 17 ROIs in each case.
As with the in-vitro MT experiments, the quantitative in-vivo MT data was fitted to the equation
for signal intensity of the free pool, i.e., Eq. (10). However, unlike the in-vitro case, the
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Gaussian lineshape seemed to provide a better fit between experiment and theory (an
improvement of ~30% in the residual sum of squares as compared to the super-Lorentzian
lineshape). Quantitative MT measurements along with the fit of the signal equation for two
lineshapes (Gaussian (A) and super-Lorentzian (B) are shown in Figure 1.
For (qualitative) comparison purposes, MT ratios, expressed in percent units (p.u.), were also
calculated for different regions-of-interest (ROI) using the expression:
MTR = 100

^SA T

UNSAT

[14]

2 SAT

where

S sat

and

S unsat

are the mean saturated and unsaturated signal intensities in the ROI

respectively. A combination of flip angle/offset frequency = 843°/1000 Hz was used to obtain
the saturated signal intensity and a combination of 434°/15000 Hz was used to obtain the
‘unsaturated’ (or more correctly ‘less saturated’) signal intensity. Figure 2 shows (A) grey
matter data and (B) MS Lesion data fitted to Eq. (10) using a Gaussian lineshape.
4. Results
4.1. In-Vitro Results
Parameter estimates obtained for 7 normal white matter and 5 MS lesions from fixed human
brain slices are shown in the Table 2.
The results obtained can be summarised as follows:
1. In-vitro MT parameters were successfully estimated from the MT effect at 55 combinations
of power and offset frequencies.
2. In comparison to normal white matter, the MS lesions demonstrated an increase in the
transverse relaxation time of the bound pool (T2®).
3. More important, a dramatic reduction was found in f (the bound water fraction) in the MS
lesions, which is consistent with demyelination.
4.

1/RaT2'^, the ratio of the longitudinal relaxation time to the transverse relaxation time of the
free pool, was found to be slightly higher in the MS samples.
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5. The observed relaxation time

(T io b s )

was found to be higher in MS lesions compared to

normal white matter
6. The observed longitudinal relaxation times (Tiqbs) for both normal WM and MS WM are
considerably lower than the values found in the literature (for in-vivo brain (25,26)). We
attribute this difference to the effect of formalin fixation; several researchers (27,28,29) have
measured the relaxation times of formalin-fixed tissues and found a significant reduction in
relaxation times.
4.2. In-Vivo Results
In-vivo MT parameter estimates obtained from healthy controls (Table 4), normal appearing
white matter in patients with MS (Table 5) and MS lesions (Table 6) have been summarised.
The results obtained can be summarised as follows:
1. In-vivo MT parameters were successfully estimated from the MT effect at 10 combinations
of power and offset frequencies.
2. In comparison to normal white matter, the MS lesions demonstrated a statistical decrease (p
< 0.001) in the transverse relaxation time of the bound pool (T2®).
3. More important, a dramatic reduction was found in f (the bound water fraction) in the MS
lesions (p < 0.001), despite some regions having normal MTR values.
4. The observed relaxation time (Tioes) was found to be higher in MS lesions compared to
normal white matter.
5. Reproducibility of the MT parameters, assessed as the scan-rescan coefficient of variation
over all WM ROIs, was found to be 2% and 3% respectively for f and T2®.
6. The inter-rater coefficients of variation in f and

(again over all WM ROIs) were found to

be 7% and 4.5% respectively.
5. Discussion
5.1. Bound water pool lineshape
In our in-vitro studies we found that, in agreement with other workers, the use of a super-
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Lorentzian lineshape for the bound water pool gave the best results (as evidenced by a reduction
in the residual sum of squares (30%) relative to a fitting with a simple Gaussian lineshape). Invivo, however, we obtained better fits for the Gaussian function. This is in conflict with the work
carried out on bovine tissue (16), in-vivo rat brain (17), and human in-vivo brain (7,10,12) where
a super-Lorentzian lineshape has been used to describe the bound pool. The super-Lorentzian
described in articles from the Henkelman group did not fit our in-vivo data perfectly and it is
likely that the Gaussian lineshape provides a better fit over the small range of data points
presented here. This would also apply when comparing this work to that of Sled and Pike (10) as
a large number of data points were collected for that work. This could mean that further
improvements can be made if more careful selection of the data points is made; however it is
unclear at this time if this would lead to significant differences in the parameters.
In fact, various a priori lineshapes have been used to describe the absorption lineshape of the
semi-solid pool. A three-pool model to conduct MT experiments in agar gels (31) consisted of
water and mobile polymers having a Lorentzian lineshape while the macromolecules of the
bound pool were characterised by a Gaussian lineshape. The same lineshape has also been used
in a three-pool MT model to fit data in cartilage (32) and in a two-pool model for bovine serum
albumin (33). Recently, a Gaussian lineshape has been used to represent the bound pool in a
three-pool MT model for hydrated cross-linked bovine serum albumin (34). Two other
lineshapes (a "flexible" lineshape based an average numerical lineshape extracted from
experimental MT data and a "Kubo-Tomita" lineshape (35)) have also been used to extract MT
parameters from bovine tissues as published in ref. (16). More work is necessary to determine
whether our result is of biological significance, or simply reflects the inability of the fitting
procedure to extract accurate parameters from the more complex super-Lorentzian lineshape
given our low number of input measurements.
5.2. Fitted RMd* values
The parameter appears to vary very little between different regions in the brain. A possible
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explanation for this is the likelihood that the two pools are extremely well coupled; clearly this
parameter does not seem to have diagnostic potential (unlike parameters f and T2®).
5.3, Fitted 7^^ values
Short T2®relaxation values (between 14 ps and 19 ps) were found for all tissues investigated in
this study (both in-vitro and in-vivo), and are consistent with the fitted values obtained by other
workers. Others have measure a T2®of 8 ps for integral membrane protein rhodopsin (36) and a
value of 9 ps for denatured egg white (37). A simple two pool MT model (16) for bovine WM
yielded 18 ps while a four-pool model for the same type of tissue (38) yielded a value of 17 ps.
Recently a value of 11 ps for in-vivo human WM (10) has been obtained.
Statistically significant differences were foimd between normal WM (in controls) and MS
lesions (p <0.001), indicating the possibility of this parameter to reflect changes in pathology.
5.4. Fitted 1/R aT2 values and direct saturation effects
The ratio of measured Tiobs/T2obs ratios can be used to estimate direct saturation effects.
However, measured relaxation times give a weighted average of the relaxation contributions
from all tissue components and also suffer from the effect of the presence of macromolecules on
the observed relaxation times. The parameter 1/RaT2"^, one of the outputs of the fitting
procedure, can also be used to evaluate direct saturation effects on the water pool by the MT
pulse. Differences between fitted and measured relaxation ratios have been reported by other
workers (22,39) suggesting that the fitted values give the best estimate of direct saturation
effects. In the present study, the parameter 1/RaT2"^ shows statistically significant differences (p
< 0.001) between NAWM and MS lesions and also between grey matter in patients and controls,
thus indicating the possibility of subtle changes in grey matter, apart from the more obvious
changes in white matter as a result of pathology.
The amount of direct saturation experienced by the water protons depends on the pulse strength
(Oi, the offset frequency Af and the values of (obtained from the fitting procedure).
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Figure 3 shows the direction saturation effects calculated for the in-vivo data for two different
pulse powers and a range o f offset frequencies.

The effects are similar for occipital white

matter, frontal white matter and centrum semiovale in healthy controls.

Regions with grey

matter (cerebral cortex and cerebellum) with their lower l/RATa"^ values are affected to a lesser
extent than regions with white matter. Differences in direct saturation values between control
and MS patients can also be seen in figure 3, these effects being greatest at offset frequencies
below 1 kHz. Conventional MT ratios are unable to reflect these direct saturation effects, and the
differences in MTR values between healthy controls and MS patients (and also between white
and grey matter in controls) are likely to have at least some contribution from the effects of
direct saturation.
5.5. C linical Interpretation
While a detailed discussion o f the clinical implications is beyond the scope o f this paper, our
preliminary results include a number o f interesting features, in particular the reduction in f (the
bound water fraction) in the MS lesions, which is seen even in some regions having normal
MTR values. Two other parameters l/R^Tz"^ and T2® also appear to be altered in MS lesions; in
addition f is also altered in NAWM. Clearly, these parameters contain additional information
that cannot gleaned from conventional MTR values. It is possible that gliosis may have replaced
the myelin with glial cells (which still have a high bound water content) in such regions, leading
to a maintained MTR. The decreased f, then, may be a function o f disease progression, as
demyelination sets in.

Such hypotheses can only be confirmed (or rejected), however, by

scanning many more patients with a variety o f lesions o f different ages. Such scanning is now
underway.
Since an important therapeutic goal in MS is to promote remyelination, it is essential to monitor
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this repair process in-vivo. We believe that the MT parameters, particularly, f and T2®, are
potentially capable of detecting and monitoring not just demyelination, but also remyelination
in-vivo.

This methodology can prove useful in determining the degree of spontaneous and

therapeutically induced tissue reorganisation and remyelination in MS lesions, and thus
validating therapeutic treatments for myelin repair.
6. Conclusion

The MT methods described above allow quantitative in-vivo imaging of all the observable MT
parameters of the binary spin bath model. Specifically, the model yields the fractional size of
the bound pool, the magnetisation exchange rate, the transverse relaxation time of the bound
pool as well as the relaxation times of the free pool. For the first time, these parameters have
been obtained from the whole brain in clinically feasible times. Unlike conventional MT ratios,
these parameters are (relatively) independent of the details of the pulse sequences used to
measure them, and have the potential to give new information about tissue composition and
structure.
The two-pool model is, of course, only an approximation to the true, in-vivo, situation, and
mathematical models with three (31,32,34) and four (38,40) pools have also been used to
describe the MT phenomena occurring in tissue. Although these models might be more accurate
than the two-model, the mathematical formulae describing the signal evolution are far more
complex and the parameters extracted are more difficult to interpret. The models also requires a
greater number of parameters to be experimentally measured (to extract some of the intrinsic
MT parameters), resulting in impractical scan times. Clearly, there is a trade-off between the
accurate description of the MT processes occurring in heterogeneous systems like biological
tissue and practicality with which they can be implemented on clinical scanners. Researchers are
continuously trying to create realistic and yet simple MT models that mimic the behaviour of
biological tissues.
Heterogeneous systems like white matter have been described as complex matrices of
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macromolecules with water filling some of the spaces in these matrices and thus forming water
compartments with different levels of mobility (40). The dynamics involved in the contribution
of the different water compartments to the observed effects of the free water pool have not yet
been well characterised.

Exchange of water between the various compartments alters the

population of the water molecules and hence, on the time scale of this exchange, the observed
properties of the free pool are a weighted average of the properties of the different water
compartments. Our two-pool model is likely to be a simplified version of a multi-compartmental
consisting of several water compartments and their associated exchange pathways. However, it
has the advantage of being simple and easy to implement on clinical scanners, and provides
parameters of the human brain within a relatively short period.
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Table 1: Parameters, including continuous wave power equivalents, calculated for the Gaussian
MT pulses used in the in in-vitro MT experiments (pi = 0.4819, p%= 0.3441, Tsat = 14.6 ms)

Flip Angle 0 s a t ( ° )
285
420
660
940
1460

B s a t (M -T )

B ic w p e (M -T )

2.64
3.90
6.12
8.72
13.55

0.93
1.37
2.16
3.06
4.75
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707
1042
1638
2333
3624
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Table 2; Fitted parameters for in-vitro brain samples (normal and MS)

Parameter
R M ”a ( s ‘)

f^ACl-f) (s ')
T 2 ° (M S)
1 /R a T 2 *

gMo*
T lobs (s)
T , ^ (s)
(s)
f

Normal WM (n = 7)
1831 ±291
0.07 ±0.07
13.1 ±6.8
1.6 ±0.3
363 ±27
0.38 ± 0.02
0.37 ±0.08
0.24 ± 0.04
0.14±0.11

MS Tissue (n = 5)
3213 ±300
0.006 ± 0.004
20.2 ±1.9
1.8 ±0.7
426 ±14
0.47 ± 0.01
0.49 ± 0.01
0.31 ±0.18
0.02 ± 0.009
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Table 3: The Ten Unique Combinations of Amplitude and Offset Frequency of the MT Pulse
\j&Q&In-Vivo

Flip Angle
0SAT (in °)
212
212
212
434
434
434
843
843
843
843

Amplitude of the CWPE
MT Pulse (OicwpE (in radians/s)
185
185
185
378
378
378
734
734
734
734
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Offset Frequency
(in Hz)
1000
2500
7500
1000
3500
15000
1000
2500
5000
7500
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Table 4: In-vivo MT parameters for healthy controls (n = 5)

Occipital

Frontal White

Centrum

White Matter

Matter

Semiovale

3070 ±1986

2258 ± 1239

£^ a(1-f) (s ')

0.11 ±0.01

(ps)

Cortex

Cerebellum

2239± 1193

3075 ± 1068

3544 ±1226

0.11 ±0.01

0.11 ±0.01

0.10 ±0.01

0.10 ±0.01

17.8 ±1.4

18.3 ±0.9

18.5 ±1.0

16.6 ±2.8

16.3 ±0.6

44 ± 6

45 ± 5

44 ± 6

27±7

32± 3

366 ±34

366 ±32

364 ±31

449 ± 40

419 ±34

(s)

0.62 ±0.04

0.61 ± 0.04

0.61 ±0.02

1.19±0.10

1.10±0.11

(s)

0.58 ± 0.05

0.57 ± 0.05

0.57 ± 0.03

1.21 ±0.11

1.11±0.12

(s)

0.01 ± 0.01

0.01 ±0.01

0.01 ±0.01

0.05 ±0.01

0.03 ±0.01

f

0.16 ±0.01

0.16 ±0.01

0.16 ±0.02

0.08 ±0.01

0.09 ±0.01

MTR (pu.)

59.2 ± 0.9

59.9 ±0.7

60.1 ±0.8

52.3 ± 3

55.6 ±1.1

RMo^

(s')

T2B
1/RaT2A
gMo*
Tiobs
TA
T2A
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Table 5: In-vivo MT parameters for Normal Appearing White Matter in patients with MS

RM«^

(s')

Occipital

Frontal White

Centrum

White Matter

Matter

Semiovale

(n=6)

(n=7)

3371± 1578

3644± 1891

Cortex

Cerebellum

(n=6)

(n=6)

(n=7)

2958 ± 939

3983 ± 879

2857 ±
1267

£«A(l-f)(s')

0.11+0.01

0.10 ±0.01

0.10 ±0.01

0.10 ±0.02

0.10 ±0.01

(lAS)

17.9 ±1.1

18.7 ±0.9

18.8 ±0.7

14.6 ± 1.6

17.2 ±1.5

42 ± 6

42 ±5

40 ± 6

15±11

30±7

389 ± 62

374 ± 52

353 ± 80

473 ± 33

409 ± 43

T2B

1/RaT:2A
gMo*
Tlobs

(s)

0.73 + 0.10

0.66 ± 0.07

0.68 ± 0.07

1.32 ±0.26

1.08 ±0.17

T,^

(s)

0.70 ±0.11

0.63 ± 0.08

0.64 ±0.07

1.35 ±0.29

1.09 ±0.19

T2A

(s)

0.02 ±0.01

0.02 ±0.01

0.02 ± 0.01

0.08 ±0.13

0.04 ±0.01

0.13 ±0.02

0.14 ±0.02

0.14 ±0.02

0.07 ± 0.03

0.08 ±0.01

58.9 ± 1

59.5 ± 1

59.3 ± 1

48.8 ± 6

55.5 ± 1

f
MTR (p.u.)
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Table 6: In-vivo MT parameters in MS Lesions

Left Occipital

Right

Left

Left Centrum

Right

Lesion (n=5)

Occipital

Periventricular

Semiovale

Centrum

Lesion (n=3)

Lesion (n=3)

Lesion (n=3)

Semiovale
Lesion (n=4)

RMo^

(s')

3590 ±2285

4295 ±710

3322 ±911

2257 ± 1499

2128± 1533

0.11 ±0.01

0.11 ±0.02

0.11 ±0.01

0.10 ±0.01

0.11 ±0.01

16.3 ±0.9

16.1 ±0.5

16.1 ±1.4

16.2 ±0.9

16.6 ± 1.2

1/RaT2^

29 ±12

28±11

30± 11

27 ±3

25 ±5

gMo^

457 ± 84

502 ± 40

445 ± 25

497 ± 70

468 ± 73

f/RA(l-f)(s-')
T2B

(ps)

T lo b s

(s)

1.05 ±0.21

1.18±0.16

1.26 ±0.04

1.06 ±0.38

0.99 ±0.13

Ti^

(s)

1.05 ±0.23

1.20 ±0.17

1.29 ±0.04

1.07 ±0.42

0.99 ±0.14

T2A

(s)

0.04 ±0.01

0.05 ± 0.03

0.05 ± 0.02

0.04 ± 0.01

0.04 ± 0.01

0.09 ± 0.02

0.09 ± 0.02

0.08 ± 0.01

0.10 ±0.04

0.10 ±0.01

55.3 ± 2

55.2 ± 3

54.9 ± 4

55.1 ±1

55.2 ± 1

f
MTR (p.u.)
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Fig.l. Typical graphs showing the fitting of the model to in-vivo measurements of normal
occipital white matter. Graph (A) shows the model fitted with a super-Lorentzian to describe the
rate of RF absorption of the semi-solid pool and (B) shows the same data but using a lineshape
Gaussian lineshape instead. The Gaussian lineshape gives a better fit to the data (a reduction in
the residual sum-of-squares by 30%). In both graphs the solid lines are a fit of Eq. (10) to the
data, the three lines representing the three powers used in the experiment.
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Fig.2. Magnetisation Transfer in-vivo data for (A) Cerebral Cortex and (B) MS lesion.
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Fig.3. Direct Saturation effects for white matter, grey matter and MS lesions
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